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Abstract
Over the last two decades, Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) has rev-

olutionized the study of the brain. This non-invasive technique produces snapshots of
brain activity over time, allowing researchers to literally peer into the mind as it performs
everyday tasks like reading or viewing images. Gradually the need has emerged for fMRI
analysis techniques that model activity occurring at numerous locations throughout the
brain simultaneously, and make predictions about what a person is doing or thinking
solely from his or her brain activity, or ”mind read.” Machine learning techniques can
accomplish both these goals, and thus have become a popular modeling choice; however,
most standard machine learning algorithms were designed for problems in which there
are relatively few candidate predictor variables, and the modeling objective is to make
accurate predictions.

In fMRI data, the number of predictor variables can be very large, while the likely
number of relevant predictors may be quite small. Furthermore, machine learning al-
gorithms are increasingly being employed in the natural sciences, and while accurate
predictions can serve to validate scientific models, the end goal of such modeling is
usually to interpret the models to gain scientific insight. An emerging class of algorithms
were designed to address the challenge of learning from and interpreting models with
large predictor sets by building sparse models in which only a small subset of predictors
are used. However, interpretation of such models still poses challenges; in particular,
such models are often not reliable across datasets, limiting their usefulness as scientific
models of brain functioning.

An additional challenge for fMRI modeling is that fMRI data are known to exhibit
strong spatial structure, especially in the form of spreading of activity across localized
areas of the brain. This phenomenon is generally understood, but the properties remain
poorly specified and are known to vary by factors such as the person studied (subject),
mental task, and brain region considered. Ultimately, better characterization of this spa-
tial structure is warranted because it presents both a modeling confound and an inherently
intriguing aspect of neural functioning.

In this thesis, we explore the interaction between prediction, sparsity, spatial structure,
and reliability in fMRI models, addressing the following questions:
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What is the relationship between prediction performance and model interpretation,
specifically model reliability? We perform the first application of the Elastic Net sparse
regression technique to fMRI data and find that reliability can be enhanced independently
of prediction, particularly by accounting for the known spatial structure in the data.

How do we determine whether a model is reliable? We provide a novel argument that
significance testing must be employed when evaluating model reliability, and introduce
an evaluation approach that accounts for both the overall activity and spatial structure
of a model, substantially affecting reliability estimation and showing that model weight
smoothing can improve reliability.

What are the spatial properties of the fMRI response? The Elastic Net models support
the hypothesis that the fMRI spatial profile is characterized by distributed clusters of
localized activity, and we extend the original framework beyond individual voxels to
explore a much larger feature space of spatial clusters, demonstrating the importance of
flexible modeling to accommodate the uncertainty of fMRI spatial structure.

How can one tractably produce sparse models in an enormous feature space, such as
that of candidate fMRI spatial clusters? We introduce a distributed implementation of the
LARS-EN algorithm for solving the Elastic Net, which can exploit a High Performance
Computing environment to efficiently search such spaces.

Our findings underscore the tremendous promise computational methods hold for
elucidating brain function through fMRI, yet highlight several challenges that must be
addressed as these techniques are standardized, refined, and expanded.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Glimpse of the Future

The setting is a courtroom. The defense attorney questions his client, who
presents a compelling alibi and convincing grief over his wife’s murder. The
jury is sympathetic. The prosecutor then stands up to present his cross-
examination. The jury is surprised to see the prosecutor quickly dismiss the
defendant from the stand; he then requests permission to present a video to
the jury. The video shows the defendant lying with his head inside a large,
noisy machine. The prosecutor sits by the defendant’s side in the video and
asks him the same questions he had just answered on the stand: Where was
he during the murder? Did he kill his wife? The defendant answers into a
noisy microphone, and the jury hears his muffled responses, again professing
his innocence. The video ends, and the prosecutor calls his next witness. He
is a psychologist, and testifies to being an expert in the use of brain imaging
techniques to determine the brain state of an individual; in particular, he is an
expert in using brain images for lie detection. The expert presents colorful
images in the shape of a head, which he says visualize the patterns of activity
in the defendant’s brain while he was answering the questions in the large
machine. The expert then says that there is a 99% chance that the observed
pattern of activity is consistent with deception. In other words, it is nearly
certain that the defendant was lying while answering the questions. The jury
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Chapter 1. Introduction

are sent to the deliberation room, in which they must decide the fate of the
defendant, taking into account the video and the interpretation of the expert
witness .

It is possible that a scenario similar to that described above will become commonplace
within our lifetimes, due to advances in the neuroimaging field of Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and the impressive “mind reading” capabilities afforded by
state of the art computational and statistical techniques. The potential uses for mind
reading tools are limitless, so there is naturally tremendous interest in developing and
perfecting them; however, perhaps more enticing is the potential to use these techniques
to gain a firm understanding of how the brain works. This elusive goal is both intuitively
fascinating and a pre-requisite for building truly practical devices. fMRI lie detectors are
not yet generally admissible in court, in part because our limited understanding of the
brain makes it difficult to argue definitively that these methods measure what is claimed,
especially when a life is at stake. This thesis will discuss ways we might better exploit
fMRI, with the ultimate goal of making discoveries about brain function.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

fMRI exploits properties of blood to infer the pattern of brain activity during a snapshot in
time. Specifically, when the underlying units of brain activity, neurons, engage anywhere
in the brain at any time, oxygen is needed to fuel the activation. This oxygen is trans-
ported by the blood; more precisely, the hemoglobin molecules in the blood transport
oxygen molecules. Neural activity thus triggers increased blood flow to the surrounding
area, and, locally, the ratio of oxygenated (transporting oxygen) to deoxygenated blood
increases, a phenomenon that has been known for over 100 years [79]. The increase of
this ratio in response to neural activation is well-characterized and is known as the Hemo-
dynamic Response (HR), parameterized by a Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF).
A canonical HRF, showing the response over time, is shown in Figure 1.1 (from [38]).

In 1990, Ogawa et al. [66] revolutionized the field of brain imaging by exploiting
properties of hemoglobin to facilitate visualization of this hemodynamic response. The
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Figure 1.1: Canonical Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF), from [38].

hemoglobin molecules transporting the oxygen contain iron atoms, and their configu-
ration is slightly altered when an oxygen molecule is attached. Since the iron is mag-
netic, the magnetic signal or Magnetic Resonance (MR), of the hemoglobin molecule
differs between the oxygenated and deoxygenated states. The authors demonstrated
that a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner can measure these changes in the
blood MR, known as the Blood Oxygen Level-Dependent (BOLD) signal, and hence
infer the hemodynamic response. This scanner is essentially a large, noisy magnet. As
described in the opening anecdote, to produce an image, the subject lies in the machine
and the scanner reads the BOLD signal in his or her brain while the subject is engaged
in some activity. Studies have confirmed the relationship between the neural HR and
BOLD signal [55], allowing BOLD to serve as a proxy for direct measurement of neural
activity. fMRI thus differs from standard structural MRI in that it provides snapshots of
activity over time, while the subject is engaged in an activity of interest. This scanning
technique is considered non-invasive, that is, no side effects for the subject have been
found, assuming certain safety precautions are taken. This non-invasiveness, along with
desirable properties of the images derived from them, have resulted in this fundamental
technique developing over the last 20 years into a standard paradigm for investigating
neurological properties.
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At the conclusion of a scanning session, the BOLD signal measurements across the
brain are combined into a dataset of brain images over time. Each image is three-
dimensional; just as two-dimensional images are discretized into pixels, three-dimensional
images are discretized into voxels. In typical fMRI scans, each voxel corresponds to
a region of roughly 2mm× 2mm× 2mm, though this size is often adjusted by the ex-
perimenter. For a typical scan, the images will be produced by taking 2D images at
approximately 34 positions, or slices, from the front to the back of the brain. Each of
these 2D images is typically on the order of 64× 64 pixels, leading to a 3D image of
size 64× 64× 34 voxels. Given the brain shape, however, most of these voxels will not
correspond to meaningful brain locations. The specific number of valid brain voxels in
a typical scan varies depending on the size and shape of the subject’s brain, the exact
spatial resolution of the scan, and processing techniques applied to the raw image, but
will usually be on the order of 104 voxels. A series of these 3D images is taken over the
course of the experiment. The time between images is known as the Time to Repetition
(TR), and images taken over time are often referred to as TRs. There is usually a trade-off
between the spatial resolution of the images, and the temporal resolution of the TRs, but a
typical TR is approximately once every 1-2 seconds. The number of images in the dataset
thus depends on the TR and the duration of the scanning session. Since scanning requires
the subject to lie in a very tight and noisy space, durations are usually minimized. Thus,
the number of TRs tends to be quite small relative to the number of voxels, and is usually
on the order of hundreds. A standard experimental design involves the subject engaging
in some behavioral or cognitive (mental) task of interest multiple times, so as to produce
sufficient examples from which to detect statistical patterns. These repeated sessions are
called runs. The number of runs can vary significantly depending on the goals of the
experimenter.

Once the scanning session is complete and the dataset of images over time (binned
into runs) exists, considerable processing of the data must take place before the data can
be analyzed, since numerous noise sources confound the already weak BOLD signal. The
noise sources include physical properties of the scanner itself, properties of conversion
of the signal from Fourier to real space, movement on the part of the subject, and inter-
ference from the subject’s breathing and heart rate. Sophisticated techniques to remove
these various noise artifacts have been developed and included in standard pre-processing
packages, notably AFNI [3] and FSL [85].
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1.2.2 Applications and Analysis: General Linear Models (GLM)

Once the pre-processing has been performed, there are a nearly unlimited variety of
statistical approaches that can be used to derive insight into neurological functioning.
The canonical question researchers seek to answer is: What patterns of brain activity are
most strongly associated with a behavioral or mental task of interest? More specifically,
researchers seek to find those voxels or sets of voxels that are most strongly correlated
with a signal representing the strength of an internal or external task or stimulus. The task
or stimulus can be any phenomenon scientists seek to better understand, such as viewing
images of different types of objects, reading sentences, pressing a button, performing
arithmetic computations, or watching a sad movie.

The field that seeks to match fMRI brain images to mental tasks or behaviors is known
as brain mapping. News stories in the popular media now routinely feature headlines
announcing some behavior for which the “brain region” responsible has been determined.
In most cases, these results were yielded from fMRI experiments. The number of scien-
tific hypotheses generated and, in many cases, supported by the technique is staggering.
Some phenomena that have been well-studied using fMRI include processes underlying
decision making [18], understanding another person’s point of view [82], and, still only
vaguely understood, falling in love [27].

The simplest approach to discovering such associative patterns from fMRI is to ap-
ply standard inferential statistics. The most basic model, which is applicable for tasks
involving two conditions, for example viewing a face or not viewing a face, is a t-test,
which measures whether the activation levels observed at a given voxel are differently
distributed within the two conditions. The generalized version of a t-test is the General
Linear Model (GLM) [46] approach, which derives a model of each voxel’s activation
from the various task or stimulus signals at a given time (known as the design matrix), and
returns a model significance estimation reflecting the strength of the association between
voxel and task. If there are K tasks or stimuli, N TRs, and M voxels, the GLM is computed
as:

Y = XW+E, (1.1)
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where X is a T ×K design matrix, W is a K×M matrix of regression coefficients, and E
is a T ×M error matrix, typically modeled as a low-order auto-regressive process.

While there has been extensive effort to enhance the statistical validity of GLM ap-
proaches, numerous challenges remain. Recently, Vul et al. [94] revealed a number of
peer-reviewed findings in the literature that may suffer from statistical confounds in-
duced by the modeling approaches. However, despite such limitations and the simplicity
of these techniques, GLM-based models have been the most common fMRI modeling
approach used for most of the last approximately 15 years.

1.2.3 Spatial Structure and Statistical Parametric Maps (SPM)

GLM-based techniques measure the univariate relationships between individual voxels
(or groups of voxels) and the task of interest. Their use clearly involves performing a
very large number of significance tests, so any significance estimation should be adjusted
to account for the large number of comparisons performed. In the statistics literature,
standard techniques exist for multiple comparison adjustments, the most common of
which is the Bonferroni correction [1].

However, standard multiple comparison adjustments are too conservative for fMRI
data because they fail to account for the spatial structure in such data. More specifically,
the voxel (commonly 8mm3) is almost never the relevant unit of analysis, due to the
lack of correspondence between the voxel grid and underlying anatamo-functional spatial
regions. There is both microscopic structure, in that millions of neurons are contained
within a single voxel, and macroscopic structure, in that broader regions of activity
frequently share a response profile. The spatial structure is further obscured by the
diffuse nature of the vascular hemodynamic response, which has a point spread dispersed
over several voxels. Factors such as head movement and, in multi-subject analysis,
differences in brain size and shape, further smear the signal. To mitigate the effects
of these factors, data are typically smoothed prior to analysis with a simple Gaussian
kernel of fixed variance within the range of 4− 8mm3. While it is known that this
kernel is suboptimal [28], the spatial smearing effect is not well quantified, necessitating
approximation.

In fact, this somewhat poorly understood spatial structure presents many open research
questions itself. At the lowest level, the optimal smoothing parameters are sought. At a
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higher level, spatial properties of the response can be used to gain further insight into the
nature of both neuronal response and psychological functioning. For instance, when
viewing a male face versus a female face, is the spatial scale at which the strongest
contrasts in activation are occurring smaller than when viewing a human face versus a
cat face? Do these spatial properties vary depending on the region of the brain, or the
subject?

While these questions are intriguing, on a more practical level, the spatial properties of
fMRI create some difficulties in analysis; for instance, due to the presence of this spatial
structure, voxels exhibit a high degree of spatial auto-correlation, meaning nearby voxels
are highly correlated. Since standard corrections for multiple comparisons assume all
tests are independent, this inter-dependence between voxels leads to over-penalization.
A technique developed to address this spatial auto-correlation is Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM) [32], in which a GLM analysis is performed and significance is adjusted
using Random Field Theory (RFT) [2]. This model assumes that the GLM error term
E is being generated by a process that can be approximated by a random field with a
multivariate Gaussian distribution. This correction essentially views the spatial map as a
mixture of independent “blobs,” which is appropriate considering both the known spatial
structure and the spatial structure imposed by smoothing. This RFT-based adjustment
results in a more balanced number of independence corrections, making SPM a standard
technique for producing univariate statistical significance maps.

1.2.4 Rationale for Predictive Model Building

One very active target of fMRI research is visual object recognition, the processing
underlying viewing of images of different types of objects. Numerous studies have led to
the discovery of brain areas that appear to selectively respond to images of faces (FFA)
and places such as houses (PPA) [51]. These initial findings were so intriguing and
encouraging that researchers began seeking localized areas associated with even more
specific objects, such as shoes, chairs, or scissors. The tendency towards more specific
functional localization began to prompt unwelcome comparisons of such approaches to
phrenology [92], a discredited 19th century theory that postulated that personality traits
corresponded to specific regions of the brain, which could be inferred by feeling bumps
on an individual’s skull.
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In 2001, Haxby et al. [43] published a seminal paper showing clear evidence that
findings of localization for such specific tasks might not be capturing the full story.
The authors had subjects view images of 8 types of objects, including faces, houses,
cats, scissors, and bottles. Images of one type of object were viewed over blocks of
TRs, which were repeated over 12 runs. The authors then used a standard technique,
split-sample correlation, to analyze the data. The brain images were averaged within
blocks over all TRs in half of the runs, and all blocks in the other half, resulting in 16
images corresponding to activity patterns for the 8 objects in 2 average run sets. The
authors measured the correlation between each of the 8 images in one run set and each
of the 8 images in the other run set. Furthermore, they measured this correlation not
just for the entire image, but for certain regions hypothesized to selectively respond to
particular objects. The authors found that there was a strong enough correlation between
fMRI images to determine when a pair of fMRI images corresponded to the same object
class, even among those brain regions that reached their maximal signal in response to a
different object class. This finding underscored the point that attempting to use univariate
statistics to discover highly localized brain regions associated with a certain task may
fail to account for the distributed information present throughout the brain. In addition,
patterns were consistent enough across runs that, using just the simple technique of
examining cross-correlations, the researchers were able to make retrospective predictions

about the type of object being viewed when an image was scanned. In a sense, the
researchers had effectively “read the mind” of subjects by inferring their mental state
entirely from their brain image.

In 2005, Kamitani and Tong [50] used a predictive technique to reveal further insight
into the nature of the neural response. They explored brain images associated with the
viewing of lines at different orientations. The neural response to this task is actually
well-characterized at the neuronal level, and is known to occur at the scale of structures
called neuronal columns, of which there are many within a typically-sized fMRI voxel.
Given the poor spatial resolution of fMRI relative to the known scale of functioning, the
research community had generally assumed that this signal could not be observed with
fMRI. Certainly, this limitation had been the case when standard univariate modeling
approaches were employed. Kamitani and Tong, however, instead used a technique,
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), to build a multivariate model that incorporated
information from all of the voxels in a region. They trained the model to learn a pattern
among the voxels that co-varied with the line orientation, and used the model to predict
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what line orientations were being viewed when a separate set of images was scanned.
Their model proved to be excellent at predicting the line orientation, despite using voxels
as predictors. They showed that this result was achieved due to exploitation of slight
discrepancies in the activation levels, reflected in the BOLD signal, across voxels, due to
a mismatch between the locations of the arbitrary voxels and the real underlying neural
columns. The multivariate model was able to learn to associate the specific pattern of
activity across all of the voxels at once with the line orientation. Univariate models
consider only one voxel at a time and hence are unable to learn such multi-voxel patterns.
As discussed by Norman et al. [64], multivariate techniques essentially provide greater
sensitivity to a weak and noisy true signal.

Thus, Haxby et al. found that patterns consistent across runs and distributed through-
out the brain exist and might not be discovered using univariate approaches, and Kamitani
and Tong used techniques that incorporate data from multiple voxels to make predictions.
Furthermore, Kamitani and Tong pointed to the strong prediction performance achieved
by their model as evidence that their model had captured a pattern truly associated with
the task of interest. Any scientific model should likewise be valid, that is, correspond
to some known ground truth or an accepted approximation. In fMRI, the ground truth
activation pattern is unknown, so a cognitive or behavioral state can be used as a proxy,
and the extent to which the state is predicted serves as a measure of validity that is
intuitive, easily interpreted, and relatively straightforwardly quantified, making it quite
appealing to scientists.

The notion of making predictions from the brain data, or “mind reading,” can also
lead to creative uses that yield some fascinating discoveries about the nature of neural
functioning. Polyn et al. [76] asked subjects to memorize lists of words from different
categories and, in a separate step, recall as many words as they could off the top of their
head. Scans were conducted during both the first (learning) phase and the second (recall)
phase. The authors trained models from the images in the learning phase that predicted
(retrospectively) the category of the word being learned at a given time; however, the
researchers then used the same model to make predictions from the recall data, and
were able to successfully predict the category of word being recalled just before the
subject recalled it. Thus prediction performance was used to demonstrate that the activity
evident when recalling a word is consistent with the pattern of activity when the word was
learned, implying that when remembering something, one essentially re-instates a brain
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state similar to that present when the item was learned. Another creative application is
the use of predictive techniques to reveal sub-conscious processes, such as the processing
of images of which the subjects were not consciously aware [44].

Predictive models can also reveal insight into the encoding of concepts. Mitchell et
al. [62] used a two-step learning procedure in which subjects were scanned while thinking
about objects represented by a set of nouns. The nouns were converted to a representation
in a basis defined by their frequency of co-occurrence with a pre-defined set of action
verbs, and the patterns of brain activity associated with these basis features were learned.
Using this basis set, the patterns could be generalized and used to predict brain activity
when thinking of nouns that were not used for training. The strong prediction perfor-
mance was used as a measure of validity of the verb-defined encoding basis hypothesis,
suggesting that we may indeed encode object concepts based on the types of actions
typically performed on them. This conceptual decoding has also been applied to visual
data. Kay et al. [52] represented complex visual stimuli in a basis set of spatial filters
that captured statistical properties of the images, including space, orientation, and spatial
frequency. They trained models of brain activity along these spatial dimensions from a set
of training images, and found that the models generalized to images not used for training.
Strong prediction performance not only implies the potential existence of a visual decoder
that can “read out” an image being viewed from a subject’s brain activity, but serves as
partial validation of hypotheses regarding the spatial filter set used by the brain to encode
images.

Thus, there has been considerable interest in exploiting predictive modeling tech-
niques to gain insight into aspects of neurological functioning that can be difficult or
impossible to study without such approaches. Naturally though, the very notion of “mind
reading” is intuitively enticing, even to non-scientists. From a practical perspective, the
ability to predict someone’s thoughts directly from their brain activity could revolutionize
fields like medicine, in which neuro-prostheses can aid disabled individuals, although the
state of the art in this field does usually rely on neuroimaging techniques with greater tem-
poral resolution than fMRI. From a business perspective, discoveries that sub-conscious
processes can be detected using these techniques provides plenty of opportunities in the
nascent field of neurologically-based marketing techniques (Neuro-marketing). Finally,
as discussed in the opening anecdote, several groups, including the federal government,
have a strong interest in developing accurate fMRI-based lie detectors. Investment in
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related research is well underway, and early results present moderate promise [20], but
the admissibility of fMRI lie detection evidence in court is being debated among legal
scholars.

1.2.5 Predictive Modeling Approaches

The broad approach of using multivariate predictive models of mental states from fMRI
data is sometimes referred to as Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis (MVPA) [64] to differenti-
ate it from the more traditional GLM-based approaches of predicting univariate voxel
activity from task-related design matrices. The term MVPA thus refers more to the
spirit or end goals of the modeling approach and less to the specific modeling techniques
employed. However, machine learning methods, which produce multivariate predictive
models, are a natural fit for this domain.

The standard Machine Learning framework involves seeking patterns among a set
of training examples, or instances, that are represented by vectors of features or pre-
dictors, that yield high prediction of a set of instance labels (classification) or a real-
valued label vector (regression). Machine learning researchers have developed countless
algorithms and modeling strategies for learning models from a set of labeled data and
making predictions on held-out data. Some of the earliest direct applications of the
machine learning framework and algorithms to make predictions from fMRI data include
the following: Cox and Savoy [19] used Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to predict the
category of object viewed from distributed brain voxels; Hanson et al. [42] used Neural
Networks to build a more sophisticated predictive model from the Haxby et al. [43] data;
and Mitchell et al. [61] evaluated several machine learning-based approaches, including
Gaussian Naive Bayes, SVMs, and k-Nearest Neighbor.

The commonalities across all these approaches, which differ primarily in the specific
learning algorithm employed, are in the representation of the data and the model eval-
uation procedures. Figure 1.2 illustrates the most typical paradigm used to frame fMRI
mental state prediction in the Machine Learning paradigm. To generate the dataset used
for training, each TR becomes an instance, each brain voxel becomes a feature, and the
task conditions or continuous response of interest over time serves as a label. Thus, pre-
dictions are made from individual voxels at individual TRs, allowing characterization of
the instantaneous mental state of a subject. Predicting from individual voxels potentially
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Figure 1.2: Prototypical Machine Learning Approach to fMRI Predictive Modeling.

enables recovery of very specific signals, such as line orientations. Unfortunately, since
subjects’ brains are different shapes and sizes, most modeling across subjects requires
applying some form of smoothing to the data. Therefore, a drawback of the sensitivity of
MVPA models is that models are usually limited to within individual subjects [64].

Classification or regression is employed, depending on whether the behavioral or
mental condition predicted is discrete, such as viewing one of several types of objects, or
continuous, such as a real-valued score reflecting how strongly some physical stimulus is
being applied. Prediction is typically defined as the percent accuracy for classification,
or correlation (e.g., Pearson) with response for regression. Machine Learning requires
both a training dataset, from which the model is learned, and a test dataset on which
prediction performance is evaluated. Ideally, these two datasets will be similar enough
that prediction is possible, yet not so similar as to confound the evaluation. A standard
approach in the machine learning literature is to randomly sub-divide the available data;
however, data from TRs adjacent in time are not independent, since there is a strong
degree of temporal correlation in fMRI. Therefore one seeks to avoid testing models on
TRs adjacent to any TRs used for training, precluding the use of random assignment.
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Fortunately, the division of the experiment into runs addresses this confound by provid-
ing natural data subsets. The most common training approach is “leave-one-run-out”
evaluation, in which models are trained using all runs except one and tested on the held-

out run’s data. This procedure is then repeated, with each run serving as the held-out set,
and prediction performance is aggregated over all such evaluations.

1.2.6 Feature Selection

The resulting training dataset is of size ∼ 500 instances by ∼ 30,000 features, making
the feature set very large relative to the number of training instances. In the machine
learning literature, this high-dimensional scenario is known to lead to over-fitting, in
which models are overly sensitive to noise in the training data and fail to generalize to
test datasets, hurting prediction performance. In such cases, it is often desirable to reduce
the size of the feature set, which may not only mitigate the effects of over-fitting, but
also leads to more parsimonious models. In the 14th Century, the philosopher William of
Occam stated that a scientific model should capture the true phenomenon as succinctly,
or parsimoniously, as possible, a principle known as Occam’s Razor. In our models, we
especially seek to find voxels (or groups of voxels) that are relevant, or most strongly
correlate with a mental task of interest, with the inherent assumption that most voxels are
irrelevant for a given task. A parsimonious model should therefore include parameters
only for the relevant voxels.

This need to achieve model parsimony is part of a larger challenge that emerges from a
slight disconnect between the historical basis for the modeling algorithms, and the present
modeling goals. Most of the common state-of-the-art statistical learning algorithms
were motivated by engineering applications, such as text or image processing, in which
accurate prediction performance was the only goal. In these cases, model properties, such
as parsimony, are irrelevant as long as the model achieves good prediction performance
on held-out data. However, since prediction is a compelling measure of validity, such
algorithms are increasingly being applied in many of the natural sciences, for example
genomics, with the goal of understanding the underlying natural system. In such cases
therefore, the ultimate objective is not necessarily prediction, but interpretation of the
model to glean insight. Classic machine learning algorithms were designed to achieve
highly accurate prediction performance without regard to model interpretation.
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In cases in which model parsimony is desired, this disconnect between the algorithm
objective and the modeling goals is especially germane. Machine learning algorithms
directly optimize prediction of the training set and therefore do not directly consider
generalization to unseen data. An optimal model of the training data will often exploit
as much information as possible by assigning weights to all or most predictors. While
frequently the optimal model is naturally parsimonious, most classic machine learning
algorithms do not explicitly seek parsimony, so other approaches must be used if further
feature set size reduction is required.

The most intuitive method for reducing the feature set size is to select a subset of
the features prior to training using a feature selection method. The most basic form
of feature selection performs a univariate test for inclusion of every voxel, for instance
Pearson correlation between the voxel time series and the response time series, and retains
only the k highest-scoring voxels in the feature set. Recall, however, that we seek to
build multivariate models due to the increased sensitivity of such models to obscured
patterns in the data. By employing univariate techniques to prune the feature set, we
may be throwing out some of the information that is only revealed through multivariate
models. Pereira and Gordon [73] describe several other limitations of this approach,
including the corrections that must be performed to adjust for multiple comparisons. In
addition, univariate feature selection techniques require choosing an appropriate number
k of voxels to select, which can be highly computationally intensive, as described below.

1.2.7 Regularization and Sparse Modeling

An alternative to methods that pre-select features using some criterion prior to modeling,
sometimes referred to as filtered feature selection, is to select the features within the
modeling stage, known as embedded feature selection, using some multivariate infor-
mation to inform the pruning. These approaches are derived from two fundamental
model properties: bias and variance. The variance of a model is generally a measure
of how sensitive the model is to randomness in the data. If parameters are learned for
the exact same set of features from two datasets that are identical except for some small
perturbations, variance captures the consistency of the model across the two datasets.
Bias is a measure of the divergence between the prediction of the model on training data,
and the target training label to be predicted.
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Models that incorporate a very large number of features tend to be over-fit to the
data, depending on the number of training instances and other data properties. These
models actually exhibit very low bias, because the large number of parameters can yield
a model that approximates the training label quite precisely; however, parameters learned
for the same features on another dataset, such as data from another run, tend to be quite
different, making the variance quite high. It is this model variance that leads to the poor
generalization performance. Smaller feature sets, in which there are fewer parameters
to adjust, naturally tend to yield less variable models. From the training point of view,
however, these models do not as accurately capture the true generating signal (for the
training data), and hence the model bias is higher. Yet while the bias for the training

data is greater, a slight sacrifice in this accuracy is warranted if the model has better
generalization, and thus likely better captures the truly consistent signal. To reduce over-
fitting, therefore, methods can seek a trade-off, in which model simplification increases
bias yet decreases variance. To force the learning algorithm to increase bias, which is
contrary to its typical goal, the method most commonly used is regularization. With
regularization, a constraint is placed on the solution in a way that forces “simpler” models
with lower variance. To illustrate, consider the standard linear regression objective with
N examples and M predictors:

min
N

∑
n=1

(yn−β
T Xn)2 (1.2)

where we have N data points, y is our response vector (e.g., mental task), X is our data
(e.g., brain images), and we seek to learn β that minimizes the Residual Sum of Square
error. Now consider the following modified version of Eq. (1.2):

min
N

∑
n=1

(yn−β
T Xn)2 s.t.

M

∑
i=1

β
2
i ≤ s. (1.3)

In Eq. (1.3), an additional constraint has been imposed on the solution, specifically that
the sum of the squares of the real β values must not exceed value s. In other words,
models trained with this objective will have smaller weights for most parameters. This
form of regularization is ridge regression [45], the most common form of regularization.
The constraint imposed by ridge is a bound on the l2-norm [22] of the β weights; hence,
this regularization is often called l2-regularization. By constraining the weights in this
manner, the model no longer as closely captures the true function, increasing bias, but the
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differences in prediction across datasets are not as great either, improving generalization
performance.

Ridge thus reduces the values of the β weights, but recall that ideally most features in
our fMRI models will not be included in the model at all, having been given weight
0. Models in which most features have value 0 are sparse within the feature space.
It is understood that l2-regularization does not yield sparse models. In fact, the only
constraint that is proven to minimize model size, as in the number of non-zero features,
is a bound on the l0-norm of the weights, corresponding to direct minimization of the
count of non-zero features. Unfortunately, no tractable algorithm exists for solving l0-
regularized regression.

Fortunately, l1-regularization, which constraints the sum of the absolute values of β

weights, can be tractably applied. Consider the variant of Eq. (1.3) in Eq. (1.4), which
includes exactly that constraint. This form of regularization is known as the Lasso [87],
and solves an l1-constrained least-squares minimization:

min
N

∑
n=1

(yn−β
T Xn)2 s.t.

M

∑
i=1
|βi| ≤ s. (1.4)

The objective in Eq. (1.4) can also be written as an unconstrained mixed-norm minimiza-
tion:

argmin
β

|y−Xβ|2 +λ||β||1. (1.5)

The multi-dimensional diamond shape of the l1-penalty in coefficient space, contrasted
with the spherical l2-penalty, is responsible for making it likely that solutions will lie close
to the axes and hence be sparse. Baraniuk [6] provides a nice comparative visualization of
the penalties, as well as an overview of compressive sensing, a signal processing field that
uses sparse methods to allow recovery of a signal using a small number of measurements.
While the diamond shape of the Lasso penalty enforces sparsity, it does make the penalty
not strictly convex, necessitating special algorithms to solve it. Despite the relatively
recent introduction of l1-regularization into the modeling literature, numerous algorithms
have already been developed to solve it.

Regardless of whether filtered or embedded feature selection is used, such model
optimization always requires one additional step. Filtered feature selection techniques
require one to determine the number of features k to select, while embedded feature se-
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lection techniques employing regression require one to select the norm bound parameter
s. Certain algorithms for embedded feature selection offer a strong advantage in this
regard, since they compute the full regularization path for a dataset, i.e., the optimal
model given all possible model sizes, using the same amount of computation required to
run one-pass of ordinary least squares regression. Specifically, the LARS algorithm [24]
is a popular choice for solving the Lasso, since it provides the full l1-regularization path.
The models in the regularization path can then be evaluated to easily choose an optimal
number of predictors.

Whether optimizing k selected features or the bound s though, care must be taken to
prevent contamination of the test dataset. Specifically, a first inclination for optimizing
these parameters may be to evaluate all models on the test set and simply retain the best
predicting model; however, that model may then be highly over-fit to the test data, artifi-
cially inflating the prediction performance. To avoid this confound induced by “peeking”
at the test data, cross-validation is used, in which the data are divided into training, test,
and optimization sub-datasets, reserving an entire set of examples for choosing the model
size [74]. As with leave-one-run-out training, k-fold cross-validation performs k divisions
of the dataset into training, test, and optimization folds. While widely used in the broader
machine learning community, k-fold cross-validation does present a challenge for some
fMRI applications, specifically in those experiments for which only 1 or 2 runs were
performed, requiring some care to perform data sub-divisions.

1.2.8 Predictive Model Reliability

Since bias is a measure of the (inverse) accuracy of the prediction of the model on training

data, it is closely related to the prediction performance on test data, which serves as a
measure of model validity. In some fields, such as Psychology, considerable effort is
devoted to developing efficient measures of constructs. The validity of such measures is
crucial, so the correspondence between the measure and an established measure of the
construct is used to evaluate the model. In addition to validity, however, it is considered
important that such measures are reliable, meaning that if the measure is re-applied, for
example to the same subject at a later time or by a different rater, the scores should
be consistent. Reliability is hence somewhat analogous to (inverse) model variance;
however, unlike bias and variance, the relationship between reliability and validity is
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generally not antagonistic. Rather, the two aspects are considered equally important
properties when evaluating a new measure, or model.

An fMRI model can be viewed as a measure of the extent to which a brain is engaged
in a particular task; thus, it should be both valid and reliable. Since fMRI analysis has
traditionally been grounded in Psychology, some effort has been devoted to measuring
the reliability of standard GLM-based models. Genovese et al. [37] discuss a method
for evaluating how reliably a voxel is deemed “active” across repeated runs. Maitra et
al. [56] incorporate spatial information to detect localized regions that are active, rather
than single voxels, with the goal of reducing the number of false positive identifications
of significantly active voxels to improve consistency across runs. Strother et al. [86] were
among the first to consider both reliability and prediction as model evaluation metrics,
although they primarily focused on the trade-off between the two metrics observed when
increasing or decreasing the complexity of the representation of the data.

Within the context of predictive multivariate models, however, relatively little attention
has been devoted to reliability, which is unfortunate since, regardless of the feature
selection technique used, the reliability of such models is often quite poor. For instance,
it is typically the case that when feature selection is performed on models learned from
runs by the same subject for the same task in the same experiment, the two sets of selected
voxels display subjectively poor overlap [73]. The under-exploration of reliability and the
poor reliability itself are again related to the difficulties with the interpretation of machine
learning-based models. If prediction is the only goal, the consistency of the model across
data subsets could be considered irrelevant. If however the model is being used to gain
insight into scientific data, as is usually the case with fMRI models, the intent is for the
model to fully describe those aspects of the data that are consistent across data subsets
in the most parsimonious manner. It could be argued that reliability is capturing this
property.

Even if prediction were the only goal, as in the case of lie detection, the poor reliability
may be a sign of problems with the model that the prediction score alone might not be
sensitive enough to detect. Since poor reliability may indicate poor model parsimony,
it could reflect an inefficiency in the representation of the data that, if addressed, could
improve prediction performance directly. Indeed, it is generally understood that a voxel
is not an ideal feature to use for modeling, since it is arbitrary and not directly associated
with any meaningful unit. The scale of voxels is much larger than that at which most
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neural processing occurs, but much smaller than established functional regions of activity.
In addition, the spatial structure of response creates a high degree of inter-dependence
between voxels. A model that represents the data with more meaningful, independent
features might better capture the data and hence be more predictive as well as more
reliable.

1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions

Thus multivariate predictive fMRI models offer great promise for both neuro-scientific
discovery and practical applications, but there is a disconnect between the methods being
used to make predictions and our goal of gaining insight into brain function. Most
notably, in the haste to build more accurately predicting models, the field has largely
overlooked the observed poor model reliability, while it seems likely that better under-
standing what makes a model reliable could significantly impact modeling in general.
In addition, the spatial structure of the brain has largely been viewed as a modeling
challenge to be overcome, but the structure is such a dominant aspect of fMRI response
that better characterizing it can only improve our understanding of the brain as a whole.
We choose therefore to focus on these under-explored areas, with an emphasis on the
interplay between prediction, reliability, and spatial structure, using sparse modeling as a
framework due to its success in related domains. An overarching theme is the importance
of both prediction and interpretation in fMRI modeling. In addition, we will repeatedly
encounter a spatial pattern of brain activity characterized by the interaction between
spatially distributed and localized processes, highlighting the redundant information pro-
cessing patterns that successful models will need to address. The thesis is organized
around the following questions:

How do prediction performance and reliability interact, and to what extent can jointly
optimizing both reveal new insights? Chapter 2 describes the first application of Elastic
Net regularized regression [103] to predictive fMRI modeling. Elastic Net was devel-
oped within the genomics community to address limitations of Lasso and, in particular,
the popular Least Angle Regression (LARS) [24] algorithm for solving it, especially
pertaining to model reliability. Elastic Net accomplishes its objectives by requiring two
parameters, one that controls the number of voxels in the resulting model, and another
the degree to which correlated voxels are included. Our findings highlight the functional
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significance of patterns of distributed clusters of localized activity, and underscore the
importance of models that are both predictive and interpretable. Specifically, we find
that:

1. This technique produces highly predictive models of fMRI data that provide evi-
dence for the spatially distributed nature of neural function that justifies the use of
MVPA techniques.

2. By manipulating inclusion of correlated voxels, model reliability can be improved
without compromising predictability. In other words, reliability can be manipulated
independently of prediction.

3. Models must incorporate spatially localized clusters of activity.

We seek to improve model reliability, but what do we really mean by “reliability?”
What does it mean for two brain states to be similar? Before we can optimize reliability,
we need to determine precisely how to measure it. The existing literature strongly lacks
effort to determine the significance of model reliability estimates. Chapter 3 tackles the
issue of measuring reliability, with an emphasis on measures of map similarity and factors
that must be accounted for when measuring reliability. Specifically, we compare three
similarity metrics (non-zero overlap, weighted overlap, and correlation), and introduce
a procedure for estimating the significance of these measures, accounting for the value
distribution and spatial structure of the maps. We also perform what we believe to be the
first in-depth evaluation of the prediction performance and reliability of predictive brain
maps to which spatial smoothing is directly applied post-training. We find that:

1. Just as significance testing is a crucial part of model validation, the significance of
any model reliability estimate must be measured.

2. Knowledge of neuro-physiology suggests that significance estimation must account
for both the overall level of activity and the spatial structure in the model, and we
introduce a method that meets both requirements.

3. The more accurate significance estimates derived from our method dramatically
impact comparative model reliability estimates.

4. We use this new reliability evaluation framework to demonstrate that blindly smooth-
ing learned maps post-training improves model reliability, independently of pre-
diction performance, up to an extent that impairs both prediction and reliability.
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Thus such smoothing should be used as a baseline when evaluating spatially-based
modeling procedures.

How can the spatial structure in fMRI be properly captured and exploited when the
properties of the structure are difficult to determine? One possibility is a brute force
search for predictive spatial features among the vast space of candidate spatial filter pa-
rameters. Brute force search is rarely employed for fMRI due to the computational chal-
lenges involved in processing large datasets, but High Performance Computing (HPC)
environments are ideally suited to such challenges, and facilitate the implementation of
approaches previously considered infeasible. Thus HPC often paves the way for new
ways of looking at problems, yet despite being a natural fit for fMRI data, it is under-
utilized in the field. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate the potential for HPC to expand the
solution space by detailing the implementation and evaluation of a brute force search
through spatial feature space that relies on a distributed learning algorithm, which we de-
scribe in detail in Chapter 5. This filter-based approach provides a test bed for optimizing
the spatial parameters of predictive models and interpreting the models to gain insight
into the spatial structure of fMRI response. The key findings are:

1. Gaussian spatial filters, while simple, are highly correlated across spatial scales,
complicating the learning of models from the resulting feature sets, and necessitat-
ing algorithmic adjustments.

2. Without such additional effort, Gaussian spatial filters do not provide a clear advan-
tage in terms of prediction or reliability over models learned with standard voxel-
only features with or without smoothing.

3. Despite these drawbacks, the interpretability of the approach allows the revelation
of a correlation among prediction performance, model size, and spatial structure
that re-affirms the characterization of predictive fMRI response as distributed clus-
ters of localized activity.

How do we address the general computational challenge of finding patterns in large
datasets? Chapter 4 demonstrated the application of HPC to fMRI in particular, but
the challenge of finding sparse patterns among large feature sets is applicable in many
domains. Chapter 5 introduces a distributed implementation of the LARS-EN Elastic Net
training algorithm for use on datasets with very large sets of features that are difficult to
store in memory, such as that encountered in Chapter 4. The algorithm is generic, so it can
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be used for any application presenting very large feature sets. We detail the parallelization
of the algorithm, and discuss alternative implementation choices and ramifications. In
addition to providing an implementation specification, we perform timing experiments to
illustrate scaling properties of the implementation. These results show that:

1. This implementation successfully computes LARS-EN on datasets distributed by
predictors without adding significant computational or communication overhead.

2. The implementation can achieve speedup in performance by exploiting parallel
processing.

Chapter 6 concludes by elaborating on the main findings of this thesis, describing pre-
liminary and future work beyond that discussed in the preceding chapters, and speculating
on future directions relating to predictive modeling, sparse methods, spatial structure,
reliability, and the overall fMRI field.

Together, these chapters highlight several issues that must be addressed in MVPA
analyses, but also underscore the great promise and potential for the creative application
of computational methods for analyzing fMRI data. Going forward, the most significant
advances in the field will likely come from refinement of modeling goals, and greater
interaction between the experimental and modeling aspects of fMRI investigation.
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Elastic Net for Predictive fMRI
Modeling

2.1 Introduction

In the absence of formal neuronal theories of global brain function, the analysis of Func-
tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) has been frequently reduced to modeling the
relationship between specific image voxels and the associated mental tasks. The highest
priority of early fMRI analysis was the interpretation of analyses to infer relevant voxels,
usually involving testing hypotheses that related localized Regions of Interests (ROIs)
to function. Over time, the putative regions became more localized and hypothesized
functions more specific, such that, for instance, different brain regions were associated
with viewing a face versus viewing a house. However, Haxby et al. [43] published a
seminal paper in which models built solely from sub-maximally responding voxels were
able to discriminate between mental states, underscoring both the extent of distribution
of brain function and the need for models that accurately predict mental states from
fMRI data. Since then, a diverse collection of sophisticated predictive modeling methods
have been introduced to the fMRI literature [19, 64], achieving impressive prediction
performance that has surprised many neuroscientists. Interest in predictive modeling has
been so strong that a competition, the PBAIC [75], has been introduced to reward the most
accurately predicting models. However, although predictive accuracy is vital to model
assessment, it is important to keep in mind the ultimate objective of fMRI data analysis
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that underscores neuroscientific discovery, and thus include model interpretability as a
necessary evaluation criterion.

It is well known in statistical data analysis that proper variable selection is as critical
for prediction as for interpretation [87]; therefore one development that has contributed
to strong predictive performance is sparse modeling, in which resulting models use in-
formation from only a relatively small subset of predictive variables. Standard predictive
models from fMRI data are built using individual image voxels as predictors and single
time point (time-to-response, or TR) volumes as examples [61], leading to datasets typi-
cally consisting of a large number (e.g., 104) of predictors but many fewer examples (e.g.,
102 or 103). Learning statistical models from such data is particularly challenging since it
is easy to over-fit the training data and produce models that generalize poorly. However,
the over-fitting problem can be tempered by reducing the dimensionality of the data,
and thus prediction performance can be significantly improved by employing methods
that identify the relevant predictive variables or combinations of them. Many predictor
selection techniques (e.g., as in [61]) use a straightforward filtering approach, treating
the selection stage as separate from the modeling stage, but sparse modeling approaches
combine the selection and modeling states into one process, sometimes called embedded

selection. Other methods, such as ICA [11], use dimensionality reduction to extract new
predictors by linearly combining voxels. Sparse modeling methods, such as Lasso [87]
(for regression) and Sparse PCA [90] (for dimensionality reduction), compare favorably
to non-sparse methods on prediction performance, since they incorporate multivariate
information into the selection process and, in some cases, through their incremental
nature facilitate the optimization of predictors.

In principle, a sound fMRI model should exclude all irrelevant voxels while retaining
all relevant ones, and the set of selected voxels will be reliable or robust, i.e., consistent
across multiple well-designed experiments exploring a task. Therefore, a voxel selection
method should both facilitate the optimization of the number of included voxels, and pro-
duce robust models. Although the prediction performance of a model is a good measure
of model validity, Zou and Hastie [103] suggest that prediction performance alone does
not guarantee validity. They suggest that in datasets in which many relevant predictors are
correlated with each other, such as genetics data, existing sparse techniques may tend to
include only one representative predictor from each cluster of correlated predictors. The
authors introduce a new algorithm, the Elastic Net, which they demonstrate matches, and
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in some cases surpasses, the prediction performance of sparse methods such as Lasso,
yet can achieve the grouping effect of assigning similar weights to correlated predictors.
While other sparse regression algorithms may achieve the grouping effect to some degree,
Elastic Net uses a strictly convex loss function that guarantees identical predictors will
be assigned the same weights, and offers the implementer the ability to adjust the degree
to which the grouping effect is enforced, along with control over the number of selected
predictors. Since activity levels of individual voxels are known to correlate highly with
each other, some sparse modeling methods, such as Lasso, might fail to include all of
the relevant voxels, but Elastic Net in such cases appears to fulfill interpretability goals of
voxel selection while still surpassing the prediction performance of traditional non-sparse
methods.

To reconcile traditional fMRI analysis approaches, which were guided by the intuition
that functional units are localized regions rather than voxels, with the success of models of
spatially distributed activity, we hypothesized that true neural response will be marked by
distributed patterns of localized clusters of activity. The Elastic Net parameter controlling
the “grouping” effect, usually labeled λ2, is a particularly interesting variable for testing
this hypothesis. Since nearby voxels tend to be highly correlated with each other, we
hypothesized that as this grouping parameter is adjusted to increase the degree to which
groups of correlated voxels are included, the model would feature more localized clusters,
and hence the “scattering”, or “spatial distribution,” of the model voxels (formally defined
later) would decrease.

In this chapter, we describe the Elastic Net method and evaluate its behavior on an
fMRI predictive modeling task, from the PBAIC 2007, with regard to model prediction
performance and robustness, as well as to a novel spatial distribution metric we introduce
herein. Our main results are that optimizing the number of voxels included in the model
via cross-validation on the data instead of choosing a fixed number of voxels is vital to
prediction and, by facilitating this optimization, Elastic Net outperforms the traditional
regression method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) in prediction performance; for a
fixed grouping parameter, better predictive performance of cross-validated models is
positively correlated with increased spatial distribution; increasing the grouping param-
eter tends to increase the robustness of a model; and models do become less spatially
distributed as the grouping parameter is increased.
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In summary, this work demonstrates the promise of Elastic Net for fMRI data analy-
sis, presents experimental results supporting our hypothesis about distributed patterns of
localized clusters of neural activity, and illustrates the importance of producing models
that are both predictive and interpretable. These results were first detailed in [12].

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Elastic Net

In this section, we provide a formal description of the Elastic Net method. When both the
fMRI data and predicted mental states are quantified as real-valued time series, as in the
PBAIC data, a common approach is to formulate the prediction task as a regression prob-
lem, in which individual TRs are viewed as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
samples (a simplifying assumption), the voxel activity levels are the predictive variables
(predictors), and the mental state is the predicted, or response, variable. Formally, let
X1, · · · ,XM be a set of M predictors, let Y be the response variable, and let N be the
number of samples; X = (x1| · · · |xM) denotes the N×M data matrix, where each xi is an
N-dimensional vector consisting of the values for predictor Xi for all N instances, while
the N-dimensional vector y denotes the corresponding values for the response variable Y .
Many existing regression techniques, including Elastic Net, assume a preprocessing step
that performs location and scale transformations, so that the response variable is centered
to have zero mean and all predictors have been standardized to have zero mean and unit
length:

N

∑
i=1

yi = 0,
N

∑
i=1

xi j = 0 and
N

∑
i=1

x2
i j = 1, 1≤ j ≤M.

Then the linear regression problem is to learn the coefficients βi in the following model:

ŷ = x1β1 + · · ·+xMβM = Xβ (2.1)

where ŷ is an approximation of y. A standard approach is to use the Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) regression which finds a set of βi that minimize the sum-squared approx-
imation error ||y−Xβ||22 of the above linear model. More advanced techniques include
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regularized regression methods that add a regularization constraint of some form to the
basic least-squares minimization problem in order to avoid over-fitting and improve the
prediction accuracy. This constraint usually takes the form of a bound on norms of
the coefficients of the model, i.e., the β values in Eq. (2.1). The two most common
types of regularization imposed are bounds on the l1- and l2-norms, i.e., the sum of the
absolute values or squares of the coefficients respectively. Note that from a Bayesian
point of view, regularized regression can be viewed as finding regression coefficients that
maximize the model’s posterior probability under an assumption about the prior on the
coefficient values; for example, l2-regularization corresponds to a Gaussian prior and l1-
regularization corresponds to a Laplace prior. These norms are specific cases of lq-norm,
denoted ||z||q, where q≥ 1:

||z||1 =
M

∑
i=1
|zi|, ||z||2 =

√
M

∑
i=1

z2
i , ||z||q =

(
M

∑
i=1
|zi|q

)1/q

. (2.2)

Several state-of-the-art regularized regression methods exist, differentiated mainly
by the type of regularization they employ. Examples include: Ridge regression [45],
which uses l2-norm regularization, Lasso [87], which uses l1-norm regularization, and
Bridge regression [30, 34], which uses lq-norm regularization, with Ridge and Lasso
corresponding to q = 2 and q = 1, respectively. Interestingly, in the lq-norm regularization
family where q≥ 1, only the l1-norm regularization can produce a sparse model [26], i.e.,
a model in which only a small subset of the predictors have nonzero coefficients [87].
Therefore, most of the modern sparse modeling methods include l1-norm regularization.

The Elastic Net (EN) regression [103] was designed to produce models that achieve
both sparsity and the grouping effect mentioned in Chapter 1 by using a weighted com-
bination of l1- and l2-norm penalties on top of the least-squares problem, resulting in a
strictly convex loss function, which can be written formally as minimizing the following
objective function:

Lλ1,λ2(β) = ||y−Xβ||22 +λ1||β||1 +λ2||β||22. (2.3)

In addition to the grouping effect, Elastic Net also offers the advantage of being able
to find a solution when M� N, i.e., the number of predictors is greater than the number
of instances. In such cases, Lasso is limited to selecting at most N predictors.
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It is easy to see from Eq. (2.3) that Elastic Net becomes equivalent to Lasso when
λ2 = 0 and λ1 > 0, while for λ1 = 0 and λ2 > 0 it is equivalent to Ridge regression.
When both λ1 and λ2 are zero, the Elastic Net problem simply reduces to OLS regression.
Also, as shown in ([103, Eq. 16]), when λ2 approaches infinity, the Elastic Net becomes
equivalent to univariate soft thresholding, i.e., to correlation-based voxel selection with
a particular threshold value.

Considerable effort has been made to understand the conditions under which Lasso
can learn a known ground truth model, in which predictors are known to be “relevant”
(i.e., truly included in the ground truth model) or “irrelevant.” In such cases, the primary
barrier to successful pattern recovery is the presence of irrelevant predictors that are
correlated with relevant predictors. More specifically, consistent true model selection
has been shown to be achievable only under certain conditions regarding the ability to
predict an irrelevant predictor from the relevant predictors, known as the Irrepresentable

Condition (IC) [102, 59]. Some work has been done to extend these analyses of Lasso
behavior to Elastic Net. In particular, Yuan and Lin [101] derive the Elastic Net variant
of IC, the Elastic Irrepresentable Condition (EIC), which is less stringent than IC. Jia
and Yu [49] generalize EIC to non-fixed dimensions and demonstrate that it results in
Elastic Net being more likely than Lasso to consistently select the true model. They
also confirm the grouping effect by showing that when predictors are highly correlated,
EN is more likely to pull in all correlated predictors. De Mol et al. [21] have also
characterized the consistency of Elastic Net in cases in which multiple target models
are learned simultaneously, and have made suggestions for selecting the λ2 parameter;
however, they assume a random design matrix, which is used in the compressive sensing
framework yet has limited applicability to real-world data such as fMRI.

2.2.2 LARS-EN Algorithm

Many algorithms exist for solving the Lasso, one of which is Least Angle Regression
(LARS) [24]. The LARS algorithm is very similar to Forward Stagewise regression,
which is a “cautious” version of “forward stepwise regression” [95], a simple iterative
approach to variable selection and regression. However, LARS is more efficient than
Forward Stagewise as it makes larger steps, which are still cautious compared to the
straightforward greedy method. LARS starts with an empty set of predictors and selects
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the one having the largest absolute correlation with the response; however, it proceeds
along the selected direction only up to the point that another predictor becomes equally
correlated (in the absolute sense) with the current residual. Then, LARS chooses a
new direction equiangular between the two predictors and continues moving along this
direction until some third predictor enters the “most correlated” set (also called the active

set). LARS chooses the new direction equiangular between the three active predictors,
and so on, until it includes the desired number of predictors, specified as an input to the
algorithm. Efron et al. [24] showed that, under a very minor modification, LARS finds an
optimal solution to the Lasso problem. This result and its computational efficiency have
made LARS the algorithm of choice for solving various sparse regression problems.

The Elastic Net functional in Eq. (2.3) can be easily transformed into the Lasso func-
tional as follows [103]. Let X∗ be an “augmented” version of X of size (N +M)×M and
y∗ an augmented version of y of size (M +N)×1 where:

X∗ =
1√

1+λ2

(
X√
λ2I

)
(2.4)

y∗ =
(

y
0

)
(2.5)

Let γ = λ1√
1+λ2

and β∗ =
√

1+λ2β. Then:

L(γ,β∗) = ||y∗−X∗β∗||2 + γ||β∗||1 (2.6)

Since the functional in Eq. (2.6) takes the same form as the Lasso functional in Eq. (1.4),
the Elastic Net optimization problem in Eq. (2.3) can be solved with a simple modification
of LARS called LARS-EN, described by Zou and Hastie in [103]. LARS-EN essentially
uses LARS to minimize the above functional, while exploiting the specific structure of
the augmented data matrix to improve the efficiency.

LARS-EN has two input parameters: the grouping parameter λ2 and the sparsity

parameter k that specifies the maximum number of active predictors, i.e., the predictors
having nonzero coefficients in β̂ (also called the active set). It can be shown [24] that
each value of k corresponds to a unique value of λ1 in Eq. (2.3), with larger λ1 (i.e.,
larger weight on l1-norm penalty) enforcing sparser solutions and thus corresponding to
a smaller number of nonzero coefficients k. We will use this term k to denote the active set
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size, i.e., the number of voxels selected. LARS-EN produces the collection of solutions,
called the regularization path, for all values of k varying from 1 to its specified maximum
value. As such, the sparsity parameter is also referred to as the early stop parameter since
it serves as a stopping criterion for the LARS-EN incremental procedure, which adds
predictors to the active set at each iteration (though removal is also possible). Note that
LARS-EN, like the original LARS, is highly efficient, as it finds the entire regularization
path at the cost of a single OLS fit. In addition, knowing the regularization path facilitates
choosing the best solution β and its corresponding parameter k using cross-validation
(described in section 2.2.5).

2.2.3 Data

The data used in these experiments were supplied by the 2007 Pittsburgh Brain Activity
Interpretation Competition (PBAIC) [75] (see reference for more detail). Subjects were
engaged in a Virtual Reality game, during which they had to perform a number of tasks,
designed around the theme of “anthropology field work” in a hypothetical neighborhood.
The field work included, among others, the acquisition of pictures of neighbors with
particular characteristics (e.g., a piercing), the gathering of specific objects (e.g., fruits,
weapons), and the avoidance of a growling dog. Functional MRI data were recorded for
three independent runs (i.e., sessions/games) for each of 3 subjects. Each run consisted
of fMRI data for the 33,000-35,000 voxels (depending on the subject) over 704 time
points (TRs) each. Besides fMRI data, 24 real-valued response variables were provided.
Several objective response variables (e.g., picking up the objects, having a dog in the
picture, etc.) were measured simultaneously with the functional data, while a few sub-
jective response variables (e.g., being annoyed or angry) were estimated off-line. All
experiments were performed using fMRI data that had been passed through a high-pass
filter (removing 8 Fourier modes) and response vectors that had been convolved with a
standard hemodynamic response function (HRF). The task was to learn predictors for the
response variables given the fMRI data and the corresponding “labels” (responses) for
two runs; the models were then evaluated by PBAIC organizers on the third run.
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2.2.4 Metric Definitions

Spatial Distribution Metric

We hypothesized that models would be marked by patterns of distributed clusters of
localized neural activity. To evaluate model distribution and clustering, we computed
a spatial distribution metric that estimates the spread of voxels throughout the brain.
This metric is an adapted version of Thiel’s redundancy measure, usually utilized to
characterize spatial point patterns [68]. We first translated the β values obtained by the
corresponding regression model back to their original (x,y,z) coordinates in brain space,
i.e., the spatial maps of the models. We then calculated the degree of spatial distribution
as follows:

1. The maps were binned using a fixed grid of 3×3×3, the minimum bin size yielding
a meaningful number, resulting in B bins (5808 in this case).

2. A normalized distribution was computed, such that each bin b was represented by
pb = ∑i∈b |βi|

Q where Q = ∑
A
j=1 |β j| and A is the number of nonzero β weights, or

number of active voxels, in the model.

3. The entropy of the distribution was computed as

H =−
B

∑
b=1

pb log pb.

4. The final distribution measure was computed as d = H
H0

where H0 = log(A) corre-
sponds to the maximum entropy.

Thus the spatial distribution varied between 0 and 1, tending towards 0 for maximally
clustered models, in which all or a majority of the β weight mass was located in one 27-
voxel bin, and tending toward 1 for maximally distributed models, in which the weight
mass was evenly spread among as many 27-voxel bins as possible. Spatial distribution
was computed using this metric for each Elastic Net run using the resulting model’s β

weights. Note, therefore, that the same voxels trained using Elastic Net with different λ2

values result in slightly different spatial distribution scores, as the voxels were weighted
differently. The performance scores naturally differ as well. The supplementary material
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associated with [12] provides further details about the derivation of this algorithm and
empirical tests of its validity.

Robustness Metric

As mentioned in Section 2.1, we hypothesized that greater inclusion of voxels from
within correlated clusters would result in greater overlap in included voxels between two
models generated on different datasets. For computing this overlap, or robustness, across
experimental runs, we thus counted the total number of unique voxels selected over both
experimental runs, and the number of voxels co-occurring in the two models. In our
results, we discuss robustness for cases in which k was variable and optimized using
cross-validation; therefore, we report robustness as the percent of the total number of
unique voxels included in either model that appeared in both models; i.e., if n1 and n2 are
the number of voxels selected in models 1 and 2 respectively, and nb the number selected
in both models, the robustness score is computed as:

nb

(n1 +n2−nb)
(2.7)

2.2.5 Experiments

For each experiment, 144 models were trained: one for each of the 3 subjects, 24 response
vectors, and 2 fMRI runs of 704 TRs. Prediction performance of a particular model, or
set of β weights, was always measured as the Pearson correlation between the prediction
of a model on a dataset X and the response vector y corresponding to the time points in
X. The specific data X used for testing will vary as described below.

We sought to examine model properties while varying three dimensions of the training:
voxel selection, sparsity parameter selection, and learning. We will describe the choices
considered along these dimensions in the following sections.

Voxel Selection

Using a filtering approach to selection is similar to setting the λ2 parameter to ∞, as only
univariate associations with the response vector are considered. Therefore, we might
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expect the extent of inclusion of voxels from these clusters to increase on a continuum
from low λ2 values through filtering selection methods. In addition, we sought to compare
filtered and embedded voxel selection as well as naive, or random, voxel selection.

For all model runs, the following methods were first used to obtain a ranking of voxels:

1. Correlation-based (filtering): A Pearson correlation coefficient was obtained for
each voxel with the response vector of interest. Voxels were ranked by the absolute
value of this coefficient.

2. Elastic Net/Lasso-Based: Elastic Net was trained on the full dataset of 30,000+
voxels with k = 1000. The λ2 parameter was selected from among 0.0,0.1, and 2.0
as part of all experiments, in which 0.0 corresponds to pure Lasso, and some
experiments were also performed with λ2 values of 5.0 and 7.0 (some additional
experiments revealed that results with intermediate λ2 values were consistent with
an interpolation between 0.1 and 2.0 and hence are not reported). The λ2 value
is indicated in all results. Recalling that, on some iterations, LARS-EN removes
voxels, the number of iterations taken to achieve an active set size of 1000 routinely
slightly exceeds 1000 iterations. However, for simplicity, the voxels that were
active during the first iteration in which the active set size was 1000 were selected
as the top 1000 voxels and their rank was approximated as the order in which they
were last added to the active set.

3. Random: For comparison purposes, random rankings were generated by randomly
ordering the voxels. An individual random ordering was used for each of the 144
models.

Each of these 3 methods was used to obtain a ranking for the voxels, which was used
as described in the following sections.

Sparsity Parameter Selection

As described above, we use the term k to denote the number of voxels “selected”, i.e.,
given non-zero weights. In particular, we consider the effect of using cross-validation

to select an appropriate number of voxels, comparing such an approach to choosing a
fixed number of voxels. Cross-validation refers to the optimization of model-building
parameters based on prediction performance on held-out data, for instance data from a
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separate experimental run, for maximizing generalization of the selected model to new
datasets. Cross-validation can be used with any voxel selection strategy; however, the
fact that Elastic Net produces the full regularization path greatly facilitates selection of
an optimal k, which we will call k̂, since models for every value of k are learned efficiently.
We simply select, for each response variable, the β values from the LARS-EN iteration
that produced the model with highest prediction performance on the held-out data.

Selecting the optimal parameter using different data than that used for training is
important to ensure that the model is not over-fit to the training data. The PBAIC data,
containing two runs, allows such testing on held-out data. To do so, we can train a model
on the data for the run we are modeling and test the model on the data from whichever
of the two runs, for the given subject, was not used for training. Prediction performance
results calculated using the above approach may be confounded, however, by the fact
that the k̂ value was chosen by considering performance on the same dataset for which
performance was evaluated, i.e., “peeking” at the test data. Thus, the performance results
in particular will not reflect true generalization error, for which a third dataset would be
needed. The test data could be randomly sub-divided into an optimization dataset, used
for determining k̂, and a test dataset, used to evaluate prediction performance, but making
such a division fairly is somewhat difficult for data from structured experiments, like
the PBAIC video game runs. The most straightforward way of measuring generalization
error would be to apply the models to data from a third run of the experiments; however,
unfortunately, as of this writing, the third run response vectors for the PBAIC data have
not yet been made public. Therefore, the sub-division strategy must be employed for
PBAIC despite the structure in the data.

We seek primarily to broadly compare choosing an appropriate k̂ value to blindly
choosing a fixed number of selected voxels. Specifically, we consider the following
parameter selection approaches at various times, indicating the approach used in the
results. The specific details of each selection strategy are dependent on the training
algorithms, which are described in the following section.

1. Fixed k: Set k = v, where v ∈ {10,300,500,1000}, by training the model using
only the top v voxels obtained through the ranking method. These values for v

were chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but the results are representative.

2. Cross-validated k̂ with “peeking”: Choose k̂ based on prediction performance on
the 704 TRs in the full run (for the given subject) not used for training. Note that
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a different k̂ value is selected for each of the 144 models (one for each of the 3
subjects, 24 response vectors, and 2 fMRI runs of 704 TRs).

3. Cross-validated k̂ with “no peeking”: Choose k̂ for each model based on pre-
diction performance on an optimization dataset, constructed as follows: For each
of the 144 models, the test set (run 1 or 2, whichever was not used for train-
ing) was further divided into 4 optimization and sub-test datasets using 4-fold
cross-validation. Each optimization dataset included a random, not necessarily
temporally contiguous, 528 optimization examples and 176 test examples, where
the same dataset randomization was used for each model tested. Thus each test
example was predicted exactly once using models optimized on a subset of the
other test examples. A k̂ value was selected specifically for each combination of
144 models and 4 optimization sets.

While it seems ideal to use the more rigorous “no peeking” approach exclusively, we
sometimes use the “peeking approach” for two reasons:

1. Since prediction performance is the metric being optimized, it is the only metric
we consider for which the results are potentially confounded by peeking. Since the
models obtained with peeking are optimized over a greater number of examples
(704 versus 528), these results are preferable when considering non-confounded
metrics, such as robustness and spatial distribution.

2. The no-peeking approach is more computationally burdensome. For some ex-
periments requiring many models to be learned, we use the peeking approach
to illustrate an approximate trend, and then show results without peeking that
demonstrate the validity of the approximation.

Model Training

We experiment with the following training algorithms. The details specific to each pa-
rameter selection strategy are indicated.

1. Linear regression (OLS): Only the fixed and “no peeking” selection strategies
were used. First, OLS was performed on a set of v voxels against the convolved
response vector. When 1000 voxels are used, OLS results should not be considered
valid, since the data matrix is not invertible because the number of voxels (1000)
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exceeds the number of TRs (704). Singularity problems can also emerge when N is
close to v. Therefore, v was limited to 10, 300, or 500 voxels. The results of these
models were used directly, with no further optimization, when using fixed k values,
i.e., k = v. For the “no peeking” cross-validation, however, prediction performance
was then averaged over the 4 optimization datasets for each of these 3 candidate
values of v, and the final value of v for each model was chosen to be the candidate
v with maximum average prediction performance over the optimization sets. For
either voxel selection strategy, prediction performance was then evaluated on the
corresponding held-out test examples for each of these selected models.

2. Ridge regression: Elastic Net results for a given λ2 value are equivalent to ap-
plying Ridge regression with that λ2 value to the pre-selected group of voxels.
Since computing the Ridge regression model for datasets this size is typically
infeasible, a common approach is to pre-select voxels, typically using univari-
ate correlation [16], which is one of the voxel selection strategies studied herein.
Therefore, to test Ridge regression, the same training procedures (for fixed and
“no peeking” cross-validation) used for OLS were applied using the closed-form
ridge solution [45] instead of OLS, except that, since Ridge uses regularization, no
singularity is encountered when v > N, so candidate v values of 10, 300, 500, and
1000 were tested.

3. Elastic Net regression: For all approaches, an Elastic Net model was learned using
the full set of 1000 voxels (depending on the voxel selection approach). When
training using voxels that had been pre-selected using Elastic Net, the λ2 parameter
in this final training was set to the same value as was used in the selection phase. For
the other selection methods, λ2 was varied as part of the experiments and indicated
in the results. For the fixed k approach, the models for the candidate v values of 10,
300, 500, and 1000 were retained and evaluated (Elastic Net also does not suffer
from a singularity when v > N). For the cross-validated approaches, k̂ was chosen
as the k value of the best predicting model over all candidate models, of which
there was one per iteration. The number of candidate models was approximately
1000, yet sometimes slightly greater due to dropped variables, but always k̂≤ 1000.
For the “peeking” cross-validation approach, prediction of the test set was used to
select the model, while the mean prediction performance over the optimization sets
was used to select the model for the “no peeking” approach. Note that, regardless
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of the selection strategy, while the initial ranking was obtained using the full voxel
set, the final learned model was trained using only a subset of 1000 voxels. Thus
the resulting model for a fixed value of k = v is not equivalent to the model that
would be obtained by setting k = v when training on the full set of original voxels,
since voxels can be dropped and/or re-added to the active set at any time. We did,
however, observe similar trends when training using the full voxel set.

4. Lasso regression: Since Lasso is equivalent to Elastic Net with λ2 = 0.0, Lasso
was evaluated using the same approaches as for Elastic Net but with a λ2 of 0.0.
Lasso is applicable when N > M, as in this case; however, in such cases, Efron et
al. [24] state, “a Lasso fit can have no more than N− 1 (mean centered) variables
with non-zero coefficients.”. While LARS-EN does not suffer this problem even
when λ2 = 0.0, it does become relatively unstable as the λ2 value is very low,
making evaluations of more than 300 voxels computationally infeasible in this
setup. Therefore, these experiments only considered values of v up to 300, instead
of the 1000 for Elastic Net, so relative prediction performance and robustness
measures are approximations.

2.3 Results

The goal of our study was to exploit the flexibility of Elastic Net to explore the four axes
of prediction, interpretation, distribution and localization. For this, we experimented
with both fixed and cross-validated k values, as well as primarily two λ2 values, 0.1 and
2.0. Since cross-validating the k value is most likely to affect prediction performance, and
predictive models are associated with spatially distributed patterns, it makes sense to con-
sider k along with these properties. Likewise, since we hypothesized that manipulating
λ2 would affect robustness, which relates to interpretation, and since analyses focused
more on interpretation tend to consider localized structures, we will consider λ2 along
with interpretation and localization.
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2.3.1 Prediction, Cross-Validation, and Spatial Distribution

A goal of our prediction experiments was to compare Elastic Net, as a predictive modeling
tool, to the traditional regression method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). In addition,
we sought to compare Elastic Net, run with a non-zero λ2 value, to Lasso, which can be
considered Elastic Net run with a λ2 value of 0.0. Recall that OLS requires choosing a
fixed number of voxels before training, such as the values considered in our experiments
(10 and 300), while Elastic Net facilitates the selection of a model-dependent optimal
number of voxels. In Figure 2.1, therefore, we compare OLS using these fixed values
of k to Elastic Net and Lasso, with k̂ determined through cross-validation. Due to the
amount of computation involved in running the various voxel selection versus training
permutations, we show only “peeking” cross-validation results in this figure.

Elastic Net and Lasso perform comparably to each other, yet the ability to easily
optimize the parameter k can significantly improve prediction performance on the test (or
optimization) dataset. This improvement, regardless of any voxel pre-selection method
applied, causes both Elastic Net and Lasso to significantly outperform OLS in prediction.

Of course, the most interesting results are those obtained when the voxel selection
strategy is typical for the employed training approach, i.e., univariate correlation for
OLS or Ridge, and Elastic Net or Lasso for models trained with that approach. In
addition, unlike the other types of results we will discuss, prediction results may be
confounded by using “peeking” cross-validation. To illustrate that these prediction trends
generalize to the more rigorous “no peeking” cross-validation approach, we show in
Figure 2.2 the results of these “matched” voxel selection/training strategies when peeking
versus not peeking. The Optimization bars show the mean prediction performance of the
selected models on the 4 optimization sets. Note that selected models had the highest
mean prediction performance on these optimization sets, so these results are essentially
“peeking.” The Test bars show the mean prediction performance of the selected models
on the held-out test examples for each optimization set, i.e., “no peeking.” Importantly,
note that the trend for sparse methods to significantly out-perform non-sparse methods,
while performing similarly to each other, holds when using these more rigorous stan-
dards as well. Also, interestingly, while not shown, it was observed that most of the
models selected by OLS and Ridge using the “no peeking” approach used only 10 voxels
despite 300 and 500 being candidates as well (along with 1000 for Ridge), indicating the
importance of a small subset of voxels.
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Figure 2.1: Elastic Net and Lasso, when optimized, produce more predictive models
than OLS with fixed numbers of selected voxels, regardless of the initial voxel selection
approach. Prediction performance across the 3 voxel selection methods is shown for
OLS, using 2 sample values for the number of voxels selected (10 and 300), and Elastic
Net and Lasso, when “peeking” cross-validation is used to select an optimal number of
voxels. Mean correlation of model predictions with test data are shown, with standard
error bars, averaged over the 24 response vectors, 3 subjects, and 2 “peeking” cross-
validation runs. For the Elastic Net voxel selection used by OLS and Elastic Net (but not
Lasso), and for the Elastic Net runs, a λ2 value of 2.0 was used.
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Figure 2.2: Sparse models outperform non-sparse models when cross-validating on
optimization data and testing on held-out test datasets. Mean prediction performance
of the best performing optimization models, on both the optimization datasets and the
test datasets, is shown for each method, with 95% confidence interval bars, averaged over
the 3 subjects, 24 response vectors, 2 runs, and 4 cv folds.
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Figure 2.3: The prediction performance of Elastic Net is similar to that of standard sparse
and non-sparse methods, regardless of the λ2 value. Models generated for the exact
same dataset are very similarly predictive regardless of EN λ2 value. Mean correlation
of model predictions with test data are shown, with 95% confidence intervals, for each
modeling approach and/or Elastic Net λ2 value. (a) Within responses, averaged over 3
subjects, 2 runs, and 4 test subset evaluations; (b) Within subject, response, and run (“CV
Run”), averaged over the 4 test subset evaluations.

In addition, Figure 2.3 illustrates that this trend for sparse methods outperforming non-
sparse methods, but λ2 not significantly affecting prediction, continues as λ2 is increased
to higher values, and exists within responses and even individual subjects. These results
were computed using the “no peeking” cross-validation approach on the 3 best predicted
PBAIC responses: Instructions, Velocity, and VRFixation. Figure 2.3(b) demonstrates
that models built on the same dataset using various λ2 values have very similar prediction
performance.

Our spatial distribution metric reveals a likely key reason for the improvement in
prediction performance associated with selecting an optimal number of voxels. As Figure
2.4 shows, in most cases, cross-validating, compared to using a fixed number of voxels,
produces models that are significantly less spatially distributed; this finding suggests that,
in many cases, very poor performance is associated with models over-fit to training data
due to the inclusion of many irrelevant voxels, which are most likely distributed randomly
throughout the brain. However, note that in Figure 2.1, random voxel selection, in
which small random subsets of the full set of voxels were selected, resulted in prediction
performance that was comparable to that of the more principled approaches, especially
as a larger, fixed number of voxels were used. These seemingly disparate results can be
reconciled by examining the effects of cross-validation. After cross-validating to remove
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Figure 2.4: Selecting an optimal number of voxels through cross-validation, rather than
selecting a fixed number of voxels, frequently results in models that are significantly
less spatially distributed. Mean spatial distribution values of learned models for each
predicted response vector are shown, with standard error bars, averaged over the 3
subjects and 2 “peeking” cross-validation runs (C-Val.). An Elastic Net λ2 value of 2.0
was used. For Fixed, 300 voxels were used. For C-Val, the number of voxels varied;
averages by feature are shown in Figure 2.6(c).

the randomly distributed irrelevant voxels, we observe in Figure 2.5 the importance of
representations that incorporate information from distributed yet relevant voxels. When
using a fixed number of voxels (Figure 2.5(a)), greater model spatial distribution is corre-
lated with poorer prediction performance, but when the number of voxels is chosen using
cross-validation (Figure 2.5(b)), the reverse is true: better predicted response vectors
tend to be those for whose optimal learned models are more spatially distributed. These
results, and the strong performance of random voxel selection provide strong evidence
for the distributed nature of pattern representation in the brain.
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Figure 2.5: When selecting a fixed number of voxels (a), higher spatial distribution of
learned models is associated with poorer prediction performance; when the optimal
number of voxels is selected through cross-validation (b), the reverse is true. Mean model
spatial distribution values are shown plotted against their matching mean prediction
performance (correlation with test data). Values are averaged over the 3 subjects and
2 “peeking” cross-validation runs. A fit linear regression line is overlaid and correlation
statistics are indicated. An Elastic Net λ2 value of 2.0 was used.

2.3.2 Robustness and Grouping

Having examined prediction performance using the standard criteria, we now consider
robustness, our metric defined earlier. Recall that the main effect of increasing λ2 is the
inclusion of more voxels that are correlated with other relevant voxels and hence omitted
by traditional sparse methods that only consider prediction performance. Indeed, as
shown in Figure 2.6a, increasing the λ2 value from 0.1 to 2.0 may slightly improve predic-
tion performance, but ultimately has little effect on prediction. However, since selection
of voxels from within correlated clusters is likely arbitrary, including more voxels from
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such clusters should increase the frequency with which voxels are selected for separate
experimental runs. As is clearly evident in Figure 2.6(b), increases in λ2 are usually
associated with increases in the robustness (as described in section 2.2) across the 2
cross-validation runs for each response vector + subject combination; moreover, as Figure
2.6(c) shows, this change is frequently associated with the inclusion of a greater number
of voxels; these additional voxels are likely those relevant voxels highly correlated with
other relevant voxels. Hence, by including more relevant yet correlated voxels, increasing
λ2 improves model robustness without compromising prediction performance. We also
found that model robustness directly correlates with model prediction performance (r =
0.677, p < 0.001 when λ2 = 0.1; significant also for λ2 = 2.0), suggesting that these
two measures point to certain response variables as being generally “easier” to model,
producing models that are both more predictive and more robust.

2.3.3 Localization

We have shown that controlling the learning algorithm to select an optimal number of
voxels for prediction helps reveal information about the spatial structure of neural re-
sponse, namely the relationship between prediction, robustness, and spatial distribution.
As Figure 2.6 depicts, the additional control provided by Elastic Net’s λ2 parameter
enables adjustment over model properties not directly related to prediction performance;
this control too turns out to facilitate testing of neuroscientific hypotheses. In particular,
recall the hypothesis that clusters of correlated voxels would exist and would frequently
be localized within the brain. As Figure 2.7 demonstrates, increases in λ2, shown to
be associated with greater inclusion from among correlated clusters of voxels, are also
associated with decreases in model spatial distribution. Since our spatial distribution
metric is essentially independent of the number of voxels included in the model, this
decrease in spatial distribution implies the inclusion of more spatially proximal groups of
voxels; therefore, the correlated clusters from which more voxels are included are likely
to be spatially proximal, consistent with neuroscientific intuition.

This is further exemplified in Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b): for the Instruction feature
(auditory playback of instructions to begin a new block), the figures show the density
maps of the absolute value of the regressors, normalized to the subject’s anatomy, for
λ2 = 0.1 and λ2 = 2.0. The higher value of the grouping parameter implies a relatively
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Figure 2.6: Even among equally predictive, cross-validated models (a), increasing the
λ2 parameter increases model robustness (b) while slightly increasing the number of
included voxels (c). Changes in prediction, robustness, and number of non-zero voxels
as λ2 is increased are shown. (a) “Peeking” test correlation for λ2 = 0.1 versus λ2 = 2.0
for each of the 24 response vectors. (b) Robustness by λ2 value and predicted response
vector; bars reflect standard error. (c) Number of selected voxels for λ2 = 0.1 versus
λ2 = 2.0 for each of the 24 response vectors. In (a) and (c), the unit line indicates no
change and points above and to the left reflect increase. Means in (a) and (c) are over the
3 subjects and 2 “peeking” cross-validation runs, in (b) over the 3 subjects.
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Figure 2.7: Decreasing the λ2 parameter is associated with more spatially distributed
(less locally clustered) models. Mean spatial distribution of learned models for each
predicted response vector are shown, with standard error bars. Means in both plots are
over the 3 subjects and 2 “peeking” cross-validation runs.

small number of locally extended clusters, whereas the smaller value produces a more
globally distributed ensemble of locally restricted clusters. Observe that the maps are not
threshold versions of each other: the λ2 = 2.0 map tends to overlap with the λ2 = 0.1
one, but it takes more contiguous territory; the latter is more spotty and distributed (note
that, due to cross-validation, the maps do not necessarily have the same number of active
voxels).

2.4 Discussion

Indisputably, prediction is an essential component of scientific modeling, and great effort
should be put into maximizing it; however, as shown in this chapter, equally predictive
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(a) λ2 = 0.1

(b) λ2 = 2.0

Figure 2.8: A higher λ2 produces maps that are still distributed yet exhibit larger localized
clusters; some clusters found with lower λ2 are not found with the higher value. Absolute
values of β weights for the Instruction feature, subject 1, for (a) λ2 = 0.1 or (b) λ2 = 2.0
(radiological view), with associated colorbar.
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models can still be markedly different. In fMRI analysis, the core goal underlying
predictive modeling is production of a model that can be interpreted to pinpoint all
relevant voxel activity and exclude all irrelevant activity. Therefore, it is crucial to not
lose sight of the interpretation of the resulting models in the quest to optimize prediction
performance.

Innumerable techniques have been developed for choosing an appropriate set of voxels
from which to build models. Not surprisingly, these techniques are most often evaluated
based on the prediction performance of the resulting models. As our results confirm,
selecting a set of voxels that optimizes prediction performance is indeed critical for
model interpretation. When fixed numbers of voxels are chosen, the resulting models are
frequently over-fit to training data, and therefore implicate many voxels that are actually
irrelevant. Since these spurious voxels will tend to be randomly distributed throughout the
brain, these models might misrepresent more general neuroscientific characteristics, for
instance by overestimating the spatial distribution of response. Elastic Net is able to select
an optimal number of voxels by automatically selecting voxels as part of the modeling
process and computing the full regularization path, which facilitates cross-validation. The
standard error bars for spatial distribution in Figure 3 indicate considerable variability in
spatial distribution even when cross-validating when λ2 = 2.0, yet our results indicating
increased model robustness as λ2 is increased suggest that with higher, better optimized,
values of λ2, the spatial distribution of the models for a given response vector might
converge.

When choosing a validated set of voxels, the true importance of spatial distribution
becomes clear; the most predictive models draw on information from the most distributed
regions of the brain. However, we should be conservative when drawing conclusions
about the relationship between spatial distribution and prediction performance from these
results. We found no significant correlation between the degree to which a particular
response variable’s mean model spatial distribution increased when cross-validation was
used, and the corresponding improvement in prediction of that response variable. Perhaps
these results imply that modeling highly distributed neural responses is easier than mod-
eling highly localized responses; such a finding would be consistent with the observed
exclusion of voxels from localized clusters when low λ2 values are used. Therefore
experimenting with even higher λ2 values may address this question. Still, in conjunction
with the inferior yet impressive predictive performance of random voxels, these findings
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underscore that the highly distributed nature of neural response necessitates the use of
multivariate methods, not tied to localized regions, which can be validated by prediction
performance.

We have also shown that being preoccupied with prediction performance can be equally
destructive. Models that function as highly predictive “black boxes” might be useful for
neuro-engineering “mind reading” efforts, but for informing neuroscience, these models
should also be reliable and valid. At the least, we would expect useful models of the
PBAIC response vectors to incorporate the same, or very similar, sets of voxels when
trained on data from the two experimental runs. Elastic Net goes beyond other sparse
modeling approaches by facilitating, with only one additional parameter, an increase in
model robustness without compromising prediction performance. Examining the find-
ings more closely by manipulating the λ2 parameter, we observe that neural response is
marked by clusters of correlated voxel activity. Existing sparse methods, which effec-
tively use a very low λ2 value, will tend to include only one voxel from each cluster; the
voxel chosen is in effect arbitrary due to minor fluctuations in the dataset. By selecting
more voxels from within these clusters that are redundant for prediction yet relevant to the
task, Elastic Net with a higher λ2 value achieves more robust, and hence valid, models.

We can be even more emphatic, but speculative, in our interpretation of the results,
by extrapolating the observation that, at least for a good feature such as Instruction,
two alternative models (as shown in Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b)) can achieve an almost
identical prediction performance: the only possible way to avoid this model degeneracy
is to introduce further functional constraints, including local and global neural dynamics,
and perhaps challenge the idea that brain function arises from sufficiently repeatable
spatio-temporal patterns. By the same token, the fact that the maps are not thresholded
versions of each other also emphasizes that brain processes occurring at several temporal
and spatial scales can be detected by fMRI. To make progress along these challenging
lines, however, we need stronger and more encompassing theoretical tools than we have
at our disposal.

These results suggest the promise of Elastic Net for fMRI modeling, although the field
is still quite far from producing models that are as predictive, and certainly as robust, as
needed to answer the pressing modern neuroscientific questions. For instance, regardless
of λ2 value, the models built on the PBAIC 2007 data all showed poor robustness, with no
response vector averaging better than 17% overlap. This finding highlights the important
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point, however, that models produced are only as good as the data used to train them.
While the PBAIC experiments were run carefully, the experimenters will agree that the
response variables analyzed are highly challenging to model. The response variables are
sometimes overly broad and sometimes overly specific, and little is known about how they
might map to underlying function. Our results reflect this variability among the response
variables, with some responses clearly more “easily” modeled than others. The diversity
and complexity of these response variables are in fact the very reasons they appear in
such a generalized competition; the experimenters have been highly impressed by even
the prediction capabilities observed using all methods thus far. We intend to continue
exploring the issue of robustness empirically as well as theoretically on better understood
fMRI datasets.

Still, the effect of λ2 on robustness is clear from these results, and the control pro-
vided by λ2 is shown in this paper to have value even beyond improving robustness.
This parameter has a well-understood effect on the resulting models; as such, it is an
attractive candidate independent variable for testing neuroscientific hypotheses. In our
experiments, this variable served as a proxy for the degree to which members of correlated
clusters are included in models. Since greater inclusion is associated with decreased
spatial distribution, we can conclude that these correlated clusters are frequently localized
in space. Combined with our findings about the importance of spatial distribution, a
picture emerges of neural response characterized by patterns of localized clusters dis-
tributed highly throughout the brain. Many existing techniques exist solely to attempt to
extract these localized clusters directly, for instance by setting thresholds on the extent of
cross-correlation [29]. Elastic Net, by selecting voxels automatically during modeling,
offers the advantage of automatically selecting these clusters without the need for separate
methods or thresholds, and does so in a multivariate context, on a per response variable
basis, so that all clusters relevant to a task, but none that are irrelevant, are selected.

As demonstrated preliminarily in this chapter, once a model has proven itself trust-
worthy, the next step is naturally to extract information from it. Models exhibiting
satisfactory prediction performance and robustness can be easily explored visually by
plotting the β weights from the models according to corresponding voxel location. The
presence of voxels within specific ROIs can be determined and techniques can be devel-
oped to explicitly “cluster” the voxel sets so as to visually isolate the localized clusters.
It might also be interesting to compare the “clusters” generated by Elastic Net with the
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“dimensions” extracted through dimensionality reduction techniques such as ICA and
Sparse PCA. In addition, we have shown that the spatial distribution metric introduced
in this chapter, while simple, can reveal insights about neural functioning. Subsequent
efforts might use this measure to explore differences in neural representation across tasks
and between subjects. Predictive modeling techniques clearly offer great promise for
knowledge discovery, but this ultimate goal of their production must be considered.
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Chapter 3

Reliability Evaluation and Map
Smoothing

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 demonstrated that sparse modeling offers two advantages for building predic-
tive fMRI models: 1) they facilitate the selection of an appropriate number of voxels
for model inclusion, leading to models that may have better generalization to other data
subsets and 2) they yield more parsimonious models that can aid interpretation. It was
also shown that, in particular, the Elastic Net method for training sparse models [103]
can improve the reliability of such models across data subsets even among equally well-
predicting models. These results contrast somewhat with the scarce existing work ex-
amining the relationships between model prediction and reliability, specifically that of
Strother et al. [86], which primarily focused on the trade-offs between prediction and
reliability as model complexity is manipulated. This trade-off is similar to the bias-
variance trade-off in statistics. On the contrary, Chapter 2 showed that Elastic Net can
improve reliability without sacrificing prediction performance.

Elastic Net achieves this effect by adding an l2-regularization penalty to l1-regularized
regression, which essentially spreads weights over clusters of correlated relevant pre-
dictors. This weight spreading is especially useful in domains in which the underlying
correlation structure among predictors is not necessarily easily parameterized, as in sets
of genes; however, it is well known that there is a high degree of spatial auto-correlation
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among fMRI voxels due to neural, functional, and physical processes, which is fac-
tored into traditional Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) approaches [32]. Chapter 2
showed that much of the increased reliability achieved with increasing l2-regularization
did indeed result from the spreading of model weights over spatially localized clusters of
relevant voxels.

Rather than regularize blindly, one can in fact exploit this knowledge of spatial struc-
ture by applying an explicit spatial regularization to the model [91, 97, 7]. In fact, the
Fused Lasso [88] is a Lasso variant developed specifically for domains, such as image
processing, in which some form of variable ordering is known, for example ordering
by spatial coordinates. Models trained using regularization that smears model weights,
whether through indirect or direct spatial regularization, yield smoother-appearing activa-
tion (parameter) maps that sometimes show better prediction performance. The rationale
for applying regularization in the modeling step is that both the predictive information
in a voxel and its spatial information are incorporated jointly into the voxel weight;
however, such regularization often carries a heavy computational burden that may re-
quire customized learning algorithms, precluding the use of standard algorithms such as
LARS [24], which facilitate cross-validation for model selection.

A much simpler alternative would be to train the model using a more generic learning
algorithm and then apply blind spatial smoothing to the weights. Smoothing images

prior to model building is a standard technique used to reduce noise, especially when
comparing across subjects. In fact, Strother et al. [86] found that smoothing as a pre-
processing step alone can improve reliability across subjects and trials; however, there
appears to be no prior examination of the effects on prediction and reliability of directly
smoothing the weights of a learned predictive model after training. This paucity of
existing literature is not surprising, since this approach has generally been assumed to be
detrimental to prediction performance, given the sensitivity of single-voxel multivariate
modeling. Furthermore, most of the literature on methods that employ a form of spatial
“smoothing,” including regularization, contain evaluations of prediction performance and
perhaps map appearance, but not direct evaluations of reliability. In addition, when
reliability is evaluated for such cases, little attention is usually paid to the metric used
for evaluation.

The robustness metric used in Chapter 2 for measuring the reliability of models across
fMRI runs is a natural one for evaluating sparse models, as it measures the degree of
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overlap between the two sets of voxels selected, or given non-zero weights, by calculating
the percentage of voxels selected in either set that are selected in both sets. For less sparse
models, however, this metric is confounded. Overlap scores can be boosted simply by
increasing the number of voxels selected until the intersection of the two sets equals the
union and overlap is 100%. Unfortunately, smoothing can drastically increase the number
of non-zero voxels in a map, leading to such a sparsity confound.

Non-zero overlap is essentially a similarity metric between vectors. Similarity, or dis-
tance metrics, arise in numerous problems, and countless such metrics exist. Therefore,
one solution to the sparsity confound may be to employ an alternative metric. The raw
overlap metric ignores the actual values of the voxels with non-zero weights, so a simple
variation is to consider the weighted overlap, which calculates the proportion of total
weight mass devoted to the common set of voxels. The weighted overlap metric captures
the specificity of model weights better than the non-zero overlap metric. Encouragingly,
scores for this metric almost universally exceed non-zero overlap scores, especially when
no smoothing is applied, suggesting that the most relevant voxels are among the most
reliably selected. An even simpler similarity metric used by Strother et al. and others is
the Pearson correlation between the two map weight vectors. As we will show, unlike
the overlap metrics, correlation is independent of the number of voxels selected, making
it useful for both sparse and non-sparse models. Unfortunately, correlation scores lack
some of the clear interpretation of the overlap measures, especially for sparse models.

Needed therefore is a metric that conveys some notion of “significance.” Most com-
monly, this requirement is satisfied by a test of statistical significance, or p-value. Fury
et al. [35] describe one such approach commonly used in the genomics literature for the
analogous problem of evaluating the overlap between two sets of selected genes. As they
discuss, the hypergeometric distribution parameterizes the overlap between two sets, and
a p-value for this distribution can be obtained by performing a Fisher’s Exact [96] test
on the cross-tabulation matrix corresponding to counts of predictors selected in neither
set, one set, the other set, or both sets; however, they also demonstrate that this score
can also be influenced by the number of variables selected relative to the total set of
candidate variables. In addition, this approach can only estimate the significance of the
non-zero overlap metric, which has limited utility for non-sparse models. For correlation,
a p-value can also be parametrically obtained, but this computation assumes that the
variables are independent and normally distributed. While in many cases the variables
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are indeed normally distributed, we know unequivocally that they are not independent. In
fact, we are exploiting these correlations when we increase reliability by regularization
or smoothing.

Therefore, to estimate significance, we must have an estimate of the distribution of
metric scores, but analytical estimation of the distribution is difficult. A common ap-
proach in statistics for estimating distributions when analytical estimation is difficult is
resampling [40]. Resampling describes a broad range of approaches that vary depending
on the problem being addressed. For instance, to estimate the precision of model parame-
ters given a small amount of data, bootstrapping [25] and related methods are often used
to generate new datasets from permutations of the available data. Another common goal
is to estimate the significance of a particular classification of examples using permutation

testing [67]. In this approach, each example is assumed to have a true label, and these
labels are “shuffled” randomly and repeatedly to generate a series of artificial labeling
schemes. The artificial estimates are used to arrive at a non-parametric estimate of some
distribution relating to classification accuracy, such as the margin between classes or
model accuracy.

In our case, we are essentially evaluating the accuracy of the assignment of voxel
weights to voxel locations using reliability between models as a proxy measure, since
the ground truth is unknown. Estimating the significance of this reliability hence entails
estimating the significance of the joint assignment of weights to locations between two
models, which does not map directly onto one of the standard resampling approaches.
The closest mapping would be to consider voxel weights as samples and their locations as
labels; however, rather than estimate the significance of the specific assignment of labels,
we seek an estimate of the significance of the degree to which the label assignments are
the same between two models, regardless of the specific labels. Our approach, however,
can still borrow from the permutation testing framework by generating numerous new
sample surrogate models by repeatedly randomly shuffling the locations of the voxel
weights, and evaluating the distribution of the reliability score across these new samples.
By doing so, we are essentially stating that our null hypothesis is that the two specific
sets of weight values were responsible for the observed reliability score.

This basic null hypothesis, which assumes independence among samples, seems sat-
isfactory given the dependence of the overlap measures on the number of selected (non-
zero) voxels. Unfortunately, our samples are not independent; they correspond to voxel
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locations, which, as we know, exhibit high auto-correlation. Like the Pearson correlation
p-value, this simple null hypothesis does not account for the 2-point correlations, or
covariance structure, in the data. In most domains, the process generating this structure
is unknown, but, for fMRI data, we know it to be a largely spatial process. Since we
exploit this knowledge indirectly with Elastic Net and directly with spatial regularization
or smoothing, we would expect this data property to be manifested in the learned models
as well, so it is natural that we incorporate this information into our null hypothesis.

In this work, we compare these three reliability metrics (non-zero overlap, weighted
overlap, and correlation), and introduce a surrogate-generating procedure for significance
estimation that preserves the exact value distribution of a map and the approximate spatial
spectrum of the map. We compare this approach to the non-spatial resampling approach
and the parametric overlap significance estimate. We also perform, to our knowledge,
the first in-depth evaluation of the prediction performance and reliability of predictive
activation maps to which spatial smoothing is directly applied post-training. We find
that smoothing with a small spatial kernel does not necessarily impair prediction perfor-
mance; the overall activity level in a model has a direct effect on the expected similarity
between corresponding maps, and spatial structure increases the variance of this expected
similarity, so both properties must be considered when evaluating the reliability of maps
incorporating spatial information; and even with stringent criteria, smoothed maps are
significantly reliable and, for certain tasks for which well-predicting models are more
difficult to learn, more meaningfully reliable than maps obtained through Elastic Net reg-
ularization alone. Weight smoothing should therefore be used as a baseline comparison
when indirect or direct spatial regularization is evaluated. Most importantly, the informa-
tion captured by our significance estimation procedure is found to dramatically impact
reliability comparisons, so such a procedure should be employed whenever estimating
reliability.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Definitions

We define the following terms:
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Image: An image G ∈ RX×Y×Z contains one fMRI scan received directly from the
scanner with or without pre-processing (which will be specified when applicable) where
X , Y , and Z are the 3-D scanning resolution parameters.

Brain mask: A bit array in which “on” bits correspond to valid brain locations. For
a brain of size X ×Y × Z with M valid brain voxels, the brain mask B will be of size
X ×Y × Z and will have M non-zero bits. Applying B to an image produces a vector
v ∈ RM. If the 3D image space is of size 64×64×34, M ∼ 30,000.

Dataset: The full set of images collected during the course of an experiment after
applying a brain mask to convert the images into vectors. The resulting dataset is a
matrix X∈RN×M where N is the number of time points (TRs) (one image per time point)
and M is the number of valid brain voxels.

Smoothing filter/kernel: A smoothing kernel K ∈ Ra×b×c, where a, b, and c are
arbitrary dimensions, is a filter that when convolved with an image or map has the effect
of smoothing the values in the image or map. In this chapter, we will focus on Gaussian-
parameterized kernels.

Map: M ∈ RX×Y×Z where X , Y , and Z are the scanning resolution parameters of the
images; however, unlike an image, in which the values correspond to the actual fMRI
data at a time point, the values in a map have been assigned by some process, human or
computational, as a model of the data. In this chapter, we will deal primarily with learned

maps, in which the values correspond to parameters, or weights, of a learned model, and
smoothed maps, in which a smoothing kernel has been applied to a map.

3.2.2 Data

PBAIC 2007

Experiments were run on the PBAIC Competition data described in Section 2.2.3.

Pain

Our analysis was performed on the fMRI dataset originally presented by Baliki et al.
in [5], consisting of 14 subjects and 240 TRs of 2.5s each, divided evenly between 2
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runs. The subjects in the scanner were asked to rate their pain level (using a finger-span
device) in response to a painful stimulus applied to their back. An fMRI-compatible
device was used to deliver fast-ramping (20C/s) painful thermal stimuli (baseline 38C;
peak temperatures 47, 49, and 51C) via a contact probe. During each session, nine such
stimuli were generated sequentially, ranging in duration from 10s to 40s, with similar-
length rest intervals in between. The actual applied temperatures as well as the subject’s
perceived rating of the temperature were recorded. The data were acquired on a 3T
Siemens Trio scanner with echo-planar imaging (EPI) capability using the standard radio-
frequency head coil. Each volume consisted of 36 slices (slice thickness 3mm), each of
size 64× 64 covering the whole brain from the cerebellum to the vertex. Maps were
sub-sampled to dimensions 46× 55× 46, such that each voxel was exactly 4mm3. The
total number of brain voxels ranged from 26,000-28,000 depending on the subject. The
standard fMRI data preprocessing was performed using FSL FEAT [85], including, for
each subject: skull extraction using a brain extraction tool (BET), slice time correction,
motion correction, spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of fullwidth half-maximum
5mm, nonlinear high-pass temporal filtering (120 s), and subtraction of the mean of each
voxel time course from that time course. Pain and visual ratings were convolved with a
generalized hemodynamic response function (gamma function with 6s lag and 3 s SD).
In these analyses, predictive models were trained for 2 temporal response vectors: the
actual temperature of the stimulus and the subject’s rated perception of experienced pain.

Synthetic Data

A synthetic dataset was used to explore properties of reliability metrics that are compu-
tationally difficult to manipulate with real data. Since we are most interested in mod-
els exhibiting both some sparsity and some spatial correlation, often parameterized as
Gaussian “blobs,” we used a synthetic dataset generated from a relatively small set of
Gaussian spatial fields. Our synthetic dataset consisted of 10 datasets generated from 2
class template vectors, C1 ∈ R800 and C2 ∈ R800. Each template consisted of 20 spatial
Gaussian “blobs” (distributions) randomly localized on a surface of 800 voxels, a 1-
dimensional “brain” map. The standard deviations of the blobs were chosen randomly
from values {1.0,2.0,3.0} and each blob mean corresponded to the voxel on which the
blob was centered. Each blob was l∞−normalized to have a peak value of 1.0; however,
since the blobs can overlap, the template amplitude at a given voxel may be more than 1.0.
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The dataset consisted of 220 examples, evenly distributed between the 2 classes, where
each example was generated by choosing a random subset of the template blobs for that
class, each with a 50% chance of being selected, and white noise of standard deviation 0.1
was added. In addition, spatially correlated noise was generated by applying a band-pass
filter to white noise with standard deviation 1.0. Examples drawn from C1 were labeled
positive and the C2 negative; we can therefore approximate the discriminative function as
C1−C2, though in practice, since only one class template is necessary for discrimination,
the algorithm will likely learn a hybrid of these 2 templates. This approximate template
is used for illustrative purposes. Figure 3.7(a)(i) visualizes this “ground truth” model
parameter template.

3.2.3 Map Smoothing

We investigated the properties of smoothing maps (rather than images prior to learning)
by learning models from the data and then applying smoothing to the learned parameter
map. Smoothing was obtained by convolving the learned map with a Gaussian spatial
kernel. The kernel was applied at all positions in which at least half of the affected voxels
were brain voxels (for real data) or within the space of valid “voxels” (for synthetic
data). Invalid voxels were treated as 0-valued. For real data, 3 spatial kernels were
considered, with sizes corresponding exactly (for Pain) and roughly (for PBAIC) to
standard deviations of size 2mm, 6mm, and 10mm. For synthetic data, a kernel with
standard deviation 2 voxels was used. As discussed further in Section 3.3, applying even
a small amount of smoothing in this way dramatically increases the number of selected
voxels to such an extent that the model is no longer sparse. Therefore, experiments were
also performed after thresholding these smoothed maps so that weight values below 0.01
were set to 0.

3.2.4 Model Training and Prediction Evaluation

A separate model was learned for each subject, task, and run in a given dataset. For
each model, the LARS-EN Elastic Net training algorithm [103, 24] was applied to the
full set of voxels and run until a given number of voxels were selected. Since LARS
algorithms drop predictors under certain conditions, the number of iterations may not
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equal the final number of selected voxels. As discussed in Chapter 2, cross-validation
generally results in models with a greater number of voxels as λ2 is increased, so more
training iterations are required and hence more voxels are needed to obtain an equivalent
test correlation. The simplest approach would be to train the model until some very high
number of voxels is selected; however, in practice, LARS-EN computation can become
much less efficient as the number of selected voxels increases, and if the target number
of voxels greatly exceeds the range needed for prediction, the algorithm can become
very unstable, frequently dropping voxels and greatly increasing the number of required
iterations. Therefore, models were trained for more iterations when a higher λ2 value was
used, but the results across λ2 values are comparable.

Prediction was then evaluated on data from whichever run was not used for training.
LARS greatly facilitates selection of the best predicting model by efficiently providing the
entire regularization path, that is, the model learned for each possible number of selected
voxels. Each model can then be evaluated and the best predicting one retained. Since
prediction performance scores can be confounded by optimizing the number of selected
voxels using the same data used to evaluate prediction scores, it is desirable to hold out
one portion of the test data for such optimization and one for evaluation of generalization
performance. Ideally, one entire experimental run would be used for model selection
and a third run would be used for evaluating prediction. Unfortunately, no labels have
been released for a third PBAIC 2007 run, and the Pain experiment included only two
runs, so an alternate cross-validation approach was used. While the temporal structure in
some of the PBAIC response variables can confound the standard k-fold cross-validation
approach, we chose to use 2-fold cross-validation, in which each run was divided equally
into the earlier temporal half and later temporal half, so that, with the exception of two
data points, the optimization dataset includes no time points temporally contiguous with
any test time points. The resulting optimization sets contained 352 TRs each for the
PBAIC data and 60 TRs each for the Pain data. Prediction was measured by concatenating
the predictions for each of the 2 optimization folds in a given run and measuring the
Pearson correlation between this concatenated vector and the true response vector.

For PBAIC, the following λ2 values were tested: 0.1, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0. Using empirical
estimates of the number of required voxels, for 0.1 the model was trained for up to a
model size of 1500 voxels; for 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0, up to 2500 voxels. For simplicity, many
results are visualized only for the 3 best predicted PBAIC tasks, which are Instructions,
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VRFixation, and Velocity, and 3 moderately-well predicted PBAIC tasks, which are
viewing of Body, viewing of Face(s), and Hits. For Pain, λ2 values of 0.1 and 2.0 were
tested, with up to 1000 voxels selected due to the fewer training instances in that dataset.

For the synthetic data, 51 models were trained for each of the 10 datasets, exploring the
use of all λ2 values between 0.1 and 5.0 at increments of 0.1. Models were trained until
all 800 voxels were included. Lasso, or Elastic Net with a λ2 of 0.0, is not valid when the
number of selected predictors exceeds the number of examples (110 in this case) so results
for λ2 = 0.0 are not reported. This range of λ2 values was used mainly to demonstrate
variability in the metrics tested. Every 20 iterations, the reliability for each of the 45
pairs of models trained to that point for the same λ2 value were computed. For all results
shown for this dataset, the mean scores over these 45 pairs are displayed. Note that since
all comparisons were made between models trained for a specific number of iterations,
cross-validation is not applicable. The test accuracy of the binary classification task,
averaged across all 9 non-training datasets over all 10 datasets, was always near 100%,
given the ease of the task; therefore, ground truth reliability evaluation was performed
instead, as described in the following section.

3.2.5 Reliability Evaluation

We are concerned with reliability defined as the similarity between the two parameter
maps learned on two corresponding runs; however, when employing cross-validation,
two models are selected for each run (one for each optimization fold). Therefore, for each
of the models compared (across all subjects, tasks, and regularization/smoothing param-
eters), we measured reliability across all 4 pairs of different-run optimization datasets.
Since these maps are not independent, we averaged the results to arrive at one score.

Reliability Metrics

We explore reliability evaluation along two orthogonal dimensions: metric and null hy-
pothesis. Metrics are essentially similarity metrics between two maps, while the null
hypothesis is used to generate surrogates over which to calculate a significance score.
The following notation is used in formalizing the metrics:
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• M1 and M2: the two brain maps being compared (which may be generated by any
means, but for our purposes are learned parameter maps).

• v1 ∈ RM and v2 ∈ RM: vectors where M is the number of valid brain voxels,
produced by applying the same brain mask to M1 and M2.

• R1 = v : v1(v) 6= 0, the set of indices of the “relevant” (non-zero) voxels in v1

• R2 = v : v2(v) 6= 0, the set of indices of the “relevant” (non-zero) voxels in v2.

• B = R1∩R2, the set of indices in both R1 and R2.

• n1 = |R1|, the number of non-zero voxels in v1.

• n2 = |R2|, the number of non-zero voxels in v2.

• nb = |B|, the number of elements in B.

• w1, the sum of the absolute values of v1:

w1 = ∑
v∈v1

|v| (3.1)

where v1(v) denotes the element of v1 at index v.

• w2, the sum of the absolute values of v2:

w2 = ∑
v∈v2

|v| (3.2)

• wb: the sum of the absolute values of the weights of the elements in B when they
appear in both v1 and v2. If v(i) denotes the vector of elements in vector v at indices
i:

wb = ∑ |v1(B)|+∑ |v2(B)| (3.3)

The metrics are as follows:

• Non-zero overlap: the same metric used in Chapter 2

nb

(n1 +n2−nb)
(3.4)
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• Weighted overlap: similar to Non-Zero Overlap, but weighted by the actual values
of the voxels and normalized, such that voxels with higher coefficients receive
greater weight

wb

(w1 +w2−wb)
(3.5)

• Map Correlation: Pearson correlation between v1 and v2 (hence technically “vec-
tor” correlation):

M ∑i v1,iv2,i−∑i v1,i ∑i v2,i√
M ∑i v2

1,i− (∑i v1,i)
2
√

M ∑i v2
2,i− (∑i v2,i)

2
(3.6)

Null Hypotheses

Assume we have calculated a reliability score ψ between two maps M1 and M2 using one
of the three above metrics. We now wish to estimate the statistical significance of ψ. To
do so, we assume a null hypothesis H0 governing the assignment of voxel weights to voxel
locations, reflecting a key property of the maps M1 and M2 that we wish to retain when
resampling. Using the resampled surrogates, we obtain a distribution D over reliability
scores from which ψ is assumed to be drawn (occurs due to chance). We assume, for
simplicity, a Normal distribution D and use this distribution to obtain a z-score for ψ. A
high z-score implies that ψ� ED ψ.

We explore two null hypotheses, one more specific than the other, and use each to
create a set of surrogate maps. The null hypotheses and procedures used to generate the
surrogates are the following:

1. Non-Spatial: Voxel locations are assumed to be independent, such that vectors
with the exact same sets of weight values in v1 and v2 are expected to yield the
observed reliability. Note that the metrics above only require the vectorized form
of the maps being compared, and thus only the vector surrogate need be generated;
since spatial information is not considered for this null hypothesis, all computations
can take place on the vector forms. To generate a surrogate, the indices of values
are shuffled uniformly; in other words, the weights are randomly re-assigned to
other locations. If I = {1, . . . ,M} are the indices of a vectorized map v ∈ RM and
randperm(I) returns a vector r : I→ I in which the elements of I are randomly
permuted, the surrogate s̃ ∈ RM for v, initialized to all 0, is calculated as:
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r = randperm(I) (3.7)

s̃(r(i)) = v(i), i ∈ I (3.8)

2. Spatial (FFT): The voxel locations exhibit spatial dependency, such that maps
with both the exact same set of voxel weight values in the maps M1 and M2 and the
same covariance structure, reflected in spatial structure, are expected to yield the
observed reliability. Note that this null hypothesis therefore considers the original
map, not vector, though it again needs only to return a surrogate vector. To generate
a surrogate, the indices of the values in the maps are shuffled in such a way that the
spatial structure of the maps, estimated with a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT), are
retained as closely as possible. Since it is difficult to generate a map with both the
exact same value distribution and the exact same spatial structure of the original
map, a trade-off is made. The specific value distribution must take precedence, as
most maps generated strictly from a spatial spectrum fail to maintain the sparsity
of the original map, significantly skewing the reliability estimate. We therefore
generate maps with the same spatial spectrum as the original map and retain the
spatial trends while substituting the exact original value distribution. If MX×Y×Z is
the original map, we generate a surrogate s̃ ∈ RM as follows:

(a) Obtain the spatial frequency spectrum F ∈ RX×Y×Z for M by performing
an FFT on the map and taking the absolute value of the resulting array of
amplitudes.

F = |FFT(M)| (3.9)

(3.10)

(b) Generate a new map F∗ ∈ RX×Y×Z , initialized to all 0, by randomizing the
phase of each frequency in F, so for i = {1, . . . ,X ∗Y ∗Z}:

r ∼ uni f orm([0,1)) (3.11)

F∗(i) = F(i)
(

e(
√
−1)2πr

)
(3.12)
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(c) Compute a temporary surrogate T∈RX×Y×Z by taking the inverse FFT (IFFT)
of F∗:

T = IFFT(F∗) (3.13)

(d) Let v ∈ RM be the vectorized form of map M after applying a brain map and
let t ∈ RM be the vectorized form of T after applying the same brain map.
Re-create the original value distribution in M by sorting the real values of t,
storing the sorted indices I as a rank ordering of locations, and sorting the
weight values in v. The ordered v values will be assigned to the rank-ordered
locations I. Let s∈RM = sort(t) return the elements of t in ascending order of
their real values. Let I = index(s) return a vector the indices in t from which
each subsequent element of s was drawn. Letting t(I) denote the elements of
t at indices I, t(I) = s. The surrogate vector s̃, initialized to all 0, is computed
as:

I = index(sort(t)) (3.14)

v∗ = sort(v) (3.15)

s̃(I) = v∗ (3.16)

Therefore, index(sort(s̃)) = index(sort(t)) so that the map form of s̃ exhibits
the same relative spatial pattern as the generated map T, based on the ordered
locations of the real values of the two maps, but the set of values in s̃ will be
exactly the same as the values in the original map M.

Note that an alternative “blob shift” method could be used to directly generate surro-
gates when a known underlying spatial process was used to generate the actual maps, as
in the case of smoothing the parameter weights with a uniform Gaussian filter. In that
case, surrogates may be obtained by smoothing the surrogates obtained using the non-
spatial approach with the same kernel as was used to produce the actual map and, as in
the FFT approach, replacing the surrogate values with the correspondingly ranked values
in the actual map. The surrogates obtained from this approach, and their spatial spectra,
are very similar to those obtained by the FFT-based method; however, the FFT-based
method offers the strong advantage of being more general, applicable to maps for which
the generating spatial process is unknown, as will usually be the case. In these cases, the
“blob shift” approach reverts to the non-spatial generating process.
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Significance Estimation Procedure

The complete procedure for producing a reliability estimate between two maps M1 and
M2, given a chosen null hypothesis H0 from among the two choices above, is therefore
the following:

1. For each of the two maps, create a set of 20 surrogate vectorized maps using the
procedure for H0.

2. For each metric χ considered from the 3 choices above:

(a) Calculate a score ψ for the real maps using the equation given for χ.

(b) For each of the 400 (20×20) pairs of surrogates from different maps, calcu-
late a score χ̃.

(c) Compute the mean µ and standard deviation σ over all surrogate scores χ̃.

(d) Compute a z-score for the real score as z = ψ−µ
σ

.

One can then use z as a measure of the significance of the observed reliability, given the
metric chosen and the null hypothesis assumed.

It can be useful to consider this approach conceptually. For simplicity, consider only
the non-spatial null hypothesis. If two vectors are exactly the same, the raw reliability
metrics will be maximized, but the specific z-score will depend on the mean score among
the surrogates, which depends, necessarily, on the data properties and metric considered.
For instance, if two vectors are all 0 except for a 1 at one common location, the raw
non-zero overlap will be 100%. The surrogate maps, however, will all have exactly one
non-zero voxel, but that location will be random, so the majority of sample non-zero
overlap scores will be 0% and the z-score will be quite high. In fact, it is possible that
every observed sample will be 0%, so the standard deviation σ of the estimate will be 0
and the z-score will be ∞.

In contrast, if the two vectors have a 1 at each location except one common location,
the observed non-zero overlap will still be 100%, but the surrogates will have all but one
location commonly selected, so the sample non-zero overlap will be very close to 100%,
and the z-score likely lower; however, it is equally likely that the standard deviation
σ will be 0, so the z-score would still be ∞. While this phenomenon may appear to
be a confound, it is in fact an accurate reflection of the significance of the observed
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overlap. If there are 100 voxels and all but one is non-zero, the expected non-zero overlap
is 98/100 = 98% with nearly no variability. The observed overlap of 100% is in fact
significant in this context. We will observe that smoothing results in a scenario much
like this example, leading to such high-mean, low-variance estimated scores, but yielding
appropriately high z-scores as a result.

Fisher’s Exact

We also consider one other approach to significance estimation of non-zero overlap, the
Fisher’s Exact test for the hypergeometric distribution [35], discussed briefly in Section
3.1 and defined as:

P(k) =

(
n1

nb

)(
M−n1

n2−nb

)
(

M

n2

) (3.17)

P(b) =
min(n1,n2)

∑
k=0

p(k)−
nb−1

∑
k=0

p(k) (3.18)

P(b) can be obtained by computing a Fisher’s Exact (or chi-square) test on the following
cross-tabulation matrix:

c =

[
nb (n1−nb)

(n2−nb) (n−n1−n2 +nb)

]
(3.19)

The null hypothesis in this case is that the columns of c are generated independently,
hence the proportion in any entry of table c is the product of the proportions in each
dimension of the matrix. When using this test, we report the F-score.

3.2.6 Ground Truth Comparison Metrics

The reliability estimation procedure described above is generic in that it works for any
two maps regardless of how the maps were produced. We primarily consider maps that
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have been learned through a modeling procedure, but they could just as easily be maps
that a human created, whether through expert knowledge or artificial design, or through
some other technique. Learned maps and designed maps can also be directly compared
using this approach.

To further explore the properties of the reliability evaluation approaches, we can ex-
ploit both this flexibility in the metrics and estimation approaches, and our knowledge of
the “true” parameter map on the synthetic data, to evaluate the correspondence not only
between two learned maps, but between each learned map and the ground truth map.
We can then use this relationship to demonstrate an interesting and appealing property of
both the overlap metric and the resampling approach to evaluating reliability. We define:

• ṽ ∈ RM, the vectorized form of the learned map (note that for the synthetic data,
the vectorized form is equivalent to the map since there is only one non-singular
spatial dimension in the map).

• v ∈ RM, the vectorized form of the true map.

• R̃ = v : ṽ(v) 6= 0, the set of indices of non-zero voxels in ṽ.

• R = v : v(v) 6= 0, the set of indices of non-zero voxels in v.

• ñ = |R̃|, the number of non-zero voxels in ṽ.

• nt = |R|, the true number of non-zero voxels. nt = 358 for this synthetic dataset.

• Bt = R̃∩R, the set of true positives.

• nc = |Bt |, the number of true positives.

We can compute the non-zero overlap with ground truth by replacing nb in Eq. (3.4)
with nc, n1 with ñ, and n2 with nt .

When the ground truth is known, it is common to compute the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of the methodology. We can compute these metrics as follows:

1. Sensitivity:
sens =

nc

nt
(3.20)

2. Specificity:
spec =

nc

ñ
(3.21)
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From Eqs. (3.4), (3.20), and (3.21), we see that the non-zero overlap ψ between
a learned vector and the ground truth vector has the appealing property of being
directly related to sensitivity and specificity:

ψ =
1

1
sens + 1

spec −1
. (3.22)

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Non-Spatial Null Hypothesis

We begin by evaluating the relevance of the simpler of the two null hypotheses, which
considers only the set of map weight values, without regard to spatial structure. We
demonstrate the relationship between properties of the set of weight values, in particular
the number of non-zero voxels, and the 3 metrics described above, with or without sig-
nificance estimation. We pay special attention to the inverse sparsity level, approximated
as the number of Elastic Net training iterations, and smoothing, both of which increase
the number of non-zero voxels. We also consider the effects of increasing the λ2 value.
To rigorously evaluate the relationship between the number of training iterations and the
reliability scores, we focus first on the synthetic data, for which it is feasible to evaluate
reliability over the full regularization path.

The overlap metric is the number of elements in the intersection of the two sets of
voxels divided by the number in their union; thus, if the intersection is equal to the union,
the overlap will be 100%. Therefore, the simplest way to increase the score on this
metric and its weighted variant is to increase the number of selected voxels. Figure 3.1
confirms this trend by showing the mean of the 2 overlap metrics for the synthetic data as
the number of training iterations increases. Separate series are shown for every λ2 value
tested. Figure 3.1(a) shows that as the number of selected voxels approaches its maximum
of all 800 voxels, the overlap tends to increase towards 100%, regardless of the λ2 value.
For some ranges, there is variability in the metric, especially for lower (darker-colored)
λ2 values, but this variability completely washes out as the number of selected voxels
increases. This metric does have some merit though: within the range where there is
the most variability, the scores reach a local maximum, then dip before again increasing
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monotonically. This non-monotonicity likely reflects the point at which increases in the
size of the intersection of the sets shifts to being due mostly to the increase in the union
of the two sets. Similar results are obtained for weighted overlap in Figure 3.1(b).

Figures 3.1(c-d) show the same two metrics plotted after smoothing is applied to the
parameter weights. Note that, with smoothing, the overlap scores approach 1.0 much
more rapidly; in addition, after the transition point, lower λ2 values actually result in
greater overlap.

The overlap metrics are therefore confounded, but, given their desirable interpretation
properties, it seems over-zealous to discount them entirely. What is needed is a metric for
evaluating for statistical significance, or meaningfulness, of the observed overlaps. The
described non-spatial null hypothesis resampling approach can be used to provide such
an estimate. Figures 3.2(a-b) show that z-scores for both non-weighted and weighted
overlap are not confounded by the number of selected voxels, and in fact are penalized
as the observed overlap has a greater likelihood of being due to chance. The same peak
observed in Figures 3.1(a-b) is again evident in 3.2(a-b), but the score is not overcome by
the relative increase in the size of the intersection of the two sets relative to the size of the
union. The local maximum in Figures 3.1(a-b) becomes a global maximum, reflecting
the truly most reliable point. Also, note again that there is a high variability in the score
among λ2 values, particularly the lowest values, indicating that λ2 can truly influence
reliability.

Figures 3.2(c-d) show that these scores approach 0 more rapidly when smoothing
is applied to the weight maps, since the maximum number of voxels is reached more
quickly.

The significance estimation approach that employs the Fisher’s Exact calculation is
also, in effect, measuring the significance of the non-zero overlap. Therefore, we can
assess the validity of our significance estimation approach by comparing our results for
the non-spatial non-zero overlap z-score to results obtained using the Fisher’s Exact
approach. Figure 3.3 shows that the trend in the F-score produced by this measure is
in fact strikingly similar to that of the z-score produced by the resampling method, which
is duplicated from Figure 3.1(a), although the Fisher’s measure results in F scores that are
greatly inflated relative to the estimates obtained non-parametrically, and reach 0 more
rapidly. The convergence of the two trends points to a true significance of the overlap,
but the differences underscore the potential dependence of the F-score on the number of
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Figure 3.1: Uncorrected overlap metrics are dependent on the number of non-zero voxels,
rapidly approaching 1.0 for smoothed maps. Uncorrected scores by metric (overlap or
weighted overlap) and smoothing (with or without); all lines are mean score for metric
on synthetic data versus number of training iterations; series are λ2 values, with lighter
colors corresponding to higher values.

selected voxels cautioned by Fury et al. [35]. Note again, though, that the differences
among λ2 values are still highly significant.

An alternative reliability metric to overlap scores is map Pearson correlation. Figure
3.4 illustrates, on the synthetic data, the appealing property that correlation is not linearly
dependent on the number of selected voxels. In fact, it displays a trend similar to that
of the z-scores, with a slight peak before a gradual monotonic decrease, though the peak
here occurs slightly later than in the overlap measures. It also exhibits another informative
property: high variability among the λ2 values.

3.3.2 Overlap, Sensitivity, and Specificity

In this section, we use the procedure we described for comparing learned maps with
ground truth maps to reveal an interesting relationship between the overlap metrics and
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Figure 3.2: Non-Spatial Z-Scores are not linearly dependent on sparsity. Non-Spatial Z-
Scores by metric (overlap or weighted overlap) and smoothing (with or without); all lines
are mean score for metric on synthetic data versus number of training iterations; series
are λ2 values, with lighter colors corresponding to higher values.

sensitivity and specificity, especially when taking significance into account. From Eq.
(3.22), as the sensitivity approaches 1 (or 100%), the overlap will approach the specificity
and vice versa. When we plot the mean overlap between the learned synthetic parameter
maps and the ground truth along with sensitivity and specificity in Figure 3.5, we see
results consistent with this relationship. Sensitivity in (a)(ii) starts low and grows linearly
with the number of voxels selected, approaching the maximum of 100%. Specificity in
plot (a)(iii) starts out high, as the first few voxels chosen are likely to be true positives.
Overlap in (a)(i) starts off similarly to sensitivity but slowly crosses over to closely match
specificity. The same trend is true for both non-smoothed and smoothed parameter maps.
In Figure 3.5(b), however, we consider the significance estimates of these measures. We
use the non-spatial resampling approach to obtain z-scores for these three measures. The
figures reveal two intriguing properties: (1) the sensitivity and specificity z-scores are
nearly identical, even when smoothing is applied, and (2) the overlap z-scores trend is
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Figure 3.3: The trend from the Fisher’s Exact estimate is nearly identical to that of
the non-zero overlap z-score. (a) Replicate of Figure 3.2(a); (b) F-Score for Fisher’s
Exact Test on overlap cross-tabulation matrix. All lines are mean score for metric on
synthetic data versus number of training iterations; series are λ2 values, with lighter colors
corresponding to higher values.
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Figure 3.4: Map correlation is less dependent on the number of non-zero voxels.
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strikingly similar to that of sensitivity and specificity, though slightly higher, even when
smoothing is applied.

Most interestingly, Figure 3.6 shows Figures 3.2(i) and 3.5(b)(i) side by side, illus-
trating that the z-scores for overlap between the learned maps and the ground truth are
quite similar to those for the reliability between pairs of vectors of the same sparsity.
While the reliability scores reach higher values as λ2 increases, both scores have a global
maximum at nearly the same point. These results suggest that reliability between learned
maps provides some information about model validity.

3.3.3 Spatially-Based Surrogate Generation Procedure

Subsequent results will hinge on the ability of the estimation procedure to approximate
the distribution D , which in turn relies on an accurate retention of the key map properties
when producing the surrogate maps. The non-spatial generating procedure by definition
retains the key property under H0, which is the specific set of weight values. The spatially-
based generating procedure retains this property as well, but, as a trade-off, approximates
the spatial structure of the map. We therefore begin by examining the impact of this
trade-off, by evaluating how well the FFT-based approach retains the spatial structure of
the map.

We first consider the surrogate maps obtained for the synthetic dataset, for which
the “ground truth” map is known and can provide insight. Figure 3.7(a)(i) shows the
ground truth (“template”) parameter map for the synthetic dataset and (ii) shows the
map learned using Elastic Net using a λ2 of 2.0. (iii-iv) show 2 representative sample
surrogates generated from this learned map using the FFT approach. Figure 3.7(b) shows
the absolute value of the spatial spectra for the maps in Figure 3.7(a). It is clear that there
is a great amount of spatial structure in the data that Elastic Net has failed to capture;
however, the spatial approach has generated surrogates with similar spatial spectra to the
learned maps and, by definition, identical value distributions. Furthermore, as Figure
3.7(d) shows, applying even a small amount of smoothing results in a learned map with
a spatial spectrum more closely matching that of the ground truth map. The similarity
between the spatial structure in the surrogates and that of the learned map is much
more evident in this case, demonstrating that the spatial surrogate-generating procedure
captures relative differences in map spatial structure.
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Figure 3.5: Uncorrected ground truth overlap combines sensitivity and specificity, which
are intuitively different; however z-scores (non-spatial) for sensitivity and specificity are
nearly identical to both each other and non-zero overlap z-scores. (i) Non-Zero Overlap
with ground truth (uncorrected or Z), (ii) Sensitivity (uncorrected or Z), (iii) Specificity
(uncorrected or Z). All lines are mean score for metric on synthetic data versus number
of training iterations; series are λ2 values, with lighter colors corresponding to higher
values.
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Figure 3.6: Z-scores for overlap between two learned maps and overlap with ground
truth are very similar. (a) Non-Zero Overlap between learned un-smoothed maps (Figure
3.2(i)); (b) Non-Zero Overlap between learned map and ground truth map (Figure
3.5(b)(i)); All lines are mean score for metric on synthetic data versus number of training
iterations; series are λ2 values, with lighter colors corresponding to higher values.

Figure 3.8 shows the spatial spectra for the actual and surrogate maps for the real
data. The effects of the value vs. spatial preservation trade-off are more evident here:
the surrogate maps exhibit some loss of spatial information; however, overall trends
remain. While the surrogates do underestimate the spatial structure, the underestimation
is consistent, so surrogate maps generated from two maps with different spatial structure
should retain the relative differences between the original maps and maps will not be
over-penalized for spatial structure in the resulting z-scores.

An example of an FFT-based surrogate is shown in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9(a) is the
actual map learned for one subject for the PBAIC Instructions task with λ2 = 2.0, trained
until 2500 voxels were selected, and then smoothed with a 2mm filter. Figure 3.9(b) is
an example surrogate for this map, generated with the FFT-based approach. The set of
weights are exactly the same, but have been re-distributed while retaining the approximate
spatial structure.

3.3.4 Smoothing and Prediction

Having established some validity for the reliability estimating procedure, we now use
the method to explore reliability properties of real fMRI maps. We will consider maps
that vary on two dimensions, λ2 training value and smoothing parameter. In Chapter 2
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Figure 3.7: FFT-based surrogates have similar spatial structure to the actual learned
maps, which do not always capture the spatial structure in the ground truth map. Maps
and associated spatial spectra (absolute values) for spatial surrogate maps generated from
learned maps on synthetic data. (i) corresponds to the ground truth map for the dataset,
(ii) to the learned map, and (iii-iv) to the surrogates.
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(b) Pain Spectra

Figure 3.8: For real maps, FFT-based surrogates lose some spatial structure, but retain
much of the comparative spatial information. 3D spatial spectra, collapsed to 1D, for real
and FFT-based surrogate maps. PBAIC results (a) averaged over all 3 subjects, 24 tasks,
and 4 λ2 values; Pain results (b) shown by λ2 and averaged over all 14 subjects and 2
tasks; standard error bars are shown.

(a) Original Map (b) Surrogate Map

Figure 3.9: An original smoothed map on real data and sample FFT surrogate are shown.
(a) PBAIC Subject 1 Run 1 Instructions trained with λ2 = 2.0 and smoothed with a 2mm
filter; (b) FFT-based surrogate for map in (a).
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Figure 3.10: A small amount of map smoothing does not impair prediction performance.
Test correlation (cross-validated) for all PBAIC 2007 tasks for λ2 of 0.1, with or without
applying a 2mm smoothing filter to the weights, averaged over all 3 subjects and 2 runs.
Bars reflect 95% confidence.

we showed that prediction performance remains stable as λ2 is increased (we expand
those results in Appendix Section A.1). Intuition, however, suggests that smoothing maps
should impair prediction, so we focus here on assessing the prediction performance of
smoothed maps, beginning in Figure 3.10 with the effect on all 24 PBAIC tasks. This
figure shows that applying a relatively small amount of spatial smoothing, on the order
of 2mm, does not impair prediction performance. In fact, in most cases when prediction
is significantly affected, smoothing actually improves the performance.

As the amount of smoothing is increased, however, prediction performance does begin
to suffer. Figure 3.11 shows the effects of both increasing λ2 and increasing the amount
of smoothing for 3 sets of predicted tasks: the best predicted PBAIC 2007 responses
(Instructions, VRFixation, and Velocity), the 3 more moderately predicted PBAIC re-
sponses (Body, Faces, and Hits), and the 2 Pain tasks (actual temperature and perception).
Note that prediction for the 2 Pain tasks have been aggregated in this figure; prediction
performance for the two tasks was not significantly different. For all sets of tasks, a small

amount of smoothing does not affect prediction, but prediction does begin to degrade as
more smoothing is applied.
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(a) Best-predicted PBAIC tasks
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(b) Moderately well-predicted
PBAIC tasks
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(c) Pain tasks

Figure 3.11: Prediction performance degrades slightly as larger smoothing kernels are
applied to the map. Test correlation (cross-validated) by λ2 and smoothing parameters,
for PBAIC Best Predicted (a), PBAIC Moderately Well-Predicted (b), and Pain (c) tasks;
averaged over all 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects, and 2
runs. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

3.3.5 Reliability Estimates

As Section 3.3.1 made clear, when evaluating reliability, it is first important to consider
the number of non-zero voxels in the maps. As discussed in Chapter 2, as λ2 is increased,
a greater number of voxels are needed to obtain the same prediction performance. Thus,
training a model with a higher λ2 and using cross-validation to select an optimal number
of voxels results in maps with a greater number of non-zero voxels. Figure 3.12 shows
that, regardless of task, this effect holds and, furthermore, smoothing increases the num-
ber of non-zero voxels. In fact, even applying a relatively small spatial kernel results
in most voxels being selected. Applying the threshold of 0.01 drastically decreases this
number, making the models again sparse, yet the number of voxels is still greater than
those yielded prior to smoothing. Note also the very small number of voxels selected by
cross-validation for the Pain tasks; as a result, even maps smoothed with a large kernel
do not tend to fully saturate.

In Figures 3.13 and 3.14, we apply our 3 reliability metrics and 2 null hypotheses to
evaluate the reliability of the PBAIC maps. We first note that the trend observed in Chap-
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(a) Best-predicted PBAIC tasks
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(b) Moderately well-predicted
PBAIC tasks
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(c) Pain tasks

Figure 3.12: Increasing λ2 and smoothing, with or without thresholding, increase the
number of non-zero voxels. Number of non-zero weighted voxels by λ2 and smoothing
parameters for PBAIC Best Predicted tasks (a), PBAIC Moderately Well Predicted Tasks
(b), and Pain tasks (c); averaged over all 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, 3 (PBAIC) or 14
(Pain) subjects, and 4 cross-validation folds. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

ter 2 for reliability, measured as non-zero overlap, to increase with λ2 is again observed
in Figure 3.13(a), but there are diminishing returns, perhaps due to the computational
necessity of limiting the maximal number of included voxels. In Figure 3.13(b), we take
a first look at the weighted overlap metric in Figure 3.13(b), and find that scores for it
are higher than for non-zero overlap. We would expect these scores to be at least as high
as non-zero overlap; the fact they are significantly higher shows, encouragingly, that the
most significant voxels are most likely to be selected in both runs. Note, though, that
regardless of λ2 value, both overlap and weighted overlap for the raw maps are far from
the ideal 100%. As shown in the Appendix, these trends for increased non-zero overlap,
and higher weighted overlap, were also found for the other PBAIC tasks.

When examining the uncorrected metrics in Figures 3.13a-c, it is clear that smoothing
has a dramatic impact; however the pattern observed in Figures 3.13(a) and (b) looks
nearly identical to the number of non-zero voxels plotted in Figure 3.12(a), as we would
expect, given the dependence of these metrics on the number of non-zero voxels. Cor-
relation in Figures 3.13(c) presents a more interesting trend, tending to increase as more
smoothing is applied, but not nearly as dramatically as the overlap measures, and being
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identical whether or not thresholding is applied. This result is consistent with the finding
that correlation is not directly dependent on the number of non-zero voxels. Again, the
same effect is observed in Figure 3.14(c).

Figures 3.13(d-f) show the z-scores for these metrics assuming the non-spatial null
hypothesis, which accounts for the specific value distribution in the data. The non-zero
overlap measure is highly dependent on the sparsity level in the data. The non-spatial
null hypothesis captures this information and, as a result, all of the smoothed models are
sharply penalized, although for smaller λ2 values, they remain significantly better than
the non-smoothed map. Figure 3.13(e), however, reveals a slightly different dependency
for the weighted overlap metric that is not apparent in the uncorrected scores. For this
metric, the weights of consistently selected voxels relative to the remaining weights is
crucial. Smoothing necessarily decreases this contrast, but thresholding recovers some of
the lost information. As a result, the purely smoothed maps are harshly penalized relative
to their thresholded counterparts. For this null hypothesis, the thresholded maps actually
remain significantly more meaningfully reliable than the non-smoothed map, but there is
a slight trend toward decreasing reliability as more smoothing is applied. Note that since
the highest weighted voxels by definition have the most impact on prediction, the blurring
induced by smoothing is also likely responsible for the impaired prediction performance
at higher smoothing levels.

In contrast, Figure 3.13(f) provides yet another illustration of the independence of the
correlation metric and the value distribution of the data. The pattern in Figure 3.13(f) is
virtually identical to that of 3.13(c).

While the non-spatial null hypothesis clearly applies penalization to the uncorrected
metrics, Figures 3.13(e-g) show that this null hypothesis does not go far enough. First,
notice that across all 3 metrics, the z-scores with the spatial null hypothesis are lower,
showing that spatial structure increases the expected reliability regardless of metric. This
effect is especially strong for weighted overlap and correlation, which depend on the
specific distribution of real weight values. For weighted overlap in 3.13(h), even the
thresholded maps are significantly impacted by this penalty, with only the least smoothed
map remaining competitive with the original map.

The most dramatic effect of the spatially-based null hypothesis is on correlation in
3.13(i). The trend observed in both 3.13(c) and (f) is almost directly reversed; greater
amounts of smoothing are shown to produce maps that are much less meaningfully reli-
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able. The weighted overlap and correlation metrics are also seen to converge more closely
under this null hypothesis: both show large amounts of smoothing to be universally
detrimental, and smaller amounts applied to maps trained with low λ2 values to be less
detrimental or perhaps beneficial, especially if thresholding is applied. Note that all 3
metrics show that the reliability gains produced with λ2 increases alone are significant
or significantly trending. For these tasks, increasing λ2 is the most consistent way to
improve reliability.

The results for the 3 moderately well-predicted PBAIC tasks, in Figure 3.14, are
similar to those of the best predicted tasks in Figure 3.13 in several ways. First, as
with the best-predicted tasks, the non-spatial null hypothesis (Figures d-f) penalizes the
smoothed maps, but all maps display significant overlap. The thresholded maps again
retain stronger weighted overlap scores relative to the non-smoothed maps, and again all
forms of smoothing retain relatively strong correlation scores relative to non-smoothing.
Just as with the other tasks, the spatial null hypothesis (g-i) penalizes all maps, but
especially the most smoothed maps, reversing the trend for the correlation metric.

There are, however, also some notable differences in the results between the sets of
tasks in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. First, all 3 uncorrected metrics in Figures 3.14(a-c) are
lower than for the best-predicted tasks. More importantly, the maps produced using
a small amount of smoothing and thresholding still remain significantly more reliable

even when accounting for spatial structure. In fact, for these tasks, regardless of metric,
this simple approach of smoothing then applying thresholding produces greater gains in
reliability than those achieved solely through increasing λ2. Smoothing and thresholding
a map trained with the highest λ2 value considered, which is still within a range for which
computation is manageable, produces the most meaningfully reliable maps.

In Figure 3.15, we observe for the Pain data the same general trend observed for both
sets of PBAIC tasks, in that the overall effect of smoothing reverses when spatial infor-
mation is incorporated into the null hypothesis so that the greatest amount of smoothing
is shown to be the least significantly reliable. However, as with the moderately well-
predicted PBAIC tasks, which Figure 3.11 showed to have similar test correlations to
the Pain tasks, some smoothing improves reliability even when accounting for spatial
structure. The Pain tasks have the lowest scores for the raw (no smoothing) maps and,
correspondingly, receive the greatest boost in reliability after some smoothing is applied.
In fact, for the Pain tasks, any form of smoothing, with or without thresholding, improves
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(a) Non-Zero Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(b) Weighted Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(c) Map Correlation:
Uncorrected
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(d) Non-Zero Overlap:
Non-Spatial Z-Score
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(e) Weighted Overlap:
Non-Spatial Z-Score
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(f) Map Correlation: Non-Spatial
Z-Score
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(g) Non-Zero Overlap: Spatial
Z-Score
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Spatial
Z-Score
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(i) Map Correlation: Spatial
Z-Score

Figure 3.13: For the best-predicted PBAIC tasks, z-scores underscore the impact
of weight value distribution and spatial structure on all 3 reliability metrics, with λ2
increases providing the most meaningful reliability improvements. Uncorrected scores
for the 3 metrics for the 3 best predicted tasks, along with z-scores given the non-spatial
and spatial null hypotheses. Means are calculated over all 3 tasks, 3 subjects, and 4
cross-validation folds; variance over tasks and subjects. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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(a) Non-Zero Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(b) Weighted Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(c) Map Correlation:
Uncorrected
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(d) Non-Zero Overlap:
Non-Spatial Z-Score
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(e) Weighted Overlap:
Non-Spatial Z-Score
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(f) Map Correlation: Non-Spatial
Z-Score
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(g) Non-Zero Overlap: Spatial
Z-Score
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Spatial
Z-Score
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(i) Map Correlation: Spatial
Z-Score

Figure 3.14: For the moderately well-predicted PBAIC tasks, z-scores underscore the
impact of weight value distribution and spatial structure on all 3 reliability metrics, with
smoothing with a small kernel and thresholding resulting in reliability competitive with
λ2 increases. Uncorrected scores for the 3 metrics for the 3 moderately well-predicted
PBAIC tasks, along with z-scores given the non-spatial and spatial null hypotheses.
Means are calculated over all 3 tasks, 3 subjects, and 4 cross-validation folds; variance
over tasks and subjects. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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reliability, even when considering both null hypotheses. Even when applying the largest
smoothing kernel, the reliability estimate is not significantly different than that of the raw
map.

3.3.6 Spatial Structure and Increased Variance

Clearly, both null hypotheses affect the estimate of the reliability score distribution D . In
Figure 3.16, we reveal that increased spatial structure increases the variance of the esti-
mated scores. We also confirm that decreased sparsity, captured by both null hypotheses,
results, as expected, in a higher estimated mean for the overlap scores.

Figure 3.16(a) shows the effect of spatial structure and null hypothesis on the estimate
of the map correlation metric. The mean is always estimated to be 0, regardless of
spatial structure or H0, and so only the variances are plotted. For the non-spatial H0, the
estimate variance is the same with or without much spatial structure in the map, and is in
turn observed for the spatially-based H0 if there is little spatial structure in the data (no
smoothing). However, when the map exhibits strong spatial structure from smoothing,
and the null hypothesis incorporates spatial information, the variance of the estimation
skyrockets. While not shown, this finding generalizes across tasks as well.

Figure 3.16(b) shows that the effect observed for map correlation in Figure 3.16(a) is
also observed for the weighted overlap metric, although the ceiling effect of the overlap
metrics slightly obscures it. This figure shows the means of the expected weighted
overlap score, with the standard deviation estimates plotted as error bars. Several phe-
nomena are observed: (1) the estimated mean weighted overlap score, for a given amount
of smoothing, is the same regardless of H0; however, it increases dramatically when
smoothing is applied. (2) As sparsity vanishes (with higher λ2), the estimated mean is
always very close to 100%, so the variance is quite low, creating a ceiling effect for
variance. (3) Just as for the correlation metric, with the non-spatial null hypothesis, the
variance of the estimation is identical regardless of whether there is spatial structure in
the data; likewise, the variance estimated using the spatial null hypothesis is the same
as for the non-spatial if the map lacks spatial structure. However, when there is spatial
structure in the data, especially at lower sparsity levels, the estimated spatially-based
variance is higher. Therefore, generating estimates when controlling for the specific value
distribution provides the proper mean expected value, but further incorporating second-
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(a) Non-Zero Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(b) Weighted Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(c) Map Correlation:
Uncorrected
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(d) Non-Zero Overlap:
Non-Spatial Z-Score
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(e) Weighted Overlap:
Non-Spatial Z-Score
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(f) Map Correlation: Non-Spatial
Z-Score
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(g) Non-Zero Overlap: Spatial
Z-Score
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Spatial
Z-Score
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(i) Map Correlation: Spatial
Z-Score

Figure 3.15: For the Pain tasks, z-scores underscore the impact of weight value
distribution and spatial structure on all 3 reliability metrics, with any form of smoothing
producing significantly more meaningfully reliable maps. Uncorrected scores for the 3
metrics for the 3 Pain tasks, along with z-scores given the non-spatial and spatial null
hypotheses. Means are calculated over both tasks, 14 subjects, and 4 cross-validation
folds; variance over tasks and subjects. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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(a) Correlation Metric
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(b) Weighted Overlap Metric

Figure 3.16: The estimated variance of the score estimate is significantly higher when the
map possesses spatial structure that the null hypothesis captures; estimate mean overlap
is higher for less sparse maps regardless of null hypothesis. (a) Mean estimated standard
deviation of map correlation score, given smoothing and λ2, averaged over all 3 subjects
and 3 best-predicted PBAIC tasks. Error bars reflect 95% confidence. (b) Estimates
for weighted overlap scores, given smoothing and λ2. Bar heights reflect estimated mean
score, averaged over all 3 subjects and 3 best-predicted PBAIC tasks and error bars reflect
standard deviation of estimate, averaged over subjects and tasks.

order statistics, like spatial auto-correlation, leads to proper estimation of the variance, so
the z-scores for the smoothed maps are properly penalized.

Note that these ceiling effect results reflect the high-mean, low-variance estimate
situation described in Section 3.2.5. Despite the high mean of the estimated reliability
scores for the smoothed maps, the z-scores for such maps still illustrate high significance,
suggesting that even the smoothed maps are “meaningfully” reliable.

3.3.7 Relationship Between Reliability and Prediction

Figure 3.17 summarizes the effect observed in Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 by highlight-
ing how the interpretation of the relationship between prediction and reliability can differ
dramatically if the uncorrected map correlation score is used rather than the spatially-
based z-score. In Figures 3.17(a)(i), (b)(i), and (c)(i), prediction and reliability appear to
be directly negatively correlated, an effect observed by Strother et al. [86] and others,
though in a slightly different context. However, when the corrected score is instead
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considered in Figures (a)(ii), (b)(ii), and (c)(ii), the relationship appears exactly opposite.
In fact, for the best-predicted PBAIC tasks, this relationship is exponential (given the best
fit trend line), rather than linear, suggesting that as prediction is increased, the relationship
between prediction and reliability is less direct. Subfigures iii-iv for each set of tasks
further illustrate this independence by illustrating the disappearance of this effect when
the most heavily smoothed, and hence least well predicted, maps are removed. From
the prediction and reliability results, it is clear that most of the variance in prediction
and reliability, observed in Figure 3.17(a)(i-ii), is due to manipulation of the smoothing
parameters. When the maps that were smoothed by the large filters (6mm and 10mm)
and their thresholded maps are omitted, in subfigures (iii-iv) for all tasks, the relationship
between prediction and reliability is insignificant: the two properties vary independently,
regardless of whether corrected or uncorrected correlation is considered.

Figure 3.18 further demonstrates this relationship between prediction and reliability
by plotting points for each PBAIC subject and task by λ2 for the non-smoothed maps.
The trend is exponential: for subjects and/or tasks for which a well-predicting model is
very difficult to obtain (prediction performance is within a low range), the maps will be
completely unreliable. This finding is perfectly understandable, since poor prediction
performance implies that the modeling procedure was unable to find any pattern reliable
enough between the two runs to enable decent test prediction. Such difficulties may be
due to the modeling procedure, but, given the consistently poor performance of many
methods on certain PBAIC tasks as observed in the PBAIC [75] results, it is very likely
that some aspect of the tasks themselves, or the subjects’ data, make predictive modeling
of the form most commonly used quite difficult. For tasks for which any reliable pattern
can be detected, however, the overall pattern is somewhat linear: generally, better pre-
dicted models will, understandably, exhibit more reliability. Just as when examining the
trend within parameterizations, though, the trend over subjects and tasks within a similar
predictive range becomes much less direct. Just as variation in reliability can be observed
among equally well-predicting models when varying λ2, great variability in reliability
is possible even among equally well-predicted subject-task combinations. Some such
combinations lead to more reliable models than others that are equally well-predicted.
For PBAIC, given the large number of tasks relative to subjects, most of this variability
is among tasks, though there is some variability in overall prediction performance among
subjects. For Pain, most of the variability is among subjects rather than tasks.
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Figure 3.17: If uncorrected map correlation is used, prediction and reliability appear
negatively correlated across methods, but the opposite is true if corrected correlation
is used; when large smoothing results are removed, reliability and prediction are
independent. For the three sets of PBAIC/Pain tasks, (a) and (b) and (c) respectively,
prediction (test correlation) versus reliability measured as (i) and (iii) uncorrected map
correlation or (ii) and (iv) spatially z-scored map correlation. For (i) and (ii) all smoothing
levels are included; for (iii) and (iv), only no smoothing and 2mm smoothing with
or without thresholding, are included. Data points correspond to each combination of
smoothing and λ2 parameter, with results averaged over all 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain)
subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, 2 runs, and 2 cross-validation folds. Trend lines
are shown, along with model fit, if significant.
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Figure 3.18: Reliability increases exponentially with prediction performance. Prediction
(test correlation) versus reliability (spatially-based z-scored map correlation) for all
combinations of 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects and 24 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks with
no smoothing, by λ2 value (a(a-d) and b(a-b)). Trend lines are shown, along with model
fit, if significant.

3.3.8 Brain Map Visualizations

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 provide visualizations of applications of smoothing, with or with-
out thresholding, that resulted in improved reliability. Since smoothing and thresholding
with a 2mm filter improved the meaningful reliability of maps for the PBAIC Hits task,
Figure 3.19 displays two maps: the raw Hits map for one subject learned with a λ2 value
of 2.0, and the same map after the 2mm filter and 0.01 threshold have been applied.
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(a) No Smoothing (b) 2mm Smoothing and Thresholding

Figure 3.19: Application of smoothing and thresholding to Hits map improved
meaningful reliability. (a) Map for PBAIC Hits task for Subject 1 Run 1 Fold 1 trained
with λ2 = 2.0; (b) same map after smoothing with a 2mm filter and applying 0.01
threshold.

Since smoothing, especially with a 2mm filter, improved the meaningful reliability of
maps for the Pain tasks, Figure 3.20 displays two maps: the raw Pain Perception map for
one subject learned with a λ2 value of 2.0, and the same map after the 2mm filter has
been applied. The difference in appearance is indeed dramatic, but the smoothed map is
much more meaningfully reliable than the raw map.

3.4 Discussion

One of the most striking findings of this work is that a small amount of smoothing does
not adversely affect prediction or reliability on these data. In a sense, smoothing, like
regularization, has the effect of decreasing model variance across data subsets. Just as
with regularization, though, this decreased variance usually comes at the expense of
training accuracy because it results in increased model bias; however, regularization
increases bias in a controlled manner, while smoothing does so blindly. One might
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(a) No Smoothing (b) 2mm Smoothing

Figure 3.20: Application of smoothing Pain Perception map improved meaningful
reliability. (a) Map for Pain Perception task for Subject 2 Run 1 Fold 1 trained with
λ2 = 2.0; (b) same map after smoothing with a 2mm filter.

suspect that regularization would therefore yield better prediction performance than blind
smoothing. However, the findings in this chapter underscore the difference between
training bias and generalization error. The small amounts of smoothing employed here
did not impair model generalization; in fact, they sometimes slightly improved it.

In this work, we described a methodology for assessing the significance of a reliability
estimate. The general trends observed highlight the importance of considering both the
distribution of weight values and, crucially, spatial structure when evaluating significance.
While this approach revealed general trends, it is intended as a proof of principle, and
could be improved or extended in many ways. For instance, the parameterization of
20 surrogates per map, or 400 pairs per evaluation, was arrived at ad hoc, though it did
result in very consistent estimates. This parameter choice could be studied in more detail.
Also, the sharing of surrogates across the pair-wise evaluations could create some biases.
Re-using surrogates is more computationally efficient, but if more accurate estimates are
required, it would be best to avoid such practice.
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In addition, one major limitation is that, for convenience, a normal distribution of
metric scores was assumed. In practice, due to several factors, including the inter-
dependence of the sampled scores due to surrogate re-use, this distribution is surely
not Gaussian. An alternative pure resampling approach would estimate the p-value di-
rectly from the sampled values; however many more surrogate samples would be needed
for such an approach, making it computationally infeasible. In addition, this approach
would yield only p-values, which, in practice, often suffer from floor effects and lead
to numerical complications. A more rigorous variant of the present approach would
first use a goodness-of-fit test, e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) [57], to determine an
appropriate parametric form for the sample distribution and then estimate significance
assuming the appropriate parametric form. Still, in practice the Gaussian assumption
most likely approximates the true distribution, is computationally efficient to calculate,
and yields an easily interpreted and compared z-score. Furthermore, if the results are in
fact affected by this inaccurate assumption, it is most likely that the parametric approach
is overly conservative. The fact that such clear trends were observed despite this overly
stringent assumption suggests that the effects are indeed real.

The results we observe highlight general trends observed when incorporating spatial
information into both modeling and reliability evaluation. The FFT-based approach we
used is basic, intended as a proof of principle. As Figure 3.8 showed, this approach
to surrogate generation retains some of the spatial information, but loses some of it to
retain the actual value distribution. More sophisticated approaches might improve on this
approach to retain more of the spatial information as well. In addition, depending on
the modeling goals, one might even expand the null hypotheses. For instance, the null
hypotheses we used were chosen because they are generic, that is, applicable to brain
maps produced by any method, for instance a General Linear Model or human expert
knowledge. However, if one wishes to be more specific and, say, focus solely on the
reliability of models learned through sparse regression approaches, information about
the learning algorithm might be incorporated into the null hypothesis, providing a more
stringent significance estimation.

We also discussed how knowledge of the spatial properties of response can, and
should, be incorporated when evaluating model reliability. Ultimately, measuring the
reliability of a model involves measuring the similarity between two brain maps. We dis-
cussed three such similarity metrics (overlap, weighted overlap, and correlation). Finding
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distance metrics is, however, very much an open and active research area in general,
especially in fields such as Computer Graphics and Vision that deal with 3D images. One
similarity metric that directly incorporates spatial information is Earth Movers Distance
(EMD) [80], which essentially measures how much “mass,” or voxel weight, must be
moved to make two maps equal. The metric is independent of the significance estimation
procedure and null hypotheses, so EMD could easily be used to evaluate reliability in
place of these other metrics.

One caveat about the entire model interpretation approach in this chapter, Chapter 2,
[103], and numerous related efforts, is that the magnitudes of model weight coefficients
are highly dependent on properties of the predictors and the data transformations, in-
cluding centering and scaling [36]. In this work, voxels are centered and standardized,
so the model weight coefficients should be generally meaningful estimates of predictor
importance, and expected to be consistent across experimental runs. However, when
model reliability is poor, it can be useful to first consider whether the model coefficients
themselves are meaningful and directly comparable across runs.

Both this chapter and Chapter 2 underscore that reliability can be manipulated inde-
pendently of prediction performance. This previous work found no significant differences
in prediction performance when regularization was used, and most efforts employing
spatial regularization have not seen major prediction performance differences due solely
to regularization. Most striking in the present chapter may be the finding that even a
small amount of smoothing applied after model learning (as opposed to pre-processing
smoothing of the data) does not significantly impair prediction performance, and in some
cases slightly improves it. Thus, within a set of well-predicted tasks, drastically different
maps are often equally reliable. As discussed, most of the variability in prediction we
observed was due to the task (for PBAIC) or subject (for Pain), rather than any aspect of
the modeling. This dominance of subject and/or task on prediction performance has been
increasingly observed in the literature on predictive modeling for fMRI.

In contrast, we observe considerable variation in reliability across modeling approaches.
There is some relationship between reliability and prediction performance, since the most
easily predicted tasks tend to exhibit relatively high model reliability as well; however,
even among these approaches, we do observe differences in reliability by λ2 value and
smoothing parameters. When factoring in reliability confounds for these tasks, increasing
λ2 alone is shown to produce the most significant increases in reliability, which is under-
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standable: if these models are predicting well, they are doing best at finding reliable
patterns in the data. Thus we would expect the weights to be more consistent across
runs, and neither their prediction nor reliability is likely to be topped using a method that
does not consider prediction. For the moderately well-predicted PBAIC tasks, however,
smoothing followed by thresholding significantly improved reliability; for the Pain data,
which were moderately well-predicted, any form of smoothing significantly improved
reliability, with a small amount of smoothing, with or without thresholding, creating the
most meaningful improvements. For these tasks, therefore, smoothing and thresholding
present a viable alternative to much more computationally demanding approaches, such
as training Elastic Net for more iterations, or applying forms of spatial regularization. All
of these results suggest that, at the very least, this simple smoothing of maps should be
used as a baseline for comparison when evaluating any method that performs direct or
indirect spatial regularization or smearing.

Reliability should therefore be considered along with prediction as an important model
criterion; however this work highlights a critical point: the method chosen to evaluate
reliability can significantly affect the evaluation. The first important choice is the sim-
ilarity metric used to compare two activation maps. Overlap measures offer intuitive
interpretation. We also showed that non-zero overlap between maps is closely related
to notions of sensitivity and specificity. Correlation, while lacking some of this inter-
pretability, is a more general metric, applicable regardless of sparsity. We have also
demonstrated, however, that all of these metrics are influenced by aspects of the map-
generating process and therefore, regardless of chosen metric, there must be an effort to
evaluate the significance of the observed similarity, given these map properties. Non-
zero overlap is highly sensitive to the sparsity of the data, weighted overlap is sensitive
to the contrast between weights, and all 3 metrics, especially correlation, are sensitive
to the spatial structure of the data. This spatial sensitivity may not be immediately
obvious, but is quite understandable, since spatial structure implies correlation; with
higher covariance, there will be fewer degrees of freedom and hence higher variance.
We have described a resampling approach that accounts for all 3 confounds, and is
simple and general enough to warrant its use whenever the reliability of fMRI maps
is evaluated. Note that, even when applying these stringent hypothesis tests, all of the
predictive models exhibit highly significant reliability.
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One slight confound of these results is that the Pain data did undergo a small amount
of smoothing, on the order of 4mm3− 8mm3, prior to analysis, so the additional 2mm
smoothing that worked well for these data may be a reflection of this imposed spatial
property of the data. However, since smoothing is a standard pre-processing technique
used to reduce noise and facilitate cross-subject analyses, our findings remain generally
applicable, demonstrating that smoothing map weights is especially useful when image
smoothing has been performed. In fact, this finding hints at a higher level perspective
on smoothing and suggests future directions. The nearly universal application of image
smoothing has its roots in the Matched Filter Theorem [65], which states that signal-to-
noise (SNR) is maximized when the images are convolved with a filter that matches the
generating process. In a sense, models learned from smoothed images reveal the extent
to which a match at a particular location with a particular spatial filter is associated with
the task being predicted; therefore, it is logical to correspondingly smooth the learned
model weights. Data smoothing offers well-known advantages, such as noise reduction
and facilitation of cross-subject analyses. While this work explored only within-subject
analyses, a combined approach of image smoothing and model weight smoothing may
result in more well-predicting and reliable analyses across subjects, as well as more gen-
eral sets of tasks. As Penny et al. [71] have discussed, though, the choice of appropriate
smoothing parameters is difficult, and likely varies by task, brain region, and subject. We
will discuss an expanded approach that learns appropriate filter parameters given these
properties in Chapter 4.
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Spatial Filter-Based Modeling

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we observed that predictive fMRI models exhibited distributed clusters of
localized correlated activity. In Chapter 3, we observed that even a small amount of Gaus-
sian spatial smoothing applied to learned beta weights can in some cases improve model
reliability without impacting prediction performance. In addition, a primary assumption
of the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) approach to General Linear Model-based
fMRI modeling [32] is that the activation pattern takes the form of Gaussian spatial
“blobs,” and multiple comparison adjustments for significance testing are performed un-
der this assumption. Together, these properties and findings suggest that predictive fMRI
models will be more successful if they can successfully locate distributed parametric
spatial clusters, that is, detect the “blobs.”

Spatial smoothing is now a standard, and essentially universal, pre-processing step
in the fMRI pipeline. At the broadest level, the purpose of this pre-processing is to
remove some of the large amounts of noisy artifacts from processes unrelated to neural
functioning, such as interference in the physical signal itself. From a signal processing
perspective, however, smoothing serves a specific purpose: according to the Matched
Filter Theorem [65], if data had been generated via convolution with a spatial filter, for
instance a spatial Gaussian function, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in the data can
be maximized by re-convolving the data with the generating filter, i.e., the maximally
correlated filter. This theory is quite useful when the data are generated from one filter
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and the parameters are known or can be approximated. In essence, the assumption behind
Gaussian smoothing with kernel size k is that the generating filter was a Gaussian with
standard deviation k; by convolving the data with this filter, the SNR can be boosted.

For fMRI data, the approximate kernel size is generally understood to be in the range
of 2mm3− 10mm3; however, the specific parameterization is unknown. In most cases,
researchers simply choose one filter size found generally to produce desirable results.
However, some researchers have found notable variations in results depending on the
specific smoothing parameters used [86]. Unfortunately, the actual parameterization also
likely depends on several variables, including the task being studied, the subject, and
even the region of the brain being smoothed; in fact, it is not certain that the “true”
parameterization is even Gaussian.

Despite this knowledge that the true smoothing parameters are variable, standard SPM
assumes uniformly sized spatial kernels, the parameters of which must be determined
separately from the modeling procedure. Ideally, these parameters would be estimated
as part of the modeling step, and the model would adjust its significance estimations
accordingly. In a Bayesian variation of SPM, Posterior Probability Maps (PPM) [33], the
significance is estimated as the posterior probability of each voxel’s activation exceeding
a threshold given priors over the regression coefficients, which can be estimated from the
data. Penny et al. [71] exploit this flexibility by incorporating both spatial and temporal
information into the PPM priors. This approach requires assumptions about the spatial
generating process to be made, such as the specific parameterization of the spatial kernel.
Given the Random Field assumption underlying SPM, a logical candidate for these SPM-
based models is a Gaussian Random Field (GRF) [2] kernel. Penny et al. thus explore
“Gaussian blob” parameterizations as well as related Laplacian parameterizations, which
penalize the differences between adjacent voxels. They further extend this work in [28]
to handle wavelet basis filters, which can account for variation in kernel precision across
regions. Wavelet bases also inherently perform shrinkage, in that most coefficients will
be small and can be set to 0 using a prior. While this model enables optimization of
parameters across subjects, task, and regions, its computational complexity increases
when considering more than a few wavelet resolutions (precisions) and incorporating
realistic assumptions such as shift- and translation-invariance. Also, this particular model
does not take into account the correlation between the coefficients at different resolutions.
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Predictive models, in which the behavior or cognitive response of interest is predicted
from the fMRI data, offer the advantage of providing an inherent model validity measure.
These techniques therefore provide a strategy for selecting optimal spatial perturbations
to the data: choose those perturbations that maximize the prediction performance of the
model. As discussed in Chapter 3, the most common technique for doing so is to apply
a form of spatial regularization to the data, which has the effect of essentially smearing
model weights in a manner so as to optimize prediction. Doing so often slightly improves
prediction performance; however, while prediction optimization is an important goal,
the spatial properties of models are also inherently interesting. From a modeling point
of view, it would be useful to know something about the optimal spatial parameters so
such parameters could be used without the need for computationally intensive spatially-
informed predictive modeling. From a neuroscientific point of view, one would like to
understand the spatial frequency of response and how it varies across subjects, tasks, and
brain regions; however, unlike the Bayesian GLM models, the predictive models pro-
duced using spatial regularization can be difficult to interpret to explore these properties.

Gaussian Process Models (GPMs) [77] offer some promise for interpretation of the
spatial pattern, by learning a multivariate Gaussian function parameterized by mean lev-
els of activity at a theoretically infinite number of spatial locations, and the associated
covariance matrix; this function is roughly a linear combination of univariate Gaussian
“blobs.” This covariance matrix can offer insight into the spatial frequency of response.
However, even with such models, it is still difficult to determine the specific properties
we seek about each blob: where exactly is the blob localized, and what is the extent of its
spread? Furthermore, we ultimately seek to characterize a spatial pattern that is predictive
of some response. Since, in a sense, we wish to predict the level of spatial activation from
a combination of the response and the spatial location, we might consider the response
to be a fourth spatial dimension, but doing so is not exactly the same as learning a model
that predicts the response. In addition, GPMs are often computationally demanding to
learn, and learning more complicated models would likely be especially burdensome.

Since we seek to make predictions from the data, we would of course like to maximize
the SNR of the data. When employing smoothing, we assume some “true” signal exists
and has been convolved with one spatial filter uniformly to produce the observed image.
In our application, however, we know it is likely that the convolution filters are not
uniform, and vary throughout the image. In addition, we suspect that they vary according
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to external factors, including the subject, but also particularly the mental task being
performed. Therefore, we seek to find the spatial basis, or set of specific filters at specific
brain locations, in which lies the signal that is most predictive of some task, along with
the coefficients of the signal itself.

As described in Chapter 2, sparse models can aid interpretability by producing more
parsimonious models; however, sparse models trained with voxels as features do not yield
insight into spatial properties. To build a predictive model that does facilitate analysis of
spatial properties, one can draw inspiration from the Computer Vision literature. The
Viola-Jones [93] algorithm is state-of-the-art for detecting faces in a 2D images. It uses
spatial filters to produce an over-complete feature set and employs the AdaBoost classi-
fication algorithm [31] to select those spatial features that are most relevant to predicting
whether the larger image is of a face or not. More specifically, the authors convolve
the original image with a large set of spatial filters, in their case simple orthogonal Haar
wavelets [17], and combine the mappings to create one very large new feature set used
for training. The simple spatial features are easily computed yet enhance prediction
performance. Furthermore, the modeling approach offers the advantage that the features
selected can be examined, and in fact visualized, to provide clear insight into the spatial
properties most associated with being a face, for example two dark boxes where the eyes
would be.

This approach works well for faces, in which there is a great degree of localized
spatial structure, and since the fMRI models we seek are characterized by distributed
clusters of localized activity, we know that these models too exhibit a great deal of
localized spatial structure. Indeed, it is these local structures we seek to discover and
characterize. Therefore, it seems natural to apply the Viola-Jones approach to discover
and understand those spatial structures that optimize prediction from fMRI data. In [14],
we directly ported the Viola-Jones algorithm, using wavelets and AdaBoost, to predict
the type of object being viewed by an fMRI subject. The results suggested that prediction
performance may be slightly improved by exploiting the additional information, thus
warranting further study, including the use of other machine learning algorithms. Given
the results observed in previous chapters, sparse modeling is an obvious choice.

An approach of finding spatial features by training a sparse model from among a
large set of spatially-derived features offers a particular advantage over the spatial reg-
ularization approaches and Bayesian methods described above. These approaches are
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limited in that they require the assumption of one parametric form for the spatial features,
for instance a Gaussian “blob” or a wavelet. To a sparse learning algorithm, however,
the method used to generate the features is irrelevant, so the approach can be generic,
enabling the setting of parameters for any spatial parametric form. For instance, the same
method can be used to build Gaussian filter-based models for one task, but wavelets for
a different task. Heterogeneous filter sets could even be used within the same model,
i.e., one can combine features from different parametric forms finding, for instance, that
Gaussian filters best characterize the structure in one region, but wavelets in another.

The approach of “blowing up” the image into a massively over-complete represen-
tation to be used as a feature set in sparse modeling is thus warranted; however, this
approach presents a major computational challenge. The Viola-Jones algorithm was
designed for use on small windows of images, with approximately 400 pixels. In fMRI
experiments, however, the number of brain voxels is typically on the order of 30,000
voxels. As we will quantify, when this feature set is expanded by convolving all vox-
els with a large set of candidate spatial filters, the resulting training dataset consumes
typical maximal memory resources, prohibiting the use of most learning algorithms.
Thus, training with a full set of candidate features seems infeasible; however, modern
High-Performance Computing (HPC) tools are specifically designed to address problems
of scale such as this one. HPC devices allow parallel processing across hundreds or
thousands of nodes, enabling brute force approaches for problems that previously re-
quired computationally intensive algorithms and/or sacrifices and approximations. We
can exploit HPC technology to distribute the problem of learning sparse models from
enormous feature sets across nodes, making training from over-complete representations
feasible.

We therefore describe an approach for generating feature sets from spatial features in
a completely generic manner, and address the computational challenge imposed by the
resulting very large feature sets by training a sparse model using a distributed version
of the LARS-EN regression algorithm [103]. This approach provides a test bed for
optimizing the spatial parameters of predictive models and interpreting the models to
gain insight into the spatial structure of fMRI response. Our preliminary exploration
also reveals challenges to be tackled when employing such approaches. In particular,
we find that in the over-complete representation, correlation among filters of different
scales at the same location confounds training with existing sparse methods, suggesting
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the need for an algorithm that explicitly constrains the model search space. Likely related
to this confound, we find that the use of Gaussian spatial filters on real fMRI data does
not provide an advantage in terms of prediction or reliability over models learned with
standard voxel-only features with or without smoothing, but the interpretability of the
approach allows the revelation of a correlation among prediction performance, model
size, and spatial structure that re-affirms the characterization of predictive fMRI response
as distributed clusters of localized activity. Thus the test bed reveals insight into both
appropriate feature types and the broader properties of the spatial response.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Definitions

To specify the procedure for generating features, learning from them, and generating
synthetic data, we first define key notation and terms. We assume a dataset of fMRI
images X with N time points (TRs) and M voxels corresponding to actual brain locations;
i.e., if the 3D image space is of size 64×64×34, M∼ 30,000. Call the set of these voxels
M such that |M |= M. The terms are as follows:

Filter: A generic template signal T ∈ Ra×b×c, where a, b, and c are arbitrary, which
parameterizes a spatial pattern we seek to detect in the real data. The vector form of T is
the coefficient vector πT ∈ Ra∗b∗c. We seek linear filters with which to correlate the data
to maximize the Signal-to-Noise ratio. Filters can take on any parametric form, but we
focus on Gaussian filters for now. We will refer to the set of candidate filters we consider
as T .

Gaussian spatial filter: A template signal parameterized as a Gaussian distribution
over spatial dimensions, with a spread corresponding to the standard deviation of the
“spread” of the Gaussian. For instance, Figure 4.1 shows a 2D slice of a filter corre-
sponding to a Gaussian “blob” in space with a diagonal covariance matrix Σ = I voxels,
where I is the identity matrix. The filter has been l∞−normalized to have maximum
value 1.0 and here is discretized here over a 2D pixel grid of size 7×7. The full spatial
extent of a Gaussian is of course infinite, so we have applied a threshold, making the
extent of the filter as large as necessary to contain all values of 0.001 or greater; we apply
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Figure 4.1: An example 2D Gaussian filter with an identity covariance.

this normalization and thresholding to all Gaussian filters that we consider. As a result,
this filter has |πT| = 7× 7 = 49 coefficients, and the corresponding 3D filter has |πT| =
7×7×7 = 343 coefficients. Vector Dt ∈R3 stores the coordinates of the spatial extent of
filter T, {7,7,7} in this case. The size of the filter is the corresponding scalar |πT|. In this
work, we will consider only symmetric Gaussians (with a diagonal covariance matrix),
so each filter will be parameterized by a vector σ ∈ R3 with 3 parameters corresponding
to the non-zero elements of the diagonal covariance matrix.

Field: A filter T that has been positioned at a given spatial location (voxel in this case),
which we will refer to as µ, implying the set of absolute voxel locations LTµ that lie within
the field. Since we are considering only symmetric filters, LTµ = {µ1−b

Dt,1
2 c, . . . ,µ1 +

bDt,1
2 c},{µ2−b

Dt,2
2 c, . . . ,µ2 + bDt,2

2 c},{µ3−b
Dt,3

2 c, . . . ,µ3 + bDt,3
2 c}.

We will refer to the set of fields corresponding to a specific filter T as FT. Theoret-
ically, |FT| = M. In practice, however, some fields for a given filter T will lie mostly
outside of valid brain regions and will not be computed, so |FT| ≤ M, but |FT| ≈ M.
We will refer to a field as valid if it can be computed, and to the full set of valid fields
corresponding to all filters T as F . Let F be the total number of fields over all filters T .
Thus F = |F |= ∑T |FT| ≤M|T |.

Gaussian field: A field corresponding to a Gaussian filter, in which the field location,
µ, corresponds to the Gaussian mean. The spread of the field is determined by the
parameters of the corresponding filter.

Convolution Matrix: A convolution matrix CT ∈ RM×|FT| s.t. for a filter T, mul-
tiplying a vectorized image by CT yields the convolution of T with the image. More
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specifically, let G ∈ RX×Y×Z be a 3-D image with b voxels total. Let I ∈ Rb be the vec-
torized form of G. CT is a convolution matrix for filter T if T⊗G = ICT or, equivalently,
since convolution commutes, G⊗T = ICT .

For a given filter T, we can define a convolution matrix CT for the M valid voxels as
follows:

1. Initialize CT ∈RM×M to be all 0s. Refer to a column j of this matrix as CTj and an
element at row i and column j as CT(i, j).

2. Choose some threshold θ indicating the minimal proportion of locations in LTµ that
must lie within the brain, i.e., be within M for a field to be considered “valid.” We
set θ = 50%.

3. For each voxel location µ ∈M :

(a) If the number of locations that are in both the field (LTµ) and the brain (M )
does not exceed θ|πT|, the field is not valid, so delete column CTµ . Otherwise,
proceed.

(b) Assign the coefficients πT to the corresponding locations LTµ in CTµ , i.e.,
CT(LTµ,µ) = πT.

If DT = {1,1,1}, and therefore πT has only one coefficient equal to 1, CT will be an
M×M identity matrix.

Spatial basis: A spatial basis matrix U ∈ RM×F , in which the true signal in the data
is postulated to lie, is the column-wise concatenation of all convolution matrices CT ,T ∈
T , with one column for each valid field in each filter. Each row vector indicates the
coefficient value at that location for every field.

Mapped feature set: Once the basis set U is defined, it can be used to convolve an
image G with the full set of candidate filters T by performing IU using the vectorized
form I of G, resulting in a vector of coefficients p ∈ RF . Each coefficient in p encodes
the strength of the match between the corresponding field and the image G. In a sense,
each coefficient is therefore a feature of that image and will be used as a predictor for our
model learning. Thus, we can call p a mapped feature set.

Furthermore, let z be a subset of filters, i.e., z ⊆ T . We can define a subset pz ⊆ p
as the elements of p that are coefficients of fields in z. This feature set is produced by
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convolving only with the filter subset z. If Fz are those fields corresponding to filters z,
let Uz be shorthand for UFz . Then pz = IUz. This terminology will be useful when we
distribute predictors across nodes.

Mapped dataset: If X is the original dataset, define X′ ∈RN×F as the mapped dataset,
where each row x′n corresponds to the mapped feature set for corresponding image (row)
xn. Thus X′ = XU. Likewise, X′z = XUz.

Mapping function: A vector v ∈ RF of coefficients corresponding to a signal in the
spatial basis U that is used to map from U back to a map (see below) in real 3D (brain)
space, with each coefficient value representing the strength of the corresponding field in
the signal. This function is assumed to be the “true” signal and the real image data the
result of this true signal having been convolved with a spatial basis. This function is
what we seek to learn, but it can also be known in advance, for instance if the data are
synthetic. When describing known mapping functions, we will use the term template
function and when describing the function we are seeking to learn, we will use the term
learned mapping function and refer to the individual elements as beta weights, since
they correspond to weights learned in a linear model. In this application, we assume a
sparse learned mapping function, i.e., we assume that most values in v will be 0.

Recall that we seek to know the true spatial basis in which the predictive signal lies,
along with the predictive signal itself. In the present work, we will accomplish these goals
by learning a sparse predictive mapping function in the full spatial basis corresponding
to all candidate filters. We will also define the “true” spatial basis Û as the sub-matrix
of U in which the columns correspond to the predictors with non-zero weights in the
learned mapping function v. Likewise, let the set of fields corresponding to these non-
zero weights be denoted F̂ .

Map: The vector w ∈RM produced by mapping from the spatial basis back into voxel
space via the mapping function, i.e., w = Uv. Furthermore, define Brain map as the
3-dimensional array produced by re-shaping vector w into the spatial coordinates of the
brain. For conciseness, we often use the shorthand map to refer implicitly to a brain map,
but the precise denotation should be clear through context.
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4.2.2 Problem Formulation

As in the previous chapters, we seek a map, which serves as a linear model of activity over
voxels, from which we can predict y and evaluate model properties, such as reliability.
In this work, however, we assume that this map is the result of having convolved some
true signal v with a spatial basis U. Therefore, instead of the map w of β values as in
the previous chapters, we seek to learn w = Uv. In this work, we fix U and seek to learn
v, with the assumption that learning a model in brain space is more complex because it
must capture the spatial convolution as well. We fix the spatial basis and seek to learn a
more parsimonious representation in that space, with the hope that doing so will yield:

1. better prediction by reducing degrees of freedom for noise.

2. reliability due to the simpler model.

3. interpretation by directly indicating the (small) set of relevant locations and spatial

filter parameterizations at those locations, i.e., the spatial properties of the data.

We would learn w using the standard fMRI regression formulation for least-squares,
but, since U is fixed, we can instead learn v as follows:

w = argmin ||y−Xw||22 (4.1)

v = argmin ||y−XUv||22 (4.2)

v = argmin ||y− (XU)v||22 (4.3)

v = argmin ||y−X
′
v||22 (4.4)

In other words, we seek to solve the standard regression formulation, but using the
mapped dataset X′ instead of the original dataset X. Therefore, we can employ the same
set of regression tools we used in previous chapters. To do so, consider the vector v we
are seeking to learn. v is of length F , i.e., there is one coefficient for every possible field.
We therefore make two assumptions about v, and the predictor set p:

1. It is sparse, since the premise of this work is to find the small subset of true fields.

2. True fields that are independent may still yield correlated predictors in p if the fields
are spatially proximal.
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Therefore, we seek to find a sparse representation with the potential to select correlated
predictors, so Elastic Net is a logical choice, and we seek to solve:

v = argmin ||y−X
′
v||22 +λ1||v||1 +λ2||v||22. (4.5)

4.2.3 Distributed Modeling Procedure

We can simply run the LARS-EN Elastic Net training algorithm [103, 24] on the problem
specified in Eq. (4.5) and obtain v. However, there is a problem: consider the number
of predictors, corresponding to the number of columns in X′ . |p| = F , i.e., the number
of fields. We know that F ≈M|T |. We know that M ≈ 30,000, but let us now consider
|T |, which is the number of candidate filters we will consider. In this work, we begin our
exploration by considering simple symmetric Gaussian filters, with σ = 3 for all filters;
in other words, each filter has 3 variable parameters, corresponding to the spatial spread
of the filter. It is certainly conceivable that for fMRI we may want to consider all sizes
from 2mm to 10mm, and we will want to consider every possible value for each of the
3 coefficients. Even assuming a coarse discretization of 1mm will lead to 9× 9× 9 =
729 candidate filters. In that case, F ≈M|T | = 21,870,000 predictor fields. Assuming
N ∼ 500, X′ will therefore be of size ∼ 500×∼ 22,000,000, requiring roughly 90GB of
RAM to learn a model from one dataset. While RAM capacity is constantly increasing,
so acquiring such resources on one machine may be theoretically feasible, running many
experiments would become quite burdensome.

Furthermore, this set of parameter values is relatively small; first consider we may
wish to examine much finer discretizations over a much larger range, and potentially
learn all 9 parameters in a full covariance matrix. Then consider that we may wish to
consider heterogeneous datasets in which we add other types of filters, such as wavelets,
and seek to learn the parametric form as well as the parameters. For wavelets, we must
consider various types, sizes, and shapes. Clearly the feature space can explode quite
dramatically.

Fortunately, this problem can be distributed across nodes to reduce the memory re-
quirements at any one node, and potentially speed up computation. In Chapter 5, we will
describe a parallel implementation of LARS-EN, Parallel LARS-EN, which allows one
to distribute across nodes datasets characterized by very large feature sets. In this section,
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we detail a distributed procedure we follow to create the dataset X′ to be processed by
Parallel LARS-EN, and a distributed procedure we follow to map back from the learned
vector v to the map w we ultimately wish to obtain.

Generation of the Mapped Feature Dataset

Recall that X′ = XU. Therefore, computation of X′ factorizes across the columns of U.
Each column in U corresponds to a field associated with a particular candidate filter T.
Thus, one can compute the sub-matrix Uz from some subset of candidate filters z ∈ T ,
and in turn use it to produce a subset X′z of X′ . Therefore, the data generation procedure
is the following:

For each node z:

1. Load the original data X.

2. Determine the subset of one or more filters Tz ∈ T that the node has been assigned,
perhaps by node rank, or all filters if running on a single node. Load pre-computed
representations of these filters from some source, such as generic text files.

3. Compute Uz by following the Convolution Matrix computation procedure in Sec-
tion 4.2.1 using the filter subset z.

4. Compute X′z = XUz.

Parallel LARS-EN is then run on the distributed dataset X′ .

Figure 4.2 visualizes this process. Assuming one filter per node, X′z will occupy
approximately the same amount of space as X, so the mapped data should easily fit in
memory.

By virtue of how U is calculated, this procedure:

1. is generic with regard to the parametric form of the filter. The filter is represented
simply by a set of coefficients corresponding to relative 3D locations, so the proce-
dure works equally well for Gaussian filters, wavelets, or any other filter type.

2. exploits the sparsity of the brain data, since the procedure creates columns in U
only for “valid” fields, reducing the computation required.
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Figure 4.2: The mapping for each filter is performed separately to produce a subset of a
large, distributed feature set.

Note that this procedure can handle a potentially very large set of candidate filters,
even if each node is assigned only 1 filter. One popular modern supercomputing platform,
the IBM Blue Gene/L, typically features 1000−16,000 nodes per machine, and, in some
cases, up to nearly 300,000 nodes. Depending on the dataset size, as the amount of RAM
per node increases on such machines, it will be feasible to assign dozens of filters to each
node, facilitating a comprehensive search of the candidate filter space.

Predictive Map Generation

The returned result from Parallel LARS-EN is the matrix β ∈RF×i where i is the number
of training iterations for which the algorithm was run. For a given iteration i, the column
vector βi is the mapping function learned at i. Therefore, the map wi can be computed as
wi = Uβi and the full matrix W = Uβ. However, recall that U itself is distributed, with
each node z computing Uz. Therefore, this process must be distributed as well. Note that:
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W = Uβ (4.6)

W = ∑
z

Uzβz (4.7)

Therefore, we can distribute the computation of w as follows:

For each node z:

1. Compute a subset of maps Wz = Uzβz

2. Send Wz to Master

Master node computes W = ∑Wz.

In practice, we can again exploit the sparsity of both β and U to improve both memory
and time efficiency by only computing non-zero values, although the steps are slightly
more complicated (not shown). Eq. (4.6) makes clear the fact that, for a given location
L, there will be multiple filters T̃ such that L ∈ LT̃µ

, and thus the location is within the
range of multiple fields. Therefore, the value at each voxel represents the sum of the
contributions of each field in which it lies. Figure 4.3 visualizes this process, in which β

indicates the strength of specific filters at specific locations (fields), most of which are of
weight 0, or “un-selected”, and the map w is a linear sum of these selected fields weighted
by β.

It is important to note that a map w is just like any other weighted brain map. It can
be used directly to make predictions; that is, for a new dataset χ, the predicted target
vector can be computed as yχ = χw without needing to perform any filter convolutions.
In other words, once we have w, we never need to access the set T again. Furthermore,
the properties of this map, such as reliability, spatial distribution, etc., can be evaluated
just as they would for any other map, and the map can be directly compared to maps
learned by other means, for instance Elastic Net performed without spatial filters. We
perform all such evaluations in the sections that follow.
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Figure 4.3: Each node performs a convolution from field space into brain space for its set
of filters, and the maps are added together to produce a final map that can be evaluated.

4.2.4 Data

PBAIC 2007

Experiments were run on the PBAIC Competition data described in Section 2.2.3.

Pain

Experiments were run on the Pain data described in Section 3.2.2.

Synthetic Data

Ideally, our method will be able to recover a mapping function v that correlates strongly
enough with the pure data-generating signal as to maximize the Signal-to-Noise ratio.
Since the true signal is unknown for real fMRI data, a synthetic dataset was generated
using the assumptions of the methodology described herein. Specifically, the data were
assumed to lie in a “brain” space of 1200 one-dimensional “voxels” and were assumed to
be generated from a basis set consisting of all one-dimensional Gaussian fields of standard
deviation 1.0,2.0 or 3.0. The data are assumed to be either drawn from a modeled class
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(positive examples) or random noise (negative examples), where the modeled class is
generated from a template function that maps from the basis set to brain space of size
M = 1200. In theory, it is possible for the template function to have non-zero values
for multiple fields (of different sizes) at the same location, in effect corresponding to
one larger Gaussian field at the location. Since we are interested in the ability of the
algorithm to detect a true signal in which the fields are assumed to be of size between 1
and 3 standard deviations, we choose to assume at most one “active” (non-zero) field per
location. This assumption will allow the revelation of a complication in the use of this
algorithm, described in section 4.3.1. With that constraint in mind, the data are generated
using the following procedure that relies on the previous definitions; parameter values
used for the specific dataset used for evaluation are indicated in parentheses:

1. Determine the dimensionality of the “brain” space (1200× 1× 1) and hence M

(M = 1200).

2. Determine the set of generating filters T̃s (Gaussians with standard deviation {1.0,2.0,3.0}).

3. Create the generating spatial basis Ũs from T̃s.

4. Determine the number of datasets in the set D̃ to be generated (|D̃|= 10).

5. Choose a number of examples N per label per dataset (N = 110).

6. Generate a “template beta” ṽ as follows:

(a) Choose a set of positions p̃ at which a blob will be present uniformly at
random (|p̃|= 30 out of M = 1200 candidate positions).

(b) For each position p ∈ p̃:

i. Choose one of the generating filters gp from the set T uniformly.

ii. Add the field corresponding to position p and filter gp to the set of
template fields F̃ .

(c) For each field f ∈ F̃ , choose a template beta weight ṽ f ∼ norm(0,sb) (sb =
1.0).

7. For each dataset D ∈ D̃, generate N positive examples and N negative examples as
follows:

(a) For each example n ∈ D with label +1:
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i. Create a generating function vn ∈ RF of all zeros.

ii. Choose a probability of activation pr uniformly from some range (0.3 <

pr < 0.7).

iii. For each field f ∈ F̃ : select f to be active with probability pr.

A. If f is inactive, set vn f = 0.

B. If f is active, set vn f = ṽ f and add noise n f ∼ norm(0,s f ) s.t. vn f =
ṽ f +n f (s f = 1.0).

iv. Generate raw example xn = Ũsvn.

v. Add white noise to the example, i.e., xn = xn + nn ∼ norm(0,sn) (sn =
2.0).

vi. Add a small amount of additional white noise that has been passed through
a band-pass filter to create spatial correlation.

(b) For each example n ∈ D with label −1:

i. For each position (“voxel”) p, choose xnp ∼ norm(0,rn) (rn = 1.0).

The performance of the method on these data can be evaluated as on the real data;
however, the primary additional benefit of the synthetic data is that the ground truth

representation is known. Specifically, from the “template beta” vector ṽ, we can produce
a “template map” w̃ as:

w̃ = Ũsṽ. (4.8)

The w̃ map will be referred to as the template map or ground truth map.

4.2.5 Model Training and Prediction Evaluation

We evaluated the properties of models trained using this procedure with different sets of
spatial filters, or no filters at all, which used the standard individual voxels as features,
i.e., “voxel-only” models. For models trained using filters, the filters always consisted of
symmetric Gaussians with diagonal covariance matrices, the parameters of which varied
as described below. Note that, on real data, the feature generation procedure requires
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convolving each brain map with a Gaussian filter. The brain map, however, has an
irregular shape, since many voxels do not correspond to actual brain locations. Therefore,
a field was only included if at least half of the voxels within it, necessarily including the
center voxel, lied in brain space.

Once the feature set has been generated using the above procedure, model training
with the parallelized LARS-EN algorithm proceeds exactly as does training with the non-
parallel version. We followed the exact same methodology described in Chapter 3. In
particular, we ran Parallel LARS-EN for a certain number of iterations, specified below,
and used the regularization path computed by the algorithm to select an appropriate
number of features using cross-validation, except that our features were fields rather than
voxels. Specific details differed for the 3 sets of data, as described in the following
sections.

A separate model was learned for each subject, task, and run in a given dataset.
For each model, Parallel LARS-EN was applied to the full set of voxels and run until
a given number of voxels were selected. Prediction was then evaluated on data from
whichever run was not used for training; however, given the potential confound presented
by evaluating prediction on the same data used to choose the model size (number of
voxels), we followed the same procedure used in Chapter 3, in which the test set was
sub-divided into 2 optimization folds. Predictions were made for the fold not used for
optimization and predictions from the two folds were concatenated. The prediction score
was the Pearson correlation between these predictions and the true test response.

As will become evident in the results, when training models generated with filters
that are highly correlated with each other, lower λ2 values should be used, including the
value 0.0, corresponding to pure Lasso. For fairness, all models, whether using filter-
based features or not, were evaluated for the same set of λ2 values. As described in the
previous chapters, computational limitations require the choice of a maximum number
of LARS-EN training iterations, and models trained with higher λ2 values require more
selected features to obtain the same prediction performance due to the increased selection
of relevant but redundant features. In addition, Lasso does not have a valid solution when
the number of features M exceeds the number of instances N. Therefore, for real data,
models were trained with a relatively small number of iterations for Lasso and a slightly
higher number for higher λ2 values.
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PBAIC

For PBAIC model building, we evaluated voxel-only models as well as models generated
with filter sets of 1, 27, or 125 filters. The 1 filter set was 1 Gaussian with a diagonal
covariance matrix with value 0.5 in all directions. The 27 filter set consisted of 27 filters
with diagonal covariances derived from all permutations of 0.0,0.5, and 1.0, where the
0.0 value resulted in 1 non-zero voxel in the corresponding dimension. The 125 filter set
consisted of filters derived from all permutations of 0.0,0.5, and 1.0; it thus included the
27 filter set as a sub-set. Rationale for evaluating the 1 filter set is explained in Section
4.2.6.

The number of training instances and test instances (for prediction) was 704. The
number of instances per optimization fold was 352.

The number of features generated from these filter sets depends on the number of
non-zero brain voxels in a given subject’s brain. The number of brain voxels, and hence
number of features for the voxel-only models, ranged from ∼ 33,300− ∼ 35,300. For
the 1 filter set, the number of features ranged from ∼ 31,800− ∼ 33,600. The 27 filter
set features count ranged from∼ 867,000−917,000, and, for the 125 filter set, the range
was ∼ 3,940,000−4,170,000. Therefore, the training set size for 125 filter models was
up to 704×∼ 4,170,000.

Models were evaluated using λ2 values of 0.0,0.01,0.1, and 2.0. Models were trained
until the number of selected features were 500,800,1500, and 1500 respectively. Note
that the actual number of training iterations may have exceeded these values, since some
features were dropped by LARS (see [24] for more details).

For simplicity, many results are visualized only for the 3 best predicted tasks, which
are Instructions, VRFixation, and Velocity, and 3 moderately-well predicted tasks, view-
ing of Body, viewing of Face(s), and Hits.

Pain Data

The number of training instances and test instances (for prediction) was 120. The number
of instances per optimization fold was 60.
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Filter-based models for Pain were trained using the same sets of 1, 27, or 125 filters
used for PBAIC analyses, as well as voxel-only feature sets. The brain sizes for the 14
subjects ranged from ∼ 26,500− ∼ 28,200. Feature size ranges for the 1, 27, and 125
filter sets were: ∼ 25,700− ∼ 27,300, ∼ 700,000− ∼ 744,000, and ∼ 3,182,000− ∼
3,385,000 respectively. Therefore, the training set size for 125 filter models was up to
120×∼ 3,385,000, an extremely large imbalance between instances and features.

The same λ2 values, 0.0,0.01,0.1, and 2.0, were used. Due to the smaller number
of instances in Pain relative to PBAIC, fewer training iterations were used, specifically
100,1000,1000, and 1000 respectively.

Synthetic Data

For the synthetic data, the filter set was created so as to add several “decoy” filters, not
used for generating the data, to evaluate the ability of the algorithm to use discretion
to successfully select only the truly “relevant” features. The filter set consisted of 13
filters, ranging in standard deviation from 0.0 (1 “voxel”) to 6.0 at increments of 0.5.
The maximum number of non-zero “voxels” in a filter was therefore 37. Since all voxel
locations were considered valid, all fields were included. The feature set was therefore of
size 1200∗13 = 15,600 and the training set size was therefore 220×15,600.

Note that for the synthetic data, we are seeking a discriminative function, so ideally
logistic regression would be used; however, linear regression can still be used in such
situations, and in fact we will see that the linear model predicts nearly perfectly. We
used these data only to illustrate properties of the methodology, which includes linear
regression, thus warranting the approximation.

Prediction was measured as accuracy, i.e., by binarizing the prediction using 0.0
or lower as a threshold (given the +1/− 1 labels), and calculating the percentage of
instances correctly classified. As with the real data, cross-validation was used to select
the optimal model size; however, for the synthetic data, we can exploit the fact that a
potentially infinite number of datasets can be created, so we created 10 datasets. As with
the real data, we did not evaluate prediction on datasets used to optimize model size.
Therefore, training was performed for each of the 10 datasets. From the 10 resulting
regularization paths, a model was selected and evaluated on each of the 9 remaining
datasets, resulting in 90 models and evaluations. The optimization for a given model
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was therefore performed using the 8 datasets not used for training or testing, rather than
the 1 optimization set used for training with the real data. The existence of multiple
optimization datasets afforded us some flexibility, and we chose to exploit it by following
a minimax approach similar to that used in robust optimization [8], which optimizes the
worst-case scenario. The goal of robust optimization is to produce more stable models,
which is similar to our goal of enhancing model reliability. Interestingly, Xu et al. [98]
have shown that Lasso itself solves a robust optimization problem.

We evaluated each model in the full regularization path for each of the 8 datasets,
determined the minimum training accuracy, by iteration, for each of these 8 datasets, and
selected the model with the maximum minimum accuracy. Precisely, given k iterations, 8
optimization datasets in collection O, and associated accuracy scores A, we chose model
x as:

x = argmax
k∈K

(min
o∈O

(Ako)). (4.9)

As discussed below, we also evaluated the reliability of these models. Results are reported
for the 45 unique pairs of models from the set of 90.

GroupX: Maximum One Field Per Location

When we are computing with Gaussian filters, it is clear that our underlying assumption
is that there is at most one “true” field at a given location; in fact, this assumption is
specifically encoded as a constraint in the synthetic data generation. While Lasso and
Elastic Net will find a sparse representation amid the vast space of candidate fields, the
objectives themselves do not incorporate any constraint on the number of fields at a given
location. In fact, what we really seek is a method that takes groups of related predictors,
for instance fields at the same location, as input, similarly to the Group Lasso [100], but,
unlike Group Lasso, assigns a weight to only one of the members of the group, rather
than assigning a similar weight to all members of the group. Ignoring the desire to select
correlated predictors as in Elastic Net, the basic objective might be:
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β = argmin ||y−Xβ||22 s.t. ||β||0 ≤ G,

||βgrp1||0 ≤ 1, ||βgrp2||0 ≤ 1, . . . , ||βgrpK||0 ≤ 1. (4.10)

This objective could be solved directly using a greedy algorithm, such as Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit [89], which directly solves an approximate l0-regularized solution, and
thus can easily be adapted to simply remove all members of a group from the set of
candidate predictors when one member is added to the active set. LARS-EN is not a
greedy algorithm, since it updates a coefficient on each step only to the extent that another
predictor becomes equally correlated. However, since Elastic Net has the advantage of
facilitating inclusion of relevant predictors that are correlated yet in different groups,
ideally we would like to solve the objective in Eq. (4.10) within the LARS-EN framework.
In practice, LARS-EN can just as easily be modified to eliminate all members of a group
from consideration when one is added to the active set. If G is the set of all groups, grp( j)
denotes the group of predictor j, and grp(V) = G⊆G ,∃v∈V s.t. grp(v) = G returns the
set of all groups with at least one member in vector V, we modify the selection of ĵ in
([24, Eq. 2.9]), to be discussed more thoroughly in Eq. (5.2), to be:

ĵ = argmax
j
{|ĉ j|},grp( j) 6∈ grp(A). (4.11)

and ([24, Eq. 2.13]), to be discussed more thoroughly in Eq. (5.12), to be:

γ̂ =
+

min
grp( j)6∈grp(A)

{
Ĉ− ĉ j

AA −a j
,

Ĉ + ĉ j

AA +a j

}
. (4.12)

However, since LARS-EN is not approximating the l0 solution, LARS-EN modified in
this manner is not necessarily solving the objective in Eq. (4.10). In fact, as its behavior
will underscore, it is not immediately clear which objective it is optimizing.

We call LARS-EN with the modifications given in Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) LARS-EN
GroupX to reflect the exclusion of an entire group of predictors when one is added to
the active set (or re-consideration when a group member is dropped from the active
set). We will evaluate GroupX on the synthetic data as a preliminary exploration of
the complications of using Lasso and Elastic Net with Gaussian filters, and the potential
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benefit of enforcing a one-field-per-location constraint. However, since the approach is
still poorly understood, we consider only standard LARS-EN when analyzing the real
data. As we will see, even this approach reveals some interesting model properties.

4.2.6 Map Smoothing

In Chapter 3, we found that model properties, specifically prediction and reliability, can
sometimes be improved by applying a small amount of spatial smoothing directly to
learned models, where smoothing is obtained by convolving the map with a Gaussian
spatial kernel of a particular size, using the exact same procedure described above to
generate a set of features for a given filter, including setting non-brain voxels to 0.

Therefore, the filter-based approach described in this chapter could be considered a
more sophisticated form of smoothing that seeks the optimal set of smoothing parameters
based on prediction performance. The main difference between filter-based smoothing
and the smoothing approach used in Chapter 3, which we will refer to as blind smoothing

due to its disregard of predictive information, is that with filter-based approaches, one is
applying smoothing to both the image data and the learned map. More specifically, to
generate the feature set used for training filter-based models, one smooths the data with
each candidate filter and concatenates the results. After the model is learned, the final
stage, which uses the learned mapping function to produce a map in real space, is the
same procedure used to produce a smoothed map from a raw map.

In Chapter 3, we argued that the success of blind smoothing warrants comparison to
blind smoothing as a baseline when evaluating any procedure that incorporates spatial
structure into modeling. Since, like blind smoothing, the filter-based approach is directly
imposing additional spatial structure on models, such comparison is especially relevant in
this case. Herein, we not only compare raw maps learned using voxel-only feature sets,
but for fairness, also evaluate filter-based models that have had additional smoothing
directly applied. We evaluate maps learned with both voxel-only and filter-based maps
smoothed with the same 2mm×2mm×2mm (approximately) filter shown in Chapter 3
to sometimes produce more reliable and still well-predicting maps. As in that chapter,
we also consider maps that have been smoothed and then thresholded by setting values
below 0.01 to 0.
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The filter used in the 1 filter feature generation set is the same ∼ 2mm filter used to
evaluate smoothed models, allowing direct comparison between the filter-based approach,
which involves a data smoothing step, and blind smoothing, which does not. For the 27
filters set, the maximum filter size is approximately 4mm×4mm×4mm and, for the 125
filters set, 8mm× 8mm× 8mm, placing these filter sets within the range of smoothing
kernels considered in Chapter 3 (and within the range of sizes commonly used in the
literature for data smoothing).

4.2.7 Model Metrics

Reliability

In Chapter 3, we described 3 metrics for measuring the reliability, or consistency across
runs, of a model: non-zero overlap, weighted overlap, and correlation. We then dis-
cussed the necessity for reporting a significance estimate for these scores, which take
into account both the value distribution of model weights (1-point correlations) and the
covariance of the weights (2-point correlation), as reflected in spatial correlations. In
this work, we report both the uncorrected scores and the z-scores obtained using the
spatially-based significance estimation approach in Chapter 3. As in that chapter, we
compute reliability over all 4 pairs of optimization folds for a given pair of models and
report means over folds and standard deviations over model pairs. Please see Chapter 3
for more details.

Ground Truth Overlap

Prediction is an important measure of validity, but in this work we seek to go beyond
prediction by learning the “true” representation of the data. While we do not know the
ground truth representation for real data, for the synthetic data we compute the template

beta and template map as described above. As discussed in Section 3.2.6 in Chapter 3,
the same procedure used to evaluate the reliability between two learned maps can also be
used to evaluate the similarity between a learned map and a ground truth map. In fact,
the overlap metrics when used to compare learned maps to ground truth were shown to
have interesting parallels to notions of sensitivity and specificity. In the present work, we
compute the non-zero overlap and weighted overlap between learned maps and template
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maps on the synthetic data, and report the significance of these scores using the spatially-
based z-score approach described in Chapter 3.

Mean Weighted Filter Size

One major advantage of this technique is that it can allow one to interpret the model to
make inferences about the spatial structure and how the structure varies across subjects,
tasks, and regions. Specifically, one can examine properties of the fields selected in
a particular model; for Gaussian filters, it is natural to explore the size and shape of
the fields. One simple property therefore is the spread in voxels of the filter. For one-
dimensional filters, this property can be quantified simply as the standard deviation, but
in multiple dimensions, a full covariance matrix would be needed. For comparison pur-
poses, a one-valued metric is desirable. A simple representation therefore is the number
of voxels affected by the filter, i.e., the number of non-zero voxels. For instance, with
our l∞−regularized filters and threshold of 0.01, a one-dimensional Gaussian filter with
a standard deviation of 2 voxels has 13 non-zero voxels, so its “size” can be considered
to be 13 voxels. A 3-dimensional diagonal Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of
1.0 in (any) 2 dimensions and 0.5 in the remaining dimension has size 7 voxels in the 1.0
dimensions and 5 in the remaining dimension, giving it a size of 245 voxels. The size of
the fields selected by a model can be a useful metric. To arrive at a one-valued score for
this metric, therefore, one can simply report the average size of the filters corresponding
to the selected fields. However, some filters may be given much higher weights in the
model; therefore, we report a mean weighted filter size, by scaling each field by its model
weight before averaging. Precisely, let sz be the size of a field in voxels and β the beta
weights of the learned model. The mean weighted filter size is:

mw f s =
∑ f∈F sz f β f

|F |
. (4.13)

Spatial Distribution

As discussed in Chapter 2, another useful model metric is its Spatial Distribution. We
use the metric described in Section 2.2.4, which computes the entropy of weight sums
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Figure 4.4: There is a dramatic difference between the true mapping function and the
mapped feature vectors used for prediction; features localized at the same position are
highly correlated with each other. (a) True mapping function ṽ used to generate data;
rows correspond to filters with standard deviation 0 (voxels only), 1,2, and 3 respectively,
x axis corresponds to the 1200 locations, and y axis to the weight assigned to the given
field. (b) w after mapping into feature space; rows again correspond to fields for the filters
listed in (a), x axis to locations, and y axis to the weight for the given field.

throughout the brain, approximating the spatial distribution properties of a model. Please
refer to that section for further details and rationale.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Synthetic Data: Correlated Fields

Before examining the prediction and reliability performance of this approach, it is first
illuminating to visualize exactly how a feature set created using the described Gaussian
filters appears. Figure 4.4(a) shows the template mapping function ṽ that was used to
generate the data, divided into 4 rows, where each row corresponds to the 1 voxel-only
filter or one of the 3 filters in T̃s (hence filter standard deviations 0,1,2,3 respectively)
and each position corresponds to the field associated with the corresponding location µ.
Clearly there is no correlation among fields for different filters, as intended; however,
Figure 4.4(b) shows the mapped feature set ṽ′ = w̃Ũs, just as if the template map w̃
were a data instance mapped into training feature space. The first row, resulting from
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Figure 4.5: Using filters with higher λ2 values results in under-selection of relevant fields,
but the GroupX modification can mitigate the effect. (i) template synthetic data map (same
regardless of λ2 value), (ii-v) maps learned using voxels only, filters, smoothing the voxel
only map, or filters with GroupX respectively, for λ2 = 0.01 (a) and λ2 = 2.0 (b); averaged
over all 10 datasets.

convolution with a one-voxel filter and hence the identity matrix, is equivalent to w̃. The
other three rows represent convolution of w̃ with the 3 filters in T̃ and are almost identical
to this row, illustrating the extremely high correlation between features generated by
filters of different scales. Together, the 4 rows illustrate the mapped feature vector ṽ′ .
Our procedure seeks to recover, in part, the very sparse orthogonal signal in Figure (a)
from vectors similar to this highly correlated transformed signal.

To observe how such a correlated feature set impacts performance, it is illustrative
to evaluate performance on the synthetic dataset. Figure 4.5 shows several of the one-
dimensional “maps” for the synthetic data, divided into two sections based on the λ2

value used for training (0.01 or 2.0). For each λ2 value, map (i) shows the template
map w̄, which is a characteristic of the data and hence not dependent on the training
parameters. The remaining 4 maps are the learned maps w yielded by training with a λ2

of 0.01 or 2.0 using 4 approaches: (ii) training using the voxel-only set T0, (iii) training
using the filter-based set Ts (with decoy filters), (iv) smoothing the voxel-only maps, and
(v) training using Ts with the GroupX method.

The primary result of this figure is the difference in maps based on λ2; however, one
limitation of the dataset apparent from Figure 4.5(a) alone is that the used filters are quite
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small relative to the full size of the map space and, as a result, the voxel-only map in (ii)
actually approximates the template map quite well. After applying the small amount of
smoothing in (iv), the map becomes somewhat muted, but the widths of the “blobs” even
more closely approximate those of the template map. Note, however, that results were
similar even for datasets created from slightly larger filters (with larger filters used for
testing).

When we consider the results using different λ2 values, a trend emerges. Comparing
figures (a)(iii) and (b)(iii), it is clear that the higher λ2 value results in a map in which
the majority of “blobs” are not recovered. Since all training was performed for the same
number of iterations, and cross-validation was used to select an appropriate number of
fields, the optimal performance was obtained without selecting many of the relevant
fields, suggesting that the remaining fields selected were irrelevant. To understand a
possible explanation, recall that when using higher λ2 values, correlated predictors are
more likely to be included. As Figure 4.4 showed, Gaussian features generated with the
same mean position will be highly correlated with each other, regardless of the standard
deviations of the filters. In effect, fields with different standard deviations centered at
the same location create a cluster of highly correlated predictors. Higher λ2 values will
result in a greater number of these correlated fields being selected. Still, to optimize
prediction performance, it would seem counter-productive to indiscriminately select cor-
related but redundant features; however, examining the template map in Figure 4.5(a)(i)
and 4.5(b)(i), it is clear that certain positions have higher template weights, due to the
proximity of several generating filters. Ideally, only the true filters would be selected;
however, since these positions are so much more relevant than the other positions, training
performance can actually be maximized by repeatedly adding weight to the positions,
which is accomplished by selecting multiple features localized at the position. By the
time the 80 training iterations have been completed, these most relevant positions will
have been over-selected and the remaining relevant positions under-selected.

Training with a higher λ2 value may therefore lead to over-inclusion from the clusters
of highly correlated predictors resulting from the group of fields centered at the same
location. One solution, therefore, may be to simply train using Lasso instead of Elastic
Net. However, we expect there will be some predictors that are correlated yet not centered
at the exact same location, so ideally we would like to employ l2-regularization while
prohibiting selection of more than one field centered at a particular location. Recall
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that the GroupX LARS-EN modification was designed to limit selection to at most one
member from each of a set of pre-defined groups. If we define our groups to be those
predictors associated with fields centered at the same location µ, GroupX should eliminate
such over-selection. The results in Figure 4.5 confirm this hypothesis. When training with
the low λ2 value of 0.01, the results are nearly identical whether or not GroupX is used.
However, with the higher λ2 value of 2.0, the learned map is noticeably different when
GroupX is used (Figure 4.5(b)(v) versus 4.5(b)(iii)). More relevant blobs are selected, and
the map looks much more similar to the map learned using the lower λ2 value, although
fewer blobs are still selected with the higher λ2 value. In Section 4.4, we expand on this
notion of “relevance” in this setting.

The results in Figure 4.5 illustrate that the learned maps may over-select irrelevant
fields, especially as the number of iterations increases. One simple way to summarize
how accurately the learned model is capturing the true properties of the data is to compare
the distribution of the sizes of the filters used to generate the selected predictors at each
iteration to those used to generate the actual data. Figure 4.6 visualizes this comparison.
Recall that the set of generating filters, T̃s includes only 3 filters, of standard deviations
1.0,2.0, and 3.0 voxels; however, the set of candidate filters Ts used for training included
13 filters, ranging from standard deviation 0.0 to 6.0 at increments of 0.5 voxels.

Figure 4.6(a) shows vertical histograms of the 13 filter sizes at each iteration, with
each representing the expected distribution if the distribution of selected filter sizes in
the learned model exactly matched the true distribution of generating filter sizes (scaled
given the number of selected fields expected at each iteration). Only 3 filter sizes have
non-zero counts. Figures 4.6(b-d), however, show the counts of each filter size at each
iteration (averaged over the 10 datasets) for 3 methods: Elastic Net (EN) with λ2 =
0.01, EN with λ2 = 2.0, and EN GroupX with λ2 = 2.0. Indeed, for λ2 = 0.01 (b) and
GroupX with λ2 = 2.0 (d), the number of fields corresponding to filter sizes that were too
large to have generated the data increases as the number of training iterations increases
(note that the total number of selected fields increases non-monotonically over iterations
due to fields being dropped from the model). λ2 = 2.0 without GroupX (c) shows a
more consistent pattern over iterations, but, as suspected, also shows the most dramatic
over-selection of irrelevant filter sizes. In fact, the proportions using this approach are
so uniform across iterations, that the selection, based on filter size, appears arbitrary.
Unfortunately, while Figure 4.5 showed GroupX to suffer less from over-selection of
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(c) Filter Distribution λ2 = 2.0
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(d) Filter Distribution λ2 = 2.0 GroupX

Figure 4.6: Higher λ2 values result in over-selection of irrelevant fields. Histogram
of filter size counts (a) based on proportions in template mapping function scaled by
expected active set size, (b-d) selected at each iteration using filters with λ2 = 0.01,
λ2 = 2.0, and λ2 = 2.0 with GroupX respectively; averaged over all 10 datasets.

fields centered at the same location, EN GroupX with λ2 = 2.0 still does display some
over-selection of larger filters, slightly more so than when using the lower λ2 value of
0.01. However, the lower λ2 value of 0.01 is not immune to this effect either, likewise
displaying some over-selection of larger filter sizes; in fact, while not shown, even pure
Lasso suffered from similar over-selection biases. Interestingly, though, in the GroupX
case, the largest filter size is dramatically over-selected at later iterations, as the model
size exceeds the “true” size. These over-selection trends suggest that the larger filters
are especially likely to be selected when most of the gains in prediction have already
occurred, perhaps because the largest filters provide the least sensitivity to noise. Since
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Figure 4.7: Prediction performance on synthetic data is strong for all methods, but
weakens slightly when filters are used with high λ2 values, especially without GroupX.
Cross-validated prediction performance by method and λ2 value, averaged over all 90
cross-validated maps. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

these larger filter predictors are likely be more highly correlated, they are less likely to be
over-selected when using a lower λ2 value.

The impact of over-selection at high λ2 values is evident in Figure 4.7, in which
we evaluate the prediction performance for voxel-only models, with or without blind
smoothing, and filter-based models. Ultimately, the signal in this synthetic dataset is
quite easy to learn, as all methods have nearly perfect prediction performance. Despite the
limitations of the Gaussian filters, filter-based models perform as well as blind smoothing
and better than raw voxel-only models. However, performance for the filters does begin
to degrade when the high λ2 value of 2.0 is used, especially if the GroupX modification is
not employed. It is likely that the over-selection bias leads to this impaired performance.

Figure 4.8(a) summarizes the effect of λ2 on model size, measured as the number
of selected fields. Note that raw voxel-only models and their smoothed counter-parts
will always have the same model sizes for a given λ2. Filter-based models exhibit more
variability in model size across λ2 than voxel-based models, likely due to the increased
correlation structure in the mapped data. With lower λ2 values, the filter-based models
tend to achieve their maximal prediction performance with smaller model sizes than the
voxel-only counterparts. Thus, as hypothesized, filter-based models tend to be more
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(b) Map Non-Zero: Synthetic

Figure 4.8: Filter-based models achieve optimal synthetic data prediction performance
with fewer features than voxel-based models; smoothed maps are the least sparse,
followed by filter-based maps. (a) Model size, measured as number of selected fields with
cross-validation, and (b) Number of non-zero voxels (non-sparsity) in cross-validated
learned maps; both plots by method and λ2 value, averaged over all 90 cross-validated
maps. Bars reflect 95% confidence. Horizontal line indicates “true” number of generating
fields (a) or template map non-zero values (b). Note: smoothed maps necessarily have
the same model size as corresponding raw maps.

parsimonious than their voxel-only counter-parts, requiring fewer training iterations to
achieve similar performance, and facilitating interpretation. Since the running time of
LARS and its variants can increase dramatically as the number of iterations is increased,
depending on implementation details, fewer iterations can provide a major computational
advantage. Interestingly, though, the model size does not increase monotonically for
the filter-based models, especially when using the GroupX modification. Anomalous
values for GroupX, particularly with λ2 = 0.01, were observed across several measures,
indicating a behavior inconsistency that likely reflects the as yet poorly understood nature
of this ad hoc modification.

Figure 4.8(b) demonstrates an additional property of models involving smoothing,
whether blind or filter-based. This figure shows the number of non-zero voxels (non-
sparsity) in the maps w, in the original spatial dimensions, produced by the learned
models. Not surprisingly, blind smoothing of voxel only maps produces the largest
number of non-zero voxels, though most closely approximating the true number, and
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Z

Figure 4.9: Map synthetic ground truth overlap scores are small yet significant regardless
of method, with filter-based training using GroupX showing promise for achieving both
significant sensitivity and specificity. Spatial z-scores for non-zero overlap and weighted
overlap between ground truth (template) map and cross-validated weight maps by method
and λ2 value, averaged over all 90 cross-validated models. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

the raw voxel-only maps the fewest; filter-based maps, which effectively involve an
intermediate amount of smoothing, tend to lie between the two. Interestingly, voxel-
only maps increase in size as λ2 is increased, due to the inclusion of a greater number of
(correlated) voxels, but blindly smoothed maps and, especially, filter-based maps (with
some anomalies for GroupX) tend to decrease in size as λ2 is increased, most likely
because of high spatial overlap among the true “blobs.”

The preceding figures essentially show many falsely selected or non-selected fields,
especially with higher λ2 values, and thus we expect relatively poor sensitivity and speci-
ficity with regard to the true generating set of fields. Using the methods mentioned in
Section 4.2.7, Figure 4.9 shows spatially-corrected non-zero overlap (a) and weighted
overlap (b) between the learned and true maps. While the significance values for all
methods are small, they are all significant. As expected, maps employing some form
of smoothing, whether through blind-smoothing or filter-based learning, demonstrate
the most significant non-zero overlap with the ground truth (roughly corresponding to
sensitivity); however, this significance drops significantly for the filter-based models
as λ2 is increased. The drop is not as precipitous if GroupX is used, but the non-
monotonicity of the GroupX scores is again observed. The raw voxel-only maps display
the most consistently significant weighted overlap with ground truth (roughly reflecting
specificity). However, while filter-based models without GroupX show poor ground
truth weighted overlap significance, the GroupX modification tends to be on par with
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(c) Map Correlation: Spatial
Z-Score

Figure 4.10: Reliability of filter-based synthetic data maps increases monotonically with
λ2 value, whether uncorrected or corrected; uncorrected scores exceed those of voxel-
only maps, with or without smoothing, but, when spatially corrected, show no significant
benefit over voxel-only maps. Non-zero overlap, weighted overlap, and map correlation
spatial z-scores between cross-validated weight maps by method and λ2 value, averaged
over all 45 pairs of cross-validated models. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

voxel-only models (though again inconsistently) . Thus while the over-selection effect
is observed, filter-based models trained using GroupX shows some promise for yielding
models that exhibit both strong sensitivity and specificity.

Figure 4.9 illustrated the similarity between the learned maps and the ground truth
maps. Figure 4.10 meanwhile illustrates the reliability between the learned maps on the
synthetic data. Figure 4.10 shows spatial-z scores for non-zero overlap, weighted overlap,
and correlation. Interestingly, the reliability scores for blindly smoothed maps are much
lower than the voxel-only maps, but nearly identical to those achieved by filter-based
models without the GroupX modification. Filter-based models trained using the GroupX
modification, however, usually exhibit significantly improved reliability scores that rival
those of the voxel-only models. Recall that the spatial z-scores penalize for spatial
structure, such that smoothing uniformly, as in blind smoothing, will be penalized most
harshly. The similar reliability observed for such blindly smoothed maps and filter-based
models without GroupX is another indication that filter-based models have a tendency to
over-select irrelevant fields, bordering on arbitrariness as observed in Figure 4.6(c). In
this case, while the GroupX modification again mitigates this effect, the most consistently
significantly reliable maps are those obtained with voxel-only training, though this trend
may be specific to these data. Since Chapter 3 demonstrated improvement in reliability
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when a small amount of smoothing was used, but impairments when too much smoothing
was applied, the strong comparative reliability of voxel-only maps might be attributable
to over-smoothing.

The results in Figure 4.10 also underscore one further point about prediction and
reliability. The filter-based models trained with GroupX again show a non-monotonic
increase in reliability; however, in Figure 4.7, prediction scores for this method were
nearly identical across λ2 values and decreased slightly at the highest λ2 value. Thus,
prediction and reliability scores are distinct measures that vary independently. As Chapter
3 showed, models will often exhibit both strong prediction and reliability; however, it is
also possible for a relatively poorly predicting model to achieve strong reliability scores,
which is likely what is observed in the case of overly simplistic filter-based models trained
with a high λ2. Thus, reliability is not a measure of model validity in the same way as
prediction. Ultimately, there is not a direct relationship between prediction and reliability,
yet both measures are informative and thus important to consider when evaluating a
model.

4.3.2 Real Data: Prediction, Reliability, and Visualization

Figure 4.11, shows the prediction, model size, and map size of models trained on the
real fMRI data, beginning with the 3 task sets of greatest interest: well-predicted PBAIC
tasks, moderately well-predicted PBAIC tasks, and Pain tasks. Prediction and map size
are plotted for 5 models, including all 4 feature sets (voxels only, 1 uniform filter, 27
filters, and 125 filters) and, for comparison, the results of blindly smoothing the voxel-
only maps with the 2mm filter; model size is not shown for blind smoothing, since it
is necessarily equivalent to the corresponding voxel only map. Figures a-c show that
prediction performance does not significantly vary across any of these methods. Also,
unlike the synthetic data, prediction performance does not begin to suffer when λ2 = 2.0.
It is likely that, as with any use of Elastic Net regularization, λ2 values are not absolute,
and the behavior observed with specific values will be dependent on the dataset; relative
trends will likely be similar though.

Likewise, Figures d-e shows that, somewhat surprisingly, model size tends not to vary
across methods trained with the same λ2 value. Indeed, the most significant differences
result from increasing λ2, which is consistent with the results in both Chapter 2 and
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(c) Prediction: Pain
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(d) Model Size: PBAIC Best
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(f) Model Size: Pain
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(i) Map Non-Zero: Pain

Figure 4.11: Prediction and model size, within λ2 values, are similar regardless of
training method, but number of non-zero voxels is significantly higher with universal
filters. Cross-validated prediction performance (a-c), number of selected fields (d-f), and
number of non-zero voxels (g-i), by set of PBAIC or Pain tasks, by method and λ2;
averaged over all 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, and 2
runs (a-c) or 4 cross-validation folds (d-i); model size for smoothed is same as for raw
non-zero voxels and therefore not shown; Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Section 4.3.1. The relative map sizes in Figures f-h are expected, though, and are similar
to those observed on the synthetic data: voxel-only maps have the smallest number of
non-zero voxels, and maps created using one uniform filter have the greatest number, with
selective filter-based models between the two extremes. Interestingly, the models trained
with one uniform filter have similarly-sized maps, regardless of whether the smoothing
was performed blindly on the voxel-only maps, or made use of training data that had
been smoothed with a matched filter (in the case of the 1-filter-based models). Likewise,
the map sizes are similar for models produced from selective filter sets, regardless of the
number of filters in the set (27 or 125).

Figure 4.12 shows spatially-corrected reliability z-scores for these 5 methods over
the 3 sets of tasks. Overall, trends observed in Chapter 3 are observed again: voxel-
only based maps have the most significant reliability for the best-predicted PBAIC tasks
(especially for weighted overlap); voxel-only maps and their directly smoothed counter-
parts are more significantly reliable for moderately well-predicted PBAIC tasks; and, for
Pain tasks, voxel-only maps are not as reliable as smoothed maps. Within maps involving
any degree of smoothing, though, blindly smoothed maps tend to be at least as reliable
as maps produced using any set of filters. Note also that PBAIC maps are much more
significantly reliable than Pain maps, though all are significant. Also note that smoothing
alone does not necessarily increase the reliability of any map. As shown in Figure B.5
in the Appendix, even when the filter-based maps are themselves smoothed, they are not
more reliable than the smoothed voxel-only maps.

Figure 4.13 provides a visualization of the differences between maps (for the PBAIC
Instructions response) produced using voxels only, blind smoothing of voxel-only maps,
and selective filters (27 in this case). While prediction and reliability scores tend to be
similar between blind smoothing and filter-based smoothing, the resulting maps appear
quite different. As supported by the number of non-zero voxels in the maps (approx-
imately shown in Figure 4.11(g)), blindly smoothed maps appear more dense, and the
spatial structure is, understandably, more uniform. These differences likely have im-
plications for map interpretation, although the advantages and disadvantages depend on
the goals of the modeler, underscoring a point that was emphasized in Chapter 2: map
evaluation requires researchers to define their goals in producing and interpreting brain
maps. The fact that maps can still appear quite dissimilar despite similar prediction and
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(c) Map Correlation: PBAIC Best
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Pain
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(i) Map Correlation: Pain

Figure 4.12: On real data, filters do not significantly improve reliability compared to
simple smoothing of voxel-only maps, which often improves reliability compared to raw
voxel-only maps. Spatial z-scores for the non-zero overlap, weighted overlap, and map
correlation reliability metrics for voxel-only, voxel-only smoothed, and 1, 27, and 125
filters; voxel-only smoothed is shown for comparison with 1 filter approach. Means are
calculated over all 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, and 4
cross-validation folds; variance over tasks and subjects. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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(a) Instructions Voxels Only

(b) Instructions Smoothed (c) Instructions 27 Filters

Figure 4.13: Despite similar prediction and reliability scores, maps produced with
uniform smoothing of voxel-only maps appear much less selective than those produced
with filter-based smoothing. Maps learned for subject 1 run 1 cross-validation fold 1
Instructions with λ2 of 0.1 are shown at indicated slice locations: (b) is the voxel-only
map in (a) after 2mm Gaussian smoothing, (c) is the map learned using the 27 filter
feature set.
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reliability indicates that these two properties alone are not sufficient for evaluating the
“goodness” of a map.

4.3.3 Filter Size, Model Size, Spatial Distribution, and Prediction

In this section, the mean weighted selected filter size of filter-based models is considered;
in doing so, several interesting properties of predictive fMRI models emerge. Figures
4.14(a) and 4.14(b) show that some relationships between selected filter size, filter set,
and λ2 value exist, but depend on the tasks being predicted. Figure 4.14(a) shows that,
for both sets of PBAIC tasks, filter set size is similar regardless of whether 27 or 125 filter
feature sets are used, but for both sets, there is a significant spike in mean selected filter
size with a high λ2 value of 2.0. This effect is consistent with the results in Figures 4.5
(b) and (c) on synthetic data, in which higher λ2 values resulted in a greater selection of
larger-sized filters, even though such filters were not truly relevant. Note that the expected
filter sizes for the 27- and 125-filter sets for real data, if selection were random, would be
81 and 288 respectively. Thus, selection on these real data is not random, but there is still
a bias toward larger filters with larger λ2 values.

For Pain data, however, the reverse is true: Figure 4.14(b) shows filter size to differ
depending on the filter set used, but not depending on λ2. If all filter sizes in a set were
truly relevant, one would expect the mean weighted selected filter size to be higher for
the 125 filter set, given its much higher mean weight. For Pain data, this effect is what
we observe, suggesting that the larger filter sizes of the 125 filter set are actually relevant
for Pain data, while perhaps not for PBAIC data. These results would be consistent with
the large improvements in reliability observed when blindly smoothing voxel-only Pain
maps, as opposed to PBAIC maps. These higher true filter sizes would also make the
mean selected filter sizes slightly less sensitive to the over-selection induced by higher
λ2 values, as observed here. Surprisingly, though, the reliability scores for the Pain data
in Figure 4.12 f-g are not any higher for the 125 filter set than the 27 filter set, and
prediction in Figure 4.11(c) is also not higher for the larger filter set, suggesting that, on
the contrary, the selection of larger filters may not actually reflect recovery of the true
underlying signal.

While Figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(b) do not reveal much consistent variability in selected
filter size across modeling choices, i.e., methods or λ2 values, Figure 4.15 shows that the
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Figure 4.14: Higher λ2 values increase the average selected filter size for PBAIC, but
including larger filters does not; the reverse is true for Pain. Mean filter size in number
of voxels, weighted by model parameter weight, by filter set and task set, calculated over
all 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, and 4 cross-validation
folds. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

variability is quite large across factors inherent to the data: PBAIC task or Pain subject.
This result is consistent with results in previous chapters showing that the most variability
in model evaluation metrics, prediction and reliability, occurs across PBAIC tasks, rather
than being influenced by modeling decisions. Note that, while not shown here, there was
not a significant direct relationship between the size of a subject’s brain and his or her
average weighted selected filter size, for either dataset.

Given the variability across PBAIC tasks or Pain subjects in prediction, reliability, and
filter size, Figures 4.16(a) and (b) consider whether prediction is significantly associated
with selected filter size across PBAIC tasks or Pain subjects. There is in fact a significant
positive correlation between prediction performance and selected filter size for PBAIC
tasks, though not for Pain subjects. This effect alone suggests that larger filter sizes
are associated with less noise in the data. This result notably differs from the result
in Chapter 3, in which, as greater amounts of smoothing were applied to beta weights,
prediction began to degrade; however, the filters used here are all smaller than the 10mm
largest smoothing filters used in those results, and filter-based methods involve smoothing
of not just weights, but the data itself (in a predictively-guided fashion). Given the
data smoothing that occurs, the observed correlation between prediction and filter size
might seem obvious: greater amounts of data smoothing will reduce noise and enhance
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Figure 4.15: Selected filter sizes are highly variable by task (PBAIC) or subject (Pain).
Mean filter size in number of voxels, weighted by model parameter weight, by (a) task
(PBAIC) or (b) subject (Pain), calculated over the 3 subjects (PBAIC) or 2 tasks (Pain), 2
filter sets (27 or 125), λ2 values of 0.0,0.01, and 0.1, and 4 cross-validation folds. Bars
reflect 95% confidence.

prediction. However, recall in Figure 4.11 a-c that prediction performance over groups of
similarly well-predicted tasks does not improve as filters are used, including larger filter
sets. The results in Figures 4.16(a) and (b) are showing the inverse: better predicted tasks
tend to lead to models consisting of larger selected filters, suggesting instead that tasks
that are better predicted are associated with data with some properties, perhaps less noise,
that allow selection of larger filter sizes, which may reflect the true underlying structure
(incidentally, filter size was not found to be significantly associated with reliability, mea-
sured as map correlation spatial z-score, for either set of tasks).

Figure 4.16(c) and (d) consider another model property, model size, and its relation-
ship to mean selected filter size. The range of values on the x-axis in this figure illustrate
that this property is also highly variable across PBAIC tasks and Pain subjects. One
might expect that smaller models would have made more use of larger filters; however,
the results in Figure 4.16(c) contradict this expectation: given that the best fit trend is
exponential, selected filter size is found to increase exponentially with model size for
PBAIC tasks (though again, not for Pain subjects). Better predicted tasks therefore lead
to models that incorporate a greater number of features, and make more use of larger
filter-derived features.
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(d) Filter Size and Model Size: Pain

Figure 4.16: Selected filter size is significantly associated with prediction performance
by PBAIC task, but not Pain subject. Selected filter size is exponentially associated with
PBAIC task model size, but not associated with Pain subject model size. Mean filter size in
number of voxels, weighted by model parameter weight, versus mean test correlation (a-
b) or number of selected fields (c-d) for (a,c) PBAIC task or (b,d) Pain subject, calculated
over the 3 subjects (PBAIC) or 2 tasks (Pain), 2 filter sets (27 or 125), λ2 values of 0.0,
0.01, and 0.1, and 4 cross-validation folds (model size) or 2 runs (prediction). Trend lines
are shown, along with model fit, if significant.
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Figure 4.17: For PBAIC, prediction performance is exponentially associated with model
size across tasks and subjects; there is a non-significant trend for Pain. Mean test
correlation versus mean number of selected fields, for all 24 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks
and 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects, averaged over all 3 filter set sizes (voxels only, 1
filter, 27 filters, 125 filters) and λ2 values.

Figure 4.17 in fact expands on the result in Figure 4.16 to show that prediction itself is
associated with greater model size: better predicted tasks have models that incorporate a
greater number of features, averaged over models produced using all filter sets and λ2 val-
ues. This finding is somewhat unintuitive, if one supposes that more easily predicted tasks
would require the incorporation of fewer features; however, recall that Chapter 2 showed
that better predicted PBAIC tasks made more use of information distributed throughout
the brain. Even if filters are used, incorporating distributed information requires inclusion
of a greater number of features.

Given an interest in examining the possibility that filter-based models might also
be incorporating more distributed information, along with the manipulation of spatial
properties inherent in filter-based model learning, it seems natural to examine this quan-
tification of spatial structure. Figure 4.18 shows how the spatial distribution metric varies
by filter set for the PBAIC tasks. Recall that this metric is, to an extent, measuring
the inverse clustering properties of the map weights, such that maps characterized by
localized clusters will have a lower score. Not surprisingly, we find that filter-based
models have a significantly lower score than voxel-only models, though the score is
nearly identical between the two filter sets. This similarity across filter sets is consistent
with Figure 4.15(a), which showed that the mean selected filter size was not significantly
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Figure 4.18: PBAIC Models trained using filters exhibit less spatial distribution than
maps learned with voxels only, but spatial distribution is not changed when larger filters
are added. Mean model spatial distribution score for PBAIC maps by filter set, averaged
over all 24 tasks, 3 subjects, λ2 values of 0.0, 0.01, and 0.1, and 4 cross-validation folds.
Bars reflect 95% confidence.

higher with the larger filter set, suggesting the two filter sets should have similar spatial
structure. The fact the scores are nearly identical, though, is somewhat surprising unless
one considers that the spatial distribution metric requires arbitrary division of the brain
map into bins of 27 neighboring voxels before entropy is computed. The 125 filter set
likely includes slightly larger localized clusters, but clusters larger than 27 voxels are not
counted as one cluster.

Recalling the previous association between prediction and spatial distribution, one
may hypothesize that filter-based models, being less distributed, should be more poorly
predicting, but recall from Figure 4.11 that prediction performance is equivalent across
tasks. Instead, one may hypothesize that better predicted tasks yield models that more
fully exploit the spatial structure in the filters, and hence exhibit lower spatial distribution;
however this relationship was also not observed. In fact, Figure 4.19 shows that the
finding in Chapter 2 is consistent across both voxel-only models and models that exhibit
the same externally imposed spatial structure. Figure 4.19(a) again shows the positive
correlation between spatial distribution and prediction across PBAIC tasks for voxel-only
models (though numbers will be slightly different than in the previous work due to the
different λ2 values considered and different cross-validation approaches). Interestingly,
Figure 4.19(b) shows that the same result is true within 27-filter models: while 27-filter
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(b) 27 Filters
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Figure 4.19: Within each filter set used for training, better predicting models tend to
exhibit greater spatial distribution (significant correlation for voxels only and 27 filters,
trend for 125 filters). Mean model spatial distribution score versus test correlation for
PBAIC tasks, averaged over all 3 subjects, λ2 values of 0.0, 0.01, and 0.1, and 4 cross-
validation folds (spatial distribution) or 2 runs (test correlation). Trend lines are shown,
along with model fit, if significant.

models overall have lower spatial distribution scores than the voxel-only models, more
distributed 27-filter models tend to be better predicting. The same trend is evident for
125-filter models in Figure (c), but is not significant, which may be due to the 27-voxel
bin confound described above. These findings therefore underscore the primary finding
of Chapter 2 with regard to the spatial properties of sparse predictive fMRI models: the
best predicting models are characterized by distributed clusters of localized activity.

Finally, Figure 4.20 shows how these relationships between prediction, model size,
filter size, and spatial distribution come together and may relate to inherent properties of
the data, such as noise. Figures (a) and (b) show the maps produced using the 27 filter
set for one cross-validation fold for the Pain Perception task for subjects 3 and 6. Figures
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(c) and (d) show the distribution of weights for these two maps respectively. Each data
point in these maps corresponds to a non-zero voxel weight. It is clear that subject 6 is
using a much greater number of small filter features than subject 3. This difference is
immediately apparent when quantified as mean weighted filter size in (e), which shows
the average selected filter size to be significantly smaller for subject 6 than for subject
3. Figure 4.15(b) showed that these differences in filter size are consistent across all
maps for these two subjects. The spatial distribution scores for these 2 maps, however, as
shown in Figure (f), are about equal. Recall that the spatial distribution metric in effect
measures the spatial entropy of the distribution of non-zero map weights throughout the
brain map. These equal scores therefore imply that, while subject 3 is making more
use of larger filter sizes, the overall spatial distribution of the selected features is similar
between the two subjects, which indeed appears visually true in the two maps. Now
consider the prediction and reliability scores for these two subjects, over all filters sets
and λ2 values. Figures 4.20(g) and (h) show that the mean prediction and reliability for
these two subjects is highly similar, despite the striking difference in the types of filters
selected; however, both prediction and reliability scores for subject 6 are much more
variable. One reason that models for subject 6 may tend to incorporate smaller filter-
based features is that that subject has noisier data, so the learned model can sometimes be
over-fit to the training set; in those cases, prediction would be poor, and reliability may
be high or low, depending on whether the small number of selected fields overlaps. In
fact, while not shown here, subject 6 has a slightly lower average model size, suggesting
that many irrelevant features were “pruned” through cross-validation.

The relationship between these various properties may then be as follows: if there is
less noise in the data, fewer irrelevant features will be selected, so optimized model sizes
will be larger. Among noisy features, the divergence between training and test error will
be magnified for features derived from larger filters, so they will be even less likely to be
retained after cross-validation is applied. The noisy features are also more likely to be
distributed randomly throughout the brain, so the cross-validated models will become less
spatially distributed. Noisy models will tend to result in poorer prediction performance,
so the better predicted models will tend to be less sparse and more spatially distributed,
even when the features are in the form of large, localized clusters.
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Figure 4.20: Inter-subject differences: maps have same spatial distribution, but Subject
3’s makes much greater use of larger filters; prediction and reliability scores are similar,
but Subject 3’s scores are much less variable. Maps learned for subject 3 (a) or 6 (b)
run 1 cross-validation fold 1 Perception task with λ2 of 0.1 on the 27 filter set; filter size
versus absolute map weight for subjects 3 (c) and (d) (data point: 1 non-zero weighted
voxel); (e): spatial distribution scores for maps (a) and (b); (f): mean weighted filter
size for maps (a) and (b); (g) and (h): mean test correlation and spatially z-scored map
correlation for subjects 3 and 6, over all filter sets and λ2 values.
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4.4 Discussion

Elastic Net is designed to facilitate inclusion of predictors that are correlated yet relevant.
From the algorithm’s point of view, if a feature is correlated with a highly predictive
feature, it appears to be relevant; however, at least in the present application, “relevant”
refers to only those fields that were present in the true underlying signal. This application
therefore poses a challenge to this assumption, since there are many predictors that
are correlated with the true “relevant” predictors, but should still be excluded. At the
simplest level, all Gaussians centered at the same location will result in predictors that
are correlated with each other. More troubling is that not all such correlated fields will
truly be “irrelevant,” or even incorrect, since “relevant” is ambiguous in this case. The
diagonal-covariance Gaussians comprising candidate fields, by definition, are themselves
linear sums of univariate Gaussians, which also serve as candidate fields. Therefore, a
model that assigns appropriate non-zero linear weights to the 3 component fields of a truly
“relevant” 3-dimensional field is equivalent to one that assigns non-zero weight only to
the aggregate field; however, since we are seeking the most parsimonious model, we wish
to only include the most informative field in our model.

Therefore, one major limitation of this approach is that prediction performance is be-
ing optimized by the model, but ideally we are seeking to optimize prediction, reliability,
and parsimony simultaneously, and should ideally incorporate all of these constraints
into our modeling procedure. One reason Gaussian filters may not provide a predictive
advantage over other forms of “smoothing” is that, as shown in Chapter 3, prediction per-
formance is affected very little by a small amount of smoothing, since blindly smoothed
models still predict quite well. The smoothing parameters therefore are likely close to
optimal, with little room for improvement in prediction due to more precise parameter
tuning. In addition, the lack of impact from smoothing indicates that prediction perfor-
mance from these models is not highly sensitive to additional spatial structure. These
findings are consistent with those in Chapter 2 showing that prediction itself stayed fairly
stable across methods, while other model properties, such as reliability, fluctuated. The
small variability in prediction scores we observe also suggest that, while the filter-based
approach seeks to find optimally predicting features, prediction performance already
appears to be close to optimal. Since more “accurate” representations of the data do
not have much effect on training error, there is no need to include the more accurate
features.
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Given both the strong auto-correlation among fields centered at the same location,
and this confound of linear combinations of Gaussians, if we seek parsimony we must
impose a harsh penalty on the selection of more than one field at a given location. The
GroupX modification attempts to constrain models in exactly this way. The preliminary
results using an ad hoc implementation of this approach demonstrate some potential
for improving the selectivity and parsimony of the model, warranting further investi-
gation; however, a simpler modification might be to enforce greater sparsity directly.
We employed standard l1-regularization, but it is known that lq-regularization, when
q < 1, results in even more sparse models, and, by definition, l0 penalization would
produce the most sparse models, as it directly minimizes the number of non-zero weights.
While a tractable algorithm for solving l0-regularization does not exist, algorithms for
lq-regularization exist for many values of q < 1. Such algorithms unfortunately do not
usually provide the full regularization path, which is particularly useful in applications
such as the present one, in which interpretability is important, yet such sparsity may
eliminate some of the observed over-selection, warranting further investigation. A final
alternative approach to enforcing such sparsity might involve pre-selecting candidate
filters, perhaps by first performing an FFT on the data to determine a set of filters that
are most likely to match the data, limiting candidates to at most one field per location.
The High-Performance Computing approach made modeling from the full set of features
computationally feasible, but the modeling itself may not yet be algorithmically feasible,
perhaps justifying such a pre-selection strategy.

Ultimately, however, Gaussian filters may pose so many confounds that the Gaussian
filter-sparse modeling approach may be impractical. The sparse modeling approach
described in the present chapter was motivated in large part by the success of the Viola-
Jones [93] face detection algorithm. One difference between that application and ours
is the choice of learning algorithm (Boosting versus sparse regression), but more impor-
tantly, the spatial filters used by Viola and Jones were wavelets, rather than Gaussians.
Penny et al. [71] also explored the use of wavelet-based features. Wavelets are appeal-
ing, since they would provide a non-linear transformation of the data and, if imposing
the limitation of one field per location, would provide an orthogonal basis, eliminating
correlation among predictors. A primary advantage of the feature generating, training,
and prediction procedures we describe is that they are generic, so any spatial filter can be
tested, including wavelets. Just as in the Viola-Jones work, wavelets may be most useful
in a discriminative setting, since they reflect differences among adjacent voxels. Future
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work should investigate wavelet filters in this framework, especially for classification of
discrete mental tasks, such as determining if a subject is viewing a face or a house, or
reading a sentence versus viewing a picture.

Despite these limitations, the approach in this form does offer the advantage that,
regardless of the filter set used, spatially-based features will always encapsulate more
information than raw voxel-only features. The synthetic data results highlighted one
potential advantage for spatial features: smaller model sizes, requiring fewer training
iterations. The LARS-EN algorithm involves some operations that can be exponential in
the number of selected predictors; thus, runtime often increases exponentially as more
training iterations are performed. Smaller model sizes therefore present a major advan-
tage in speed, assuming one has the resources needed to process the large feature sets.

In addition, this approach also offers a potentially strong additional advantage still to
be explored: facilitation of model-building across subjects. Like most predictive mod-
eling techniques in the fMRI literature, this work trains models solely within subjects,
due to the high sensitivity of voxel-scale models to cross-subject differences; however,
there is considerable information to be exploited when combining information across
subjects [81]. For multi-subject applications, some degree of smoothing or morphing is
performed to reduce the inter-subject differences that exist at the scale of voxels. For
such applications, the Gaussian filters used in this work present a strong advantage, in
that they perform the necessary smoothing, and potentially do so in a way that optimizes
prediction performance. Future work should explore whether mapping data from multiple
subjects into the very high-dimensional over-complete representation and training models
in the mapped space yield models exhibiting better prediction and reliability than models
trained on individual subjects.
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Parallel LARS-EN

5.1 Introduction

Sparse regression is now routinely used to learn linear models when only a small subset
of predictors are relevant to a problem. Existing algorithms for solving sparse regression
problems generally assume that the entire dataset is stored in memory. In a number
of applications, however, the feature space can be quite large and, in many such ap-
plications, most predictors will be irrelevant, making sparse methods a natural choice.
Unfortunately, often such datasets can be too large to be stored in memory.

One of the most popular algorithms used to solve sparse regression problems is Least
Angle Regression (LARS) [24], which is appealing because in one execution it returns
the full regularization path, the solutions for incremental sparsity values. An extension
of this algorithm, LARS-EN, [103] solves Elastic Net regression, which addresses some
limitations of LARS yet reduces to LARS under one parameterization. These algorithms
were designed with single-processor execution in mind; however, in this chapter, we
describe a parallel implementation of the algorithm designed to handle datasets that
exceed memory resources, especially those in which the number of predictors is very
large and exceeds the number of available processors. The implementation utilizes a
master-slave paradigm in which the predictors of a dataset are distributed across nodes.
We use the Message Passing Interface (MPI), though any parallelization framework can
be used.
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The primary goal of this implementation is to enable training from datasets with too
many predictors to be easily stored in memory; however, we also provide timing tests
on synthetic data that demonstrate speed efficiency gains due to the parallelization. We
conclude by briefly describing two potential general applications.

5.2 Notation

5.2.1 LARS-EN

This chapter is not a specification of the LARS or LARS-EN algorithm, but rather a
summary of a parallel implementation. As such, most of the details of the implemen-
tation are in the work of Efron et al. [24], which specifies the LARS algorithm, and
Zou and Hastie [103], which describes the LARS-EN modification to LARS. This work
implements LARS-EN, but equations are take from both references, and the source is
noted.

As in the previous chapters, we suppose a dataset with N observations and M predic-
tors ([24] and [103] use slightly different notation), in which xi j denotes the ith row
and jth column of matrix X. The response y = (y1, . . . ,yN)T and the model matrix
X = (x1| . . . |xM) where x j = (x1 j, . . . ,xN j)T , j = 1, . . . ,M, in which the response has been
centered and the predictors standardized. We seek to learn linear regression coefficients
β = (β1, . . . ,βM)T .

Let P = {1, . . . ,M}. Herein, we will assume that the data X have been distributed
across a set of nodes D of size K, such that each node Dk,k = {1, . . . ,K} stores the data
for predictors Qk ⊆ P; for example, if M = 1000 and K = 10, a logical distribution will
let |Qk| = 100,k = 1, . . . ,K. In this case, node D2 will store a subset of X, specifically
{x101| . . . |x200}, and Q2 = {101, . . . ,200}. We will refer to the subset of X stored at
node k as Xk. Each node refers to its local predictors by indices {1, . . . , |Qk|}, but also
maintains the lookup vector of absolute indices Qk, which will be used to convert from
local to absolute indices as needed. For notational clarity, we will refer to the lookup
Qk(q) as Q(k,q).

Note that the algorithm for distributing predictors is application-dependent and there-
fore not pertinent to the parallelization of the learning algorithm itself; however, we will
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briefly describe example applications and corresponding example predictor distribution
schemes.

This implementation uses a Master-Slave framework [23]: one node, D0, is chosen to
be the Master node; its role is to distribute computations to the remaining nodes (Slaves),
aggregate results from the slaves, and perform centralized computations where needed.
Note that D0, in this implementation, can also serve as a slave, since the centralized
computations require results from all slaves before they can be performed. The notation
herein will assume D0 is also a slave.

λ2 refers to the Elastic Net grouping effect parameter. LARS-EN returns the same
result as LARS when λ2 = 0.0.

5.2.2 MPI

This implementation uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [60] for communication
between nodes. When describing the communication patterns between nodes, some
shorthand will be used to describe common MPI functions:

• BROAD(x) will refer to Master node D0 broadcasting information x to all nodes.

• SEND(x,k) will refer to D0 sending information x solely to slave node k.

• RETURN(k,x) will refer to node k sending information x to D0.

5.3 Algorithm

The following implementation was derived from the Sjöstrand Matlab LARS-EN imple-
mentation [84].

5.3.1 Initialization

LARS-EN is an iterative algorithm, which essentially builds up a set of “active” (non-
zero weighted) predictors in the model and their corresponding weights βA , where, at any
given iteration, A is the set of indices corresponding to the active predictors, which are
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those covariates with the greatest absolute current correlations with the residual vector.
Increasing this set of active predictors essentially corresponds to decreasing the λ1 Lasso
sparsity penalty. On the first iteration, A is the empty set.

As will be seen, each node must also maintain a list of its own active predictors, i.e.,
the subset Ak ⊆ {1, . . . , |Qk|} s.t. Q(k,a) ∈ A ,∀a ∈ Ak. Only one copy of y is needed,
so it will be stored on D0, The vector µ̂ ∈ RN stores the prediction vector at the current
iteration ([24, Eq. 1.2]). It is initialized to all zeros. The coefficient vector β ∈ RM is
initialized to all zeros.

5.3.2 Cholesky Factorization Design Choice

In LARS-EN, X is theoretically substituted with X∗, an augmented dataset with N +
M observations and M predictors, which we will describe further. The matrix X∗A ∈
RN+M×M is stored and the temporary result GA = X∗TA X∗A is inverted. As Zou and
Hastie [103] describe, however, the sparsity of X∗ can be exploited so that the full X∗ (and
X∗A ) never actually need to be computed or stored. This inversion step in particular can
be accomplished by maintaining the Cholesky Factorization [39] R of GA (a real-valued
triangular matrix) and updating or downdating as predictors are added to or removed from
A , respectively. Zou and Hastie note that, while a slight modification to the factorization
is required for LARS-EN, the standard procedure detailed by Golub and Van Loan [39]
can still be followed.

Regardless of the specific algorithm, the matrix XA is needed to compute the factoriza-
tion. In a single-processor implementation, XA is easily obtained; however, recall that,
in our implementation, X is distributed across all nodes. Thus, to obtain XA , columns
corresponding to A need to be pulled from their assigned nodes, GA must be computed,
and R must be updated or downdated. There are at least two ways of implementing these
steps in a distributed environment:

1. Make use of parallelism by distributing the Cholesky update and downdate steps,
such that each node k performs calculations only for the sub-matrix XkA ∈ Xk,
consisting of the concatenation of those columns of Xk corresponding to active
predictors, and sends the intermediate results to D0, which completes the steps and
stores them in R.
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2. Maintain a copy of XA on D0 by having the appropriate node send D0 the data
vector x j as j is added to A . Have D0 perform the updates and downdates just as
would be done on a single processor.

The advantages of the first approach are:

1. Not as much data is duplicated between D0 and the other nodes, freeing space on
D0.

2. There is no need for the potentially time-consuming task of sending the full data
vector x j from a slave to D0 on each iteration.

3. There are many parallel implementations of Cholesky Factorization described in
the literature that could potentially be modified for use in this setting, in which
the data are distributed, for example [41]. We have observed in practice that this
factorization begins to dominate running time as the algorithm is run for more
iterations and |A | thus increases, so parallelizing parts of the computation might
dramatically impact performance.

The second approach, however, is simpler and exploits the fact that computation of
R requires both XA and the new column x j to be inserted. The centralized Cholesky
Factorization can exploit this natural sub-division by having D0 maintain XA and receive
only the new x j on each iteration. In addition, Eq. (5.10) shows that XA will also be
required on a subsequent step, which, as we will see, is most naturally performed on D0,
thus also requiring access to XA on D0.

In addition, the performance benefits of the first approach are not necessarily observed
in practice. To test the first approach, a simple, non-optimized formulation for the
distributed data in this setting was developed and implemented from scratch; however,
even one update or downdate step in this implementation required multiple iterations of
communication between a slave and the master, including the sending of large vectors of
data. Furthermore, D0 still needed to perform many centralized operations that resulted
in bottlenecks. As such, the increases in time efficiency achieved through parallelization
and not sending x j were offset by the increased communication overhead; however, it is
certainly possible that with a more efficient implementation, the communication overhead
could be drastically reduced.
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Exploration of the impact of parallelization of the Cholesky Factorization on this
implementation could consume an entire paper. For simplicity, we describe the second,
centralized, approach to computing this factorization. We will omit the specification
of the Cholesky updates and downdates, since many implementations exist, which are
well-described in the literature. Other than the update and downdate procedures, the two
approaches are identical except where noted.

The Cholesky Factorization R is initialized to the 1×1 matrix 0.

5.3.3 Each Iteration: Overview

The LARS algorithm is an iterative piecewise coefficient update algorithm. Each iteration
consists of a series of updates, defined by Efron et al. in [24], that are actually quite
straightforward. We list them here in full so the motivation for certain design decisions
can be established in advance, but we will elaborate on the updates as the implementation
is discussed.

1. Compute the correlation of each predictor with the residual:

ĉ = XT (y− µ̂A) (5.1)

2. Determine the maximally correlated predictor:

ĵ = argmax
j
{|ĉ j|}, j 6∈ A (5.2)

3. Determine the correlation with the residual of the maximally correlated predictor:

Ĉ = ĉ ĵ (5.3)

4. Add the maximally correlated predictor to the “active set:” 1

A = A ∪ ĵ (5.4)
1Note that Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4) are essentially subsumed into one step in ([24, Eq. 2.9]), since

the premise of LARS is that A automatically consists of those predictors that are (equally) maximally
correlated with the current residual. For logistical reasons, however, we will maintain a data structure for
A to which we add and, when necessary, remove predictors.
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5. Determine the signs of the correlations of the predictors with the residual

s j = sign
(
ĉ j
)
, j ∈ A (5.5)

6. Add the data column for the maximally correlated predictor to the dataset of active
predictors:

XA =
(
. . .s jx j . . .

)
, j ∈ A (5.6)

7. Compute the covariance matrix of the dataset of active predictors:

GA = XA
T XA (5.7)

8. Compute the equiangular vector, the unit vector making equal angles with the
dataset of active predictors:

AA =
(
1T

AGA
−11A

)−1/2
(5.8)

where 1A is a vector of 1’s of length equaling |A |, the size of A .

wA = AAGA
−11A (5.9)

uA = XAwA (5.10)

9. Compute the correlation of the predictors with the equiangular vector

a = XT uA (5.11)

10. Determine the magnitude of coefficient update required to make a new predictor
equally correlated with the residual 2:

γ̂ = min
j 6∈A

+

{
Ĉ− ĉ j

AA −a j
,

Ĉ + ĉ j

AA +a j

}
(5.12)

2Note that our definition again differs slightly from that of Efron et al., specifically ([24, Eq. 2.13]),
due to our maintenance of a data structure for A . The minimizing ĵ in this case will be the predictor from
among the inactive predictors that will be added to the active set in the next iteration. The original equation
assumes ĵ is already in A .
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where min+ indicates the minimum is taken over only positive components within
each choice of j.

11. Update the residual:
µ̂A = µ̂A + γ̂uA (5.13)

12. Update the coefficients:
βA = βA + γ̂wT

A (5.14)

5.3.4 Each Iteration: Elastic Net Modifications

Zou and Hastie [103] discuss how LARS is easily modified to perform Elastic Net regres-
sion, by substituting the X with an augmented matrix X∗ and y with an augmented vector
y∗. X∗ is of size (N +M)×M and y∗ is of size (N +M)×1. The augmented matrices are
defined as follows:

X∗ =
1√

1+λ2

(
X√
λ2I

)
(5.15)

y∗ =
(

y
0

)
(5.16)

However, creation of these full augmented matrices is not required. The properties of
these augmented matrices allow the LARS steps to be computed nearly identically, with
just a few modifications, two of which we describe as follows. We indicate the modified
variables with an asterisk. First, Eq. (5.10) is modified:

uA
∗ = XA

∗wA (5.17)

=
1√

1+λ2

(
XA√
λ2I

)
wA (5.18)

=
1√

1+λ2

(
uA√
λ2wA

)
(5.19)

As will be evident in the next modification, this full vector uA
∗ is not required either.

Instead we will define:
˜uA∗ =

1√
1+λ2

uA . (5.20)
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Eq. (5.11) is now modified as follows:

a∗ = X∗T uA
∗ (5.21)

=
(

X√
λ2I

)T 1√
1+λ2

1√
1+λ2

(
uA√
λ2wA

)
(5.22)

=
(

1
1+λ2

)(
XT uA +λ2wA

)
(5.23)

=
(

1√
1+λ2

)(
XT ˜uA∗

)
+
(

λ2

1+λ2

)
wA (5.24)

We will follow the LARS steps with the above LARS-EN modifications, making adjust-
ments for our distributed implementation, but for simplicity, we will not use the asterisk.
uA will refer to ˜uA∗ and a will refer to a∗.

5.3.5 Each Iteration: Update Active Set

The first steps, essentially summarized in ([24, Eq. 2.9]), are to calculate the current
residual from µ̂, determine the predictor ĵ, over all predictors j ∈ P, that is maximally
correlated with the current residual, add ĵ to A , and store the correlation ĉ ĵ as Ĉ.

The residual y− µ̂A can be easily computed by D0, which stores the target vector y.
Let z store this residual:

z = y− µ̂A (5.25)

ĉ, however, results from a matrix vector operation involving X that uses the entire set of
predictors, which are distributed across nodes. Fortunately, this operation factorizes, so
the step can be easily distributed by having each node k compute a partial result ĉk for
only its nodes. To do so, D0 must first provide z to the slave nodes:

BROAD(z) (5.26)

Then, for each node k:
ĉk = XT

k z. (5.27)
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Since the step in Eq. (5.2) is the last time the full vector ĉ is used during the iteration, it
suffices for each node k to compute its own ĵ and Ĉ over its predictors q∈Qk,q 6∈ Ak, and
send the results to D0. Given that we iterate here over q predictors, rather than the full
M, we will call the local maximally correlated predictor q̂k. Each node computes these
values and sends Ĉk to D0.

For each node k:

q̂k = argmax
q
{|ĉq|} (5.28)

Ĉk = ĉkq̂k (5.29)

RETURN
(
k,Ĉk

)
(5.30)

D0 will then compute the overall maximum correlation Ĉ0 over all correlations Ĉk. D0

also needs to obtain the corresponding index ĵ, requiring the absolute index from the node
k̂ that stores ĵ. D0 will determine and notify k̂, which will then send Q

(
k̂, q̂k̂

)
back to D0

to be stored as ĵ.

k̂ = argmax
k
{Ĉk} (5.31)

Ĉ0 = Ĉk̂ (5.32)

SEND
(
1, k̂
)

(5.33)

RETURN
(
k̂,Q

(
k̂, q̂k̂

))
(5.34)

D0 will then add ĵ to A :

ĵ = Q
(
k̂, q̂k̂

)
(5.35)

A = A ∪ ĵ (5.36)

k̂ must also update its local list Ak̂:

Ak̂ = Ak̂∪ q̂k̂ (5.37)
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5.3.6 Each Iteration: Cholesky Factorization

We discuss here the steps needed to compute GA , which requires XA . As mentioned
above, in the LARS-EN framework:

GA = X∗TA X∗A . (5.38)

For LARS-EN, this matrix would be of size (N + M)× (N + M), and, in subsequent
steps, would need to be inverted, requiring significant computation; however Zou and
Hastie [103] note that:

GA =
1

1+λ2

(
XA

T XA +λ2I
)
. (5.39)

thus requiring storage only of XA rather than the full X∗A (our other LARS-EN modifica-
tions will achieve the scaling).

Furthermore, we can also avoid storing the large square matrix GA in Eq. (5.38), and
computing its inverse, by instead storing its Cholesky Factorization. Specifically, from
the definition of Cholesky Factorization [39]:

XA
T XA = RRT . (5.40)

The Cholesky Factorization R of GA can be computed by updating the factorization
matrix on each iteration as new predictors are added (or downdating when predictors are
removed). To update R, D0 needs matrix XA and vector x ĵ. Therefore, k̂ will send data
vector x ĵ to D0, which will then add it as a new column in XA :

RETURN
(

k̂,x ĵ

)
(5.41)

D0 performs:
XA = XA ∪x ĵ (5.42)

A Cholesky update is then performed on R using XA . Note that the signs in Eqs. (5.5)
and (5.6) can be temporarily ignored when factorizing, and reincorporated in a subsequent
step, which we will note. The details of the Cholesky Factorization are not trivial, yet are
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beyond the scope of this chapter; however they are well-described in the literature. Any
implementation will suffice, but minor additional scaling terms are needed for LARS-EN.

5.3.7 Each Iteration: Signs of the Correlations

Eq. (5.5) and subsequent updates require the signs sA of the correlations ĉA . As Efron et
al. explain, these signs can change from iteration to iteration, which, in fact, differentiates
the Lasso solution from stepwise linear regression. Thus, these signs must be recomputed
on each iteration. Since each node k computed its own ĉk in Eq. (5.1), each node can and
must on each iteration re-compute the signs for its active predictors Ak as follows:

For each node k:
s̃k = sign(ĉAk) . (5.43)

Each slave node now has its own local signs computed, but ultimately D0 must obtain
the full vector sA . Depending on the implementation, however, aggregating these signs
into the full vector may not be trivial. In our implementation, A is stored on D0, and
A1...A indicate the absolute indices of X1...A, where A = |A |. Each slave k, meanwhile,
maintains its own local indices Ak and the lookup table Qk. This implementation reflects
a particular trade-off among computation time and storage on the master and slave nodes.
The slaves must send their signs s̃k to D0, but, depending on implementation details, the
order in which they arrive may be completely different than the order in A . Therefore,
the signs received by D0 must be re-ordered. To do so, we have each node k first send
the vector of signs, and then send the absolute indices of the signs, and have D0 sort the
signs to match A . The steps are as follows:

For each node k:

RETURN (k, s̃k) (5.44)

QAk = Q(k,Ak) (5.45)

RETURN (k,QAk) (5.46)

D0 then:

1. Aggregates vectors s̃k into sA.

2. Aggregates vectors QAk into concatenated vector Ã.
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3. Sort Ã s.t. Ã = A and save the vector indices used to produce the sorted vector as
IND.

4. Let s(A) = sA(IND).

5.3.8 Each Iteration: Coefficient Updates

At this point, D0 can compute GA
−1 from Eq. (5.7), using R. We compute GA

−1,
taking into account the signs in Eq. (5.6) that we omitted when computing the Cholesky
Factorization. Keep in mind that XA

T XA = RRT , while Eq. (5.7) requires the signs s, so
s needs to be re-incorporated:

GA
−1 = R−1 ((RT )−1s

)
. (5.47)

AA can now be computed by slightly modifying Eq. (5.8) to incorporate the signs. wA

can be computed exactly as in Eq. (5.9):

AA =
(
1T

AGA
−1s
)−1/2

(5.48)

wA = AAGA
−11A (5.49)

At this point, we must compute ˜uA∗ and a∗ as indicated in Eqs. (5.19), (5.20), and (5.24).
Note again that for simplicity of notation, we will refer to the LARS-EN modified vari-
ables by the original LARS names of uA and a despite their modified calculation.

This section requires computation of several intermediate variables and we are faced
with several choices regarding whether to centralize or distribute their computation. Our
choice requires us to look ahead to Eq. (5.13). Since µ̂ is of size N× 1 and thus does
not factorize by predictors, and since its computation requires γ̂, which is based on a
maximum over all predictors, D0 should compute µ̂. This computation requires uA , so
D0 must either compute or receive uA . Likewise, however, computation of a also requires
uA . Computing a necessitates computing the inner product of the full distributed vector
XT with uA . Fortunately, like Eq. (5.27), this computation factorizes over predictors and
thus can be distributed; however, each slave therefore also requires access to uA , which
Eq. (5.19) shows requires XA . Therefore, there are two choices: compute uA on D0
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and broadcast the N × 1 vector to each node, or have each node compute a partial uA

using a partial matrix XkA , and send each result back to D0, which will sum the partial
vectors into the final uA . Both scenarios require similar amounts of communication and
computation. The latter approach would be necessary if the Cholesky Factorization is
distributed, and thus a centralized XA never computed. However, since in our approach
XA is stored but XkA are not, the centralized uA computation is justified.

Regardless of how uA is computed, computation of the vector a must be distributed,
which, from Eq. (5.24), requires each node to receive a copy of wA , which is a vector
of size |A |× 1. Fortunately, however, the computation in Eq. (5.24) factorizes, so each
node k needs access only to a vector ω that stores the subset of wA corresponding to
the active predictors in QAk . Thus, each node will receive a vector of size |QAk | × 1
and ∑k |QAk| ≤ A . Each node computes its subset of a. These partial results could
be sent back to D0 to compute γ̂; however, the next step, which is the only step that
makes use of a, is Eq. (5.12). In addition to the scalars Ĉ and AA , it requires the full
vector of correlations ĉ. Recall from Eq. (5.31) that this vector is also stored only in a
distributed form. Eq. (5.12) involves computing a minimum over all (inactive) predictors,
and thus factorizes over predictors. Each node, therefore, has access to ak and ĉk, which
are needed to compute the “score” for its predictors, while D0 does not, so it is natural
that computation of Eq. (5.12) be distributed across nodes, achieving perhaps a slight
speedup in computation as well. Therefore, in addition to sending wA to each node, we
must also send Ĉ and AA , which are both scalars, adding a small amount of computational
overhead. The return data, however, is only the partial minimum γ̂k, which is also a scalar.
Since k� M, the total amount of data to be sent to D0 is much less than if each node
were to send back its full vector a to D0.

We summarize the procedure as follows. First, D0 computes uA as in Eq. (5.17). Then
D0 broadcasts, Ĉ, AA , and uA and sends each node k with active predictors the subset ω

of wA corresponding to the active predictors in k:
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BROAD
(
Ĉ
)

(5.50)

BROAD(AA) (5.51)

BROAD(uA) (5.52)

(5.53)

For each node k where |QAk|> 0:

ωk = wA( j), j ∈QAk (5.54)

SEND(ωk,k) (5.55)

Each node now computes a for its data subset based on Eq. (5.21), along with its partial
minimum γ̂k, computed as in Eq. (5.12). For each node k:

a =
(

1√
1+λ2

)(
XT

k uA
)
+
(

λ2

1+λ2

)
ωk (5.56)

γ̂k =
+

min
j 6∈QAk

{
Ĉ− ˆck, j

AA −ak( j)
,

Ĉ + ˆck, j

AA +ak( j)

}
(5.57)

where, as in ([24, Eq. 2.13]), “min+” indicates a minimum over only positive elements.
Each node now sends its γ̂k to D0. For each node k:

RETURN (k, γ̂k) (5.58)

Now, D0 can determine the overall minimum γ̂; however, for reasons that will become
clear in the next section, we will store the result in temporary variable γ̃:

γ̃ = min
k

γ̂k (5.59)

5.3.9 Each Iteration: Dropping Predictors

As Efron et al. describe, to use LARS to solve for the Lasso (or LARS-EN for Elastic
Net), one modification is needed. ([24, Eq. 3.1]) states the sign of a new β estimate
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for a predictor must match the sign of its correlation with the residual. To enforce this
constraint, ([24, Eq. 3.5]) states that the new estimate γ̃ must be less than the existing
estimate γ̂. If this condition is not met, the Lasso modification must be made, which
requires that the predictor added during the current iteration be removed from the active
set and µ̂ not be updated. Thus, in our distributed implementation, if the Lasso condition
does not hold, we must update both A and Ak̂, the latter of which requires notification of
node k̂, which can be accomplished by sending a yes or no signal:

(γ̃ < γ̂)→ A = A− ĵ (5.60)

SIG = 0;(γ̃ < γ̂)→ SIG =−1 (5.61)

SEND
(
SIG, k̂

)
(5.62)

where→ denotes conditional execution. At node k̂:

(SIG ==−1)→ Ak̂ = Ak̂− ĵ (5.63)

where == denotes equality evaluation. In addition, the Cholesky Factorization R must
be downdated. We omit the details of this non-trivial but standard procedure.

Finally, if the Lasso condition was not met, we can update the vector of coefficients β

and γ̂:

(γ̃≥ γ̂)→ βA = βA + γ̂wT
A (5.64)

(γ̃≥ γ̂)→ γ̂ = γ̃ (5.65)

5.3.10 After M Iterations

Per ([24, Eq. 2.21]), if the algorithm is run for M iterations, such that all M predictors are
in A , the least-squares solution is chosen:

γ̂ =
Ĉ

AA
(5.66)
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5.3.11 Values Returned

D0 will return β, which may also be stored as a sparse vector βA , by also returning A as
the set of associated indices. If the full regularization path is desired, copies of β and A
should be stored at each iteration.

5.4 Timing Tests: Synthetic Data

5.4.1 Timing Tests: Introduction

Rather than computational speed-up, the primary purpose of this distributed implementa-
tion is to enable use of LARS-EN when the number of predictors is so large that the entire
dataset cannot be stored in memory. Still, ideally the parallel implementation would
also scale well, so that, as more predictors are added, the running time would remain
manageable. Ideally, in fact, the running time would be within some constant factor of
the time needed to process a proportionally smaller dataset on one node. Within the High-
Performance Computing literature, the goal in such cases is good weak scaling [70], in
which the problem size, M in our case, grows as the number of nodes D increases, with
the sub-problem size on each node, Qk in our case, remaining fixed as the problem size
increases. An optimally efficient algorithm exhibits the same running time as the problem
size increases, making it a useful measure of whether scaling larger problem sizes offsets
the benefits of increased memory resources.

While weak scaling is arguably our goal, the second type of scaling often considered
is strong scaling, in which the overall problem size is fixed, but the number of processors
is increased, such that the sub-problem on each node becomes smaller. Strong scaling is
often the desired goal for systems in which running time can be significantly increased
through parallelism; the goal is to decrease the sub-problem size while keeping commu-
nication and related overhead minimal. Generally, according to Amdahl’s Law [4], there
is a limit at which communication overhead and code that must be run serially begin
to dominate, and speedup gains diminish. It is generally more difficult to achieve good
strong scaling than good weak scaling.
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We find that our algorithm achieves good weak scaling, and decent strong scaling, up
to a limit as expected, on a small toy dataset, suggesting it is useful both for the intended
goal of increasing the feasible problem size, and potentially useful for achieving speedup
through parallelization.

These results also underscore another key aspect of LARS-EN. LARS-EN is an itera-
tive algorithm, in which the number of non-zero voxels generally grows with the number
of iterations. The main benefit of this approach is that the model at each iteration can
be evaluated using a cross-validation procedure to determine the appropriate level of
sparsity. Theoretically, it would seem ideal to simply run the algorithm until all predictors
are active, so all possible solutions can be considered when cross-validating. In practice,
however, the running time increases significantly (likely approximately exponentially by
observation) as the number of iterations increases, for two reasons:

1. The Cholesky Factorization running time is dependent on the size of R, which is in
turn dependent on the number of active predictors.

2. As the number of active predictors begins to far exceed some un-defined “optimal,”
the Lasso condition is met more often, resulting in frequent predictor dropping, and
therefore high instability, requiring a much greater number of iterations to achieve
the same number of non-zero coefficients.

Recall that LARS-EN can be used to find Elastic Net solutions, as well as the Lasso
solution, when λ2 = 0.0. We have observed that the second above phenomenon tends
to be an issue mainly when solving for a Lasso solution on data with many correlated
predictors, since the optimal solution will often have very few non-zero coefficients.
Setting the target maximal number of active predictors much higher than the optimal
number can significantly increase the required number of training iterations. In our timing
tests, we perform runs solving for both Lasso and Elastic Net, and the results show that
such an increase in the number of required iterations becomes the dominant factor in the
increased running time.
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5.4.2 Timing Tests: Methods

Data

The data were generated to have two characteristics for which Elastic Net was designed to
be beneficial: M� N and many predictors that are associated with the target variable yet
correlated. Specifically, N = 1000, M = 32,000 and there were 500 pairs of correlated,
relevant predictors. The generating procedure was the following:

1. Generate 500 normally-distributed time series τ of size 1000×1 with mean 0 and
standard deviation 1.

2. Generate target variable y as a linear sum of τ and add to it Gaussian noise with
mean 0 and standard deviation .01.

3. Create 1000 predictor time-series from 2 copies of τ and add Gaussian noise of
mean 0 and standard deviation .01 to each

4. Generate 30,000 additional normally-distributed predictor time-series with mean 0
and standard deviation 1.

Therefore, 1000 of the 32,000 predictors are relevant and consist of 500 correlated
pairs.

Testing

The algorithm was tested on these data by running on the IBM Blue Gene/L System with
512 MB per 700 Mhz node. Four testing parameters were varied:

1. Weak or strong scaling

2. Number of processors (D): 1,2,4,8,16,32

3. λ2 = {0.0,2.0} (Lasso or Elastic Net (EN), respectively)

4. Maximal active set size = {500,1000}

For the maximal active set size, the algorithm was run until the number of active pre-
dictors |A | reached the target (500 or 1000). The number of iterations is thus proportional
to this value, although, as we will see, not exactly the same.
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Note that this data generation scheme may slightly confound the results, since the dis-
tribution of relevant predictors is not random, although the computation/communication
trade-offs may provide balance.

Weak Scaling

For weak scaling, the objective is to increase M along with the number of processors.
Thus, for the single processor case, a subset of the data was used for training, consisting
only of the 1000 predictors that are correlated with the target variable. As more processors
were added, subsets of the remaining (irrelevant) predictors were added while keeping the
sub-problem size Qk fixed as follows:

1. 1 processor: M = 1000 relevant predictors

2. 2 processors: M = 2000 (1000 irrelevant predictors)

3. 4 processors: M = 4000 (3000 irrelevant predictors)

4. 8 processors: M = 8000 (7000 irrelevant predictors)

5. 16 processors: M = 16,000 (15,000 irrelevant predictors)

6. 32 processors: M = 32,000 (31,000 irrelevant predictors)

Strong Scaling

For strong scaling, M is fixed at the full set of 32,000 predictors, but the predictors
are distributed evenly across the nodes. Thus, when the number of nodes D = 1, one
processor will be “assigned” all 32,000 predictors, whereas when D = 32, each node has
only 1000 of the predictors; thus that case is identical to the D = 32 case for weak scaling.
Regardless of the number of processors, the strong scaling problem is always the same,
and thus the solutions and the number of required iterations will always be the same.

The runtime was measured as the wallclock time to complete one run of the LARS-EN
algorithm, from initialization to return of the full regularization path given the maximal
active set size. Only one run was performed for each set of running parameters.
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5.4.3 Timing Tests: Results

Figure 5.1 shows how the runtime varies as the number of processors increases for weak
scaling. Immediately evident is the difference in trends between Lasso trained until the
active set size is 1000 and the other results. As Figure 5.1(b) shows, timing for EN, or
for Lasso trained up to 500 active predictors, stays constant as the problem set size is
increased except for minor fluctuations that would likely wash out with repeated runs.
This is the desired weak scaling result, since the goal is to be able to increase the problem
size without significantly impacting runtime. Clearly, however, Figure 5.1(a) shows that
Lasso with 1000 active predictors behaves differently; in fact, the runtime is actually
highest for the smallest problem size. For weak scaling, though, recall that the problem
itself changes as the number of processors changes. While the target maximal set size
remains fixed at 500 or 1000, the number of iterations required to achieve that set size
may vary dramatically depending on the predictors. Figure 5.1(c), which plots number of
iterations rather than runtime, demonstrates that, in fact, the observed behavior is almost
entirely explained by the number of required iterations. The number of iterations is
the dominant factor in runtime; controlling for the number of iterations, the algorithm
essentially scales perfectly, within the range of parameters considered, as the problem
size is increased.

The observed number of iterations is itself somewhat counter-intuitive, since it is
highest when the problem size is smallest, and is only observed for Lasso, for the higher
target active set size. The reason, however, becomes more clear when considering the
structure of the data. Recall that there are 500 pairs of relevant but correlated predictors.
For both Lasso and Elastic Net, we would expect the learned model to incorporate 500
of these 1000 predictors; indeed, the number of iterations when the active set size is
500 is approximately 500. When the target active set is 1000, however, the behavior
between the algorithms will differ. Elastic Net is still likely to incorporate all 1000
relevant predictors, even though the additional 500 predictors are correlated with the
predictors already included. Indeed, the number of iterations for Elastic Net with a target
active set size of 1000 is approximately 1000. Lasso, however, will avoid including the
additional 500 predictors that are correlated with predictors already in the model. The
observed behavior is that Lasso will “struggle” to find a model of that size, and will
become unstable, adding and dropping predictors until the final model size is achieved.
Interestingly, the behavior is even more pronounced when only the 1000 predictors are
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Figure 5.1: Weak scaling results illustrate distribution with manageable overhead, with
the number of iterations being the dominant runtime factor. Processors always store 1000
predictors. (a) Number of processors versus wallclock running time, by maximal active
set size and Lasso/EN. (b) Same graph as (a) but only for Lasso with active set size of
500, or EN. (c) Number of processors versus number of iterations, by maximal active set
size and Lasso/EN.

included in the training set. The reason is that, most likely, when the other up to 31,000
predictors are included, the algorithm finds some predictors that are spuriously correlated
with the test signal, which it incorporates. With the smaller training set size, however,
the algorithm is forced to try to include only correlated predictors, which it tries to
avoid, creating even more instability. These results therefore also reveal properties of
the algorithm itself, independent of the parallel implementation.

For strong scaling, the problem size remains fixed, in this case on the full M = 32,000
case; thus, the number of iterations for the 1000 active predictor Lasso run is relatively
small. Figure 5.2 shows that strong scaling is close to optimal when the maximal active
set size, and hence number of required iterations, is smaller, regardless of whether the
target solution is Lasso or Elastic Net. As the number of processors doubles, the running
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time is approximately halved, even up to 32 processors (Qk = 1000). When the algorithm
is run for Elastic Net until a larger active set size is achieved, the running time for
each sub-division increases by an approximately constant factor until overhead begins
appearing around 32 processors. When the algorithm is trained to a larger Elastic Net
active set size, the running time increases by a linear factor, consistent with a fixed linear
increase in the time to compute the Cholesky Factorization, along with other factors that
scale with the size of the active set. The performance for Lasso with a larger active
set size, however, illustrates both of the observed LARS-EN phenomena. First, again,
the number of required iterations overall is greater for Lasso than for Elastic Net run
up to the same active set size, leading to an observed linear factor increase compared
to Elastic Net, for most values of D. As the number of processors approaches 32,
however, overhead begins to mount and the optimal speedup is no longer achieved.
Since the number of iterations is fixed, these results suggest that there is communication
overhead limiting efficiency, which becomes more evident for problem sizes requiring
more training iterations. Thus, experiments using larger maximal active set sizes for
all methods might exhibit greater diminishing returns as the number of processors is
increased; this limit imposed by overhead is expected though. In general, algorithms
becomes less useful as the problem size per node becomes small relative to the number
of processes.
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Figure 5.2: Strong Scaling results illustrate potential for speedup through parallelization.
Total number of predictors is always 32,000. (a) Number of processors versus wallclock
running time, by maximal active set size and Lasso/EN; (b) same graph as in (a) but with
number of processors and runtime displayed in log2 scale.
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5.5 Example Applications

In an increasing number of applications, especially those involving scientific data, the
data contain a tremendously large set of predictors. Furthermore, modelers are increas-
ingly finding that “raw” features and linear models do not suffice. One of the first
approaches in such cases is to transform the features before building a linear model, which
may “blow up” the feature space even further. In such cases, a distributed algorithm like
LARS-EN may become essential. Two example scenarios are listed below, but countless
other possibilities exist.

1. The relationship between predictors, which may be heterogeneous, and a target
variable is known to be non-linear, but, perhaps for computational reasons, a linear
model is desired. The original dataset might be augmented with predictors captur-
ing interactions between predictors.

2. The raw data are known to reflect some true process that has been altered by
a process or through the measurement method itself; for instance, the raw data
correspond to an image in which a spatial point process has been convolved with a
Gaussian filter, and measured at uniform, discrete intervals. If the parameterization
of the spatial process is unknown, the true, predictive “features” might be recovered
by convolving the raw image with a large set of candidate spatial filters. This
framework was explored in Chapter 4, which highlighted the utility of Parallel
LARS-EN in an applied setting such as fMRI analysis.
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Conclusion

6.1 A Summarizing Haiku

brain scan mind readers
capture the spatial structure
more robust models

6.2 Overview

Befitting its title, this work has explored predictive fMRI modeling with special fo-
cus on three related issues: sparsity, spatial structure, and reliability. To some extent,
sparsity and spatial structure together constitute the issue of data representation. In
this conclusion, we provide a high-level review of the findings in the general areas of
data representation and reliability, along with suggestions for future work beyond those
discussed in the preceding chapters. Finally, we take a broad look at the field of predictive
fMRI modeling and speculate on future directions.
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6.3 Data Representation

In our modeling, we are seeking the most parsimonious well-predicting model. A key
prerequisite to model parsimony is to represent the fMRI data in such a way that the
true structure of the brain activity signal is captured in the simplest form. In this work,
we have emphasized the spatial structure of response. All of the methods discussed
have converged on a spatial structure of the data characterized by distributed patterns of
localized activity. It is well known that neural activity undergoes biological, physical, and
computational transformations before being represented as voxel time-courses. Intuition
alone suggests that, if we know that such transformation exists, we should attempt to
incorporate any knowledge about the transformation into our model.

One approach that we used to address this spatial structure was to employ a domain-
independent sparse modeling algorithm, Elastic Net, that addresses an observable aspect
of the transformation, the auto-correlation among voxels. Elastic Net is in fact just one
of seemingly countless Lasso variants that have emerged in recent years. As mentioned
in Chapter 4, Group Lasso [100] takes a more direct approach to smoothing weights
across clusters of predictors by accepting pre-defined groups of predictors as input and
assigning the same, or similar, weight to all group members. A key difference between
Elastic Net and Group Lasso is that in the Group Lasso, the clusters are hard and pre-
defined. Both algorithms can be useful for modeling fMRI data, but the algorithm choice
depends on the modeling assumptions. Our primary use of the algorithm is to capture
the local spatial structure, which we know varies across subjects, tasks, and regions, but
the parameterization of which we do not know. Therefore, clusters are likely to overlap
and are not known in advance, both limiting the applicability of Group Lasso; however,
if the clustering properties we sought were functional, perhaps among larger regions of
related activity, the Group Lasso could be more applicable. For instance, some models
built solely from Regions of Interest (ROIs) or more localized Brodmann functional areas
have been shown to be useful for predicting mental states or subject groups [53]. Usually,
such approaches involve averaging activity over all voxels in a region, but Group Lasso
allows one to specify to the model which voxels are part of an ROI, while still learning
from the full set of raw voxel time courses.

Regardless of the learning algorithm employed, it is clear that voxels themselves are
arbitrary and therefore not the ideal features to be using. When domain knowledge about
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“true” features is available, it is generally desirable to model within the space of the
actual features. The filter-based approach attempts to do just that. Like Elastic Net, the
filter-based approach allows spatial “groups” to overlap, and, ultimately, voxels in the
resulting maps to have different weights even from neighboring voxels that are part of the
same group; however, the filter-based approach also captures the grouping nature of the
predictors by returning information about how voxels group together, specifically where
clusters are centered and how large they are.

Even the approach of transforming the feature set spatially and building a sparse model
is only one of countless approaches that can be used to address the spatial structure
of the data in the model building, while ideally revealing insight into the nature of the
spatial properties themselves. An approach that could build off the popular technique of
employing spatial regularization is to incorporate spatial regularization into a Supervised

Dimensionality Reduction approach [78, 72] which would learn predictive components
so that the components are spatially localized. More closely related to the filter-based
approach, rather than pre-computing a large feature set in which to build models, one
might “grow” spatial features as part of the modeling. Our work in [13] is a preliminary
exploration of such an approach.

Alternatively, another approach involves representing the data completely differently;
instead of building a model in the space of spatial components, the model is built in the
space of spatial coordinates. When we use Gaussian features in the filter-based approach,
we are seeking to find Gaussian “blobs” in space that are associated with a particular task.
These blobs correspond to a spatial spread parameterized as a Gaussian with a mean at a
particular voxel, and a spread over voxels, with some variance. The distribution therefore
is really over 3D spatial coordinates, and Xu et al. [99] in fact seek to learn a graphical
model of such distributions.

An approach along these lines would be to build a mixed membership model of a
distribution of activity in space, with functional “blobs” shared across mental tasks.
If the model is viewed as a distribution over spatial coordinates, the distribution must
correspond to some set of events occurring at those locations. In this case, the events
would be abstract “units of activity” occurring at particular voxels. These “counts”
of events are of course real-valued in this domain, complicating the use of inference
procedures that count actual samples drawn from the distribution; however, in variational
inference procedures, the real-valued counts can be used directly. Variational inference
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procedures are also often more efficient for performing inference on large datasets, as
with fMRI. As a mixed membership model, the model is analogous to Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [10] models for text, in which topics are shared across documents,
with mental states corresponding to documents. The parallels with the LDA framework
can also be exploited to incorporate developments in Supervised LDA [9], so that the
learned topics are those that lead to the best prediction of real- or discrete-valued mental
tasks. Such an approach would be predictive, interpretable, and allow great flexibility for
modeling across hierarchical levels, such as subjects, experiments, or hierarchical task
structures.

The issue of data representation goes well beyond capturing spatial features though.
For instance, the field in general will likely make greater use of dynamic and non-linear
representations. The present work did not consider temporal dynamics. At the simplest
level, TRs, like voxels, are meaningless from a neuro-scientific point of view, since they
too are an artifact of the scanning parameters, rather than corresponding to anything
neurological or psychological; however, most MVPA techniques treat TRs as independent
and identically distributed. At the most fundamental level, it is well-known that there is
an adaptation effect in the BOLD response during intervals of repeated presentation of
related stimuli, especially visual stimuli [47]. For instance, in some experiments, such as
those of Haxby et al. [43], the classes of mental tasks correspond to categories of stimuli
that are presented as blocks of images over a certain span of time. Usually, there are many
TRs within one of these blocks. Single TR-based classifiers, typically used in the MVPA
community, treat each TR as an example. We have experimented with building classifiers
only on sub-blocks of TRs within each block, for instance using only the first or second
5 TRs in a block, and have observed prediction accuracy degrade as latency in the block
increases. Some effort has been made to incorporate knowledge about the adaptation
effect into GLM-based models [69], but MVPA models typically do not account for the
effect. Doing so might improve prediction or reliability.

Not only might incorporation of temporal information boost the signal-to-noise ratio of
the data, but it is very likely that meaningful, predictive patterns exist within the temporal
domain. While fMRI does have much poorer temporal resolution than other neuro-
imaging techniques, such as EEG, researchers have been able to learn some dynamic
information from the data. For instance, Hidden Process Models [48] learn a dynamic
pattern associated with latent tasks. One might imagine extending the spatial filter ap-
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proach to learn non-linear feature transformations in both space and time simultaneously,
perhaps using 4-dimensional wavelets. Temporal information can also be used to learn
a completely different representation for the data as a network of activity. Cecchi et
al. [15] represented data as a network reflecting patterns of correlation among voxels,
and were able to discriminate schizophrenic from healthy subjects using the properties of
the network. It seems quite plausible that new insights could be revealed by modeling in
the space of non-linear features representing, for instance, relationships between voxels.
The Parallel LARS-EN algorithm described herein could be used to perform searches in
the resulting large feature spaces.

6.4 Reliability

As discussed in Chapter 1, prediction performance serves as an easily quantified measure
of model validity, making it an appealing model evaluation metric; however, as discussed
in this work and previous work such as that of Strother et al. [86], prediction may fail to
tell the entire story, and another common metric, reliability, should be considered as well.
In the context of learning a model from training data, there are rough parallels between
these two metrics and bias and variance, respectively. Bias and variance are usually
viewed as antagonistic and, indeed, previous examinations of prediction and reliability
of fMRI models have generally considered the trade-offs between these metrics. Bias,
however, is viewed relative to training data, whereas prediction captures generalization
to test data; as a result, prediction and reliability are not necessarily antagonistic.

Indeed, the present work has emphasized that prediction and reliability are separate
properties that are related but can be manipulated independently. Roughly, based on best
fit trend lines, we have found that there is an overall exponential trend between the two
properties, for understandable reasons. If a model exhibits poor prediction performance
on held-out data, it is failing to capture a reliable pattern between the training and test
sets; therefore, it is unlikely that it will be similar to an identically trained model on the
other dataset, unless the model is overly simplistic. Indeed, Shalev-Shwartz et al. [83]
recently built off the work of Mukherjee et al. [63] to demonstrate that the existence of
a stable model of a problem, which exhibits a defined robustness in the face of removal
of training instances, is both a necessary and sufficient condition for the learnability, or
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existence of a consistent learning rule, for the problem. Clearly, therefore, one is unlikely
to observe poor reliability but strong prediction, assuming a sufficiently complex model.

In this work, we described two factors that were shown to improve reliability without
sacrificing prediction performance: the grouping effect of Elastic Net, and a small amount
of spatial smoothing. In both these approaches, the improvement in reliability was an
indirect consequence of a modification to the model weights; however, weights could
also be learned specifically to optimize reliability more directly. Within the optimization
community, the Robust Optimization [8] sub-discipline focuses on building models that
are more robust to data perturbations, especially outliers or deviation from modeling
assumptions. In contrast, within the statistical learning community, little attention has
been devoted to enhancing robustness, or specifically reliability across data subsets, de-
spite the vast space of potential approaches and promising utility. Recently, however,
some algorithms have been introduced, most notably Stability Selection, which applies
resampling methodology [40] with the specific goal of selecting those predictors that are
most consistently predictive across data subsets. Stability Selection [58] and similarly
motivated methods represent a logical next step in optimizing both prediction and relia-
bility.

As emphasized in this work, however, reliability is not always as straightforwardly
evaluated as prediction. The fundamental notion of similarity between brain maps is
equivocally defined and, at an even higher level, the notion of reliability itself is not
precisely defined, since its meaning is dependent on modeling goals. We focused in this
work entirely on the question of reliability across repeated runs of the same experiment by
the same subject on the same task in the same experimental session. There are, however,
numerous other data subsets over which one might expect to find and measure model
consistency, including subjects, sessions, and tasks. Slightly different approaches are
likely needed to evaluate and improve reliability in these contexts.

Another complication is the lack of consensus regarding which patterns can actually
be reliably recovered with fMRI. Inside and outside the community, there is debate over
the true correspondence between the fMRI signal and underlying neural activity. Broadly,
many experts feel the spatial and temporal resolution of fMRI limits the signal that can
be recovered. Kamitani and Tong [50] demonstrated that multivariate methods might be
capable of recovering signals beyond those assumed; however, the theoretical limits of
fMRI are still poorly understood. Further complicating the relationship between brain
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function and fMRI may be the highly redundant nature of brain information processing,
revealed especially in Chapter 2 through the modest success of random feature selection
and the importance of distributed information in models. Regardless of the data subsets
considered, if it is unknown whether there is truly a recoverable reliable signal in the
data, it can be difficult to determine whether poor reliability is due to limitations of the
modeling technique or the data itself.

Beyond these difficulties in assessing reliability lies the challenge of fMRI model
evaluation in general. The goal of this work, and the work upon which it builds, is to
produce “better” brain maps from fMRI data. The first step in building such maps must
be to precisely define characteristics brain maps should have. Prediction and reliability
are appealing metrics because they are well-established criteria for evaluating data models
in general, but, within the field, there is still great ambiguity about what makes a “good”
brain map, or even what are the general goals of brain mapping. Do we seek a starting
point for future explorations, or do we seek a comprehensive model? In some fields, such
as physics, models are precise enough that the natural system can be replicated artificially.
Do we seek to “reverse engineer” the brain? The field in general does not seem to have
converged on a set of goals and questions, and often individual researchers are unclear
about their own goals. In Section 6.5, we also discuss the need for greater input from
scientists to clarify modeling goals. Without such guidance from the field and individual
researchers, it will be impossible to determine appropriate model evaluation metrics.

6.5 Future Directions

fMRI as a technology is still relatively new, and only fairly recently have sophisticated
statistical learning techniques been applied to the data. As with any new application area,
the space of potential approaches has been vast. Much insight has been gleaned from the
initial efforts; however, we are beginning to enter a stage of further refinement that may
eventually lead to convergence on a unified paradigm for fMRI analysis. This section
proposes that the greatest progress in the field will come through efforts directed in the
following areas.
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6.5.1 Generalization and Modeling Space

Modeling specific tasks engaged in by specific subjects is useful for gaining a preliminary
sense of the broad issues involved in fMRI modeling, but ideally our models should say
something general about how the brain processes information. One immediate goal is
to build models that generalize more readily across individual subjects, requiring more
sophisticated handling of the diverse sizes and shapes of brains. More broadly, models
should also capture both similarities and differences among groups of subjects, perhaps
across demographic or cultural boundaries. Most importantly, before true progress can
be made in understanding brain function, models should generalize across mental tasks,
to mental states not observed during model training. The studies by Mitchell et al. [62]
and Kay et al. [52] mentioned in Chapter 1 accomplish such generalization, to an extent,
by seeking the underlying representation basis for information, such as object relations
or visual features.

Furthermore, just as we discussed the importance above of choosing an appropriate
representation for the fMRI data, these pioneering studies suggest that in order to build
sufficiently general models, it will be necessary to first converge on the appropriate repre-
sentation for the input space. More broadly, the field may have reached the limits of what
can be discovered through linear modeling of spatial maps, since the ideal representation
of the brain data itself will surely depend on how the brain represents information. While
these early studies suggest the promise of finding underlying “basis sets,” it is likely
that the true representation will be even more complex. The problem of finding this true
representation is akin to that of finding a “genetic code” for the brain. Just as the cracking
of the genetic code revealed a unifying paradigm for genetics research, the discovery of
the “neural code” will precipitate the most significant advances in the field, making its
discovery the “holy grail” of neuroscience.

Better understanding of the neural code underlying information processing in general
should also resolve some of the ambiguity, mentioned above, regarding the limitations of
predictive modeling. Researchers frequently observe that certain mental tasks are more
difficult to predict than others. In fact, our PBAIC results and findings of related work
suggest that the task being predicted is itself often a greater determinant of predictive per-
formance than the modeling approach taken. Should we simply assume poorly predicted
tasks to be “unmodelable” with fMRI? Such dismissiveness seems unsatisfying; ideally,
we would instead adjust our modeling strategies. Doing so, however, requires a greater
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Prediction: ’Peeking’ Versus ’No Peeking’ Optimization

 

 

Temperature: Peeking
Perception: Peeking

Temperature: No Peeking
Perception: No Peeking

Figure 6.1: Prediction performance can be over-estimated if evaluated on the same data
used for model optimization. Test correlation on the Pain Temperature and Perception
tasks by Elastic Net λ2 value, when the test set is used to optimize the number of selected
voxels (“peeking”) or when held-out optimization sets are used (“no peeking”); averaged
over all 14 subjects and 2 runs.

understanding of the basis for such differences across tasks, which implies the need for a
firmer understanding of the neural code.

6.5.2 Collaboration Between Modelers and Experimentalists

Any statistician will agree that applied statistics hinges on communication between the
domain experts and the statistical experts. In this work, some specific issues have emerged
in which greater coordination between the researchers designing the experiments and
collecting the data, and those building models from the data (often the same person),
would be beneficial. At the simplest level, such coordination can impact low-level de-
sign choices, such as having three runs in an experiment rather than two to facilitate
cross-validation. While the general prediction trends in Chapter 2 were not significantly
affected by the use of “peeking” by using only two runs, the specific numbers can often be
inflated if peeking is used. For instance, consider Figure 6.1, which shows the difference
in prediction performance for the two Pain tasks, depending on whether prediction is
evaluated on the same dataset used to select the model size.
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At the highest level, dialogue between experimentalists and modelers is necessary to
clarify the modeling goals. When seeking “relevant” voxels, does the researcher wish to
err on the side of inclusiveness or exclusivity? How specific should the model be? Is
the researcher only seeking to determine which larger brain structures are most strongly
associated with particular tasks? If so, multivariate voxel-level models may not provide
a definite advantage over simpler GLM-based techniques. Experimentation and model-
ing must inform each other. Some labs have begun tightly integrating the two aspects,
and facilitating cross-disciplinary communication, but considerable improvement is still
warranted.

6.5.3 Real-Time Interface between Data Collection and Modeling

In addition to increased dialogue between the people involved in data collection and those
involved in modeling, technology is beginning to facilitate a more interactive coordina-
tion between these two processes in general. Leading the way in this regard will likely
be the emerging field of real-time fMRI, in which a model is used to make predictions, or
perhaps even trained, online while the subject is being scanned. This output can then be
used to provide feedback to the subject. Interest in this field is growing rapidly, not only
because it presents challenging computational requirements, but because of its potential
to enhance the modeling procedure.

One immediate benefit of such an interactive approach is that the subject can be
informed about the “strength” of his neural signal and perhaps learn to modify it to
improve prediction [54]. This feedback can engage the subject, and hence increase his or
her motivation and attention. Researchers frequently find that images scanned using more
attentive subjects exhibit a stronger signal, and we have personally observed instances
in which the best predicted models were trained from data from especially motivated
subjects, so improving motivation is itself a worthwhile goal.

Beyond this simple effect, there are almost limitless opportunities for creatively ex-
ploiting the interactive nature of real-time fMRI to provide a greater link between data
collection and modeling. For instance, one might modify the experimental tasks based on
which aspects of the task space are being learned poorly and require more data, drawing
on advances in the online learning machine learning field. As computational hurdles
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are overcome, real-time fMRI will continue to gain in popularity, and may well lead to
fruitful new research paradigms.

6.5.4 Gaining Insight from the Models

Ultimately, the purpose of fMRI modeling, predictive or not, is to learn about how the
brain works; therefore, the most interesting developments in the field will result from
the application of these models to reveal insight into functioning, rather than enhance-
ment of the techniques themselves. The Mitchell et al. [62] and Kay et al. [52] papers
both exploited prediction as a measure of model validity to reveal likely brain encoding
schemes. Another elegant application of predictive models is that of Polyn et al. [76] to
demonstrate recurrence of patterns as information is recalled.

Other applications might reveal correspondences between internal and external pro-
cesses. As an example, one dataset used for model evaluation in the present work captured
subjects’ response to pain. Recall that two aspects of the task were predicted: the actual
temperature of the stimulus applied, and the subjects’ rating of perceived pain. We
can, for each subject, create a score that determines how accurately their perception
corresponds to the real pain inflicted. Figure 6.2 shows that such a score is positively
associated with how well the fMRI model for that subject was able to predict the actual
temperature. In other words, the degree to which a signal in the brain is correlated with the
strength of the pain stimulus is associated with how accurately the subject perceives the
strength of the stimulus. Perhaps this brain responsiveness is directly leading to the more
accurate perception, or perhaps some other hidden factors, such as overly high or low pain
thresholds, or even attentional issues, might be influencing both the internal and external
response. Also, it is interesting to note in Figure 6.1 that prediction performance for the
actual temperature was not significantly different than that of the subjects’ perception,
but was very slightly better, likely reflecting the greater directness of the task.

In both this Pain example and the Polyn et al. [76] application, the ease with which a
model is learned from the fMRI data is used as a proxy variable for the degree to which
some state is reflected in the brain. The most interesting developments in the field will
likely involve clever exploration within this paradigm.
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Figure 6.2: Accuracy of subjects’ pain rating is associated with accuracy of
temperature prediction from fMRI. Rating accuracy (correlation between perceived
stimulus temperature and actual temperature) by 14 Pain subjects, versus accuracy of
corresponding learned model predicting stimulus temperature from fMRI. Linear and
exponential correlation and p-values are shown.

6.6 Final Thoughts

Building off these hypothesized directions, the key question going forward will likely be:
What do we do with these tools? We began this thesis by speculating about a future in
which “mind reading” techniques are employed practically, which is likely closer than
many think. Psychology is a field concerned with understanding people. Through fMRI
modeling, we are seeking a better understanding of the brain, and predictive techniques
offer a very tangible way of doing so; however, history is filled with attempts to read
minds, often for dubious or nefarious purposes. As with any technology, greater un-
derstanding and capability open doors to a wealth of possible uses. The prospect of
understanding the brain and the mind naturally inspires awe and curiosity in people, yet
better understanding of the mind implies better understanding of ourselves and each other,
a prospect that can be as frightening as it is captivating. The developments in this field, no
matter how oriented toward low level details, are all relevant to this high level objective,
making it a pertinent, challenging, and ultimately exciting field in which to engage.
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Supplementary Reliability Figures

A.1 Prediction, Reliability, and λ2: All PBAIC Tasks

Using the cross-validation approach described in Chapter 3, we show in Figure A.1 that,
for all 24 PBAIC tasks, prediction performance is not significantly affected by increasing
λ2 from 0.0 to 6.0. Chapter 2 did not show results for each individual task, and considered
only a maximum λ2 of 2.0.

In Figure A.2, we also expand the results in Chapter 2 by showing that reliability,
measured as non-zero overlap, also increases across all tasks when λ2 is increased from
0.0 to 6.0.

We show in Figure A.3 that although overlap scores are nowhere near the ideal score
of 100%, weighted overlap scores for a given λ2 value, in this case 2.0, are significantly
higher, illustrating that the voxels deemed most relevant by the model are most likely to
be consistently selected.
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Figure A.1: Prediction is not significantly affected by increasing λ2. Test correlation
(cross-validated) for all PBAIC 2007 tasks for λ2 values of 0.1 and 6.0, averaged over all
3 subjects and 2 runs. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Figure A.2: Reliability tends to increase significantly as λ2 is increased. Non-Zero
Overlap % for all PBAIC 2007 tasks for λ2 values of 0.1 and 6.0, averaged over all 3
subjects and 4 cross-validation folds. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Figure A.3: Weighted overlap is much higher than non-zero overlap; the most significant
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PBAIC 2007 tasks for λ2 value of 2.0, averaged over all 3 subjects and 4 cross-validation
folds. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Supplementary Filter-Based Figures

B.1 Filters: Uncorrected Scores and Reliability with Smooth-
ing
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(a) Ground Truth Non-Zero Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(b) Ground Truth Weighted Overlap:
Uncorrected

Figure B.1: Uncorrected ground truth overlap scores for synthetic data are shown. Uncorrected
non-zero overlap and weighted overlap between ground truth (template) map and cross-validated
weight maps learned by method and λ2 value, averaged over all 90 cross-validated datasets. Bars
reflect 95% confidence.
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(a) Non-Zero Overlap:
Uncorrected
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(b) Weighted Overlap:
Uncorrected
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Figure B.2: Uncorrected reliability scores for synthetic data are shown. Uncorrected non-zero
overlap, weighted overlap, and map correlation, between cross-validated weight maps by method
and λ2 value, averaged over all 45 pairs of cross-validated models. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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(a) Non-Zero Overlap: PBAIC
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(b) Weighted Overlap: PBAIC
Best
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(c) Map Correlation PBAIC Best
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(d) Non-Zero Overlap: PBAIC
Moderate
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(g) Non-Zero Overlap: Pain
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Pain
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(i) Map Correlation Pain

Figure B.3: Uncorrected reliability scores are shown. Non-zero overlap, Weighted overlap,
and Map correlation for voxel-only, voxel-only smoothed, and 1, 27, and 125 filters; voxel-only
smoothed is shown for comparison with 1 filter approach. Means are calculated over all 3 (PBAIC)
or 14 (Pain) subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, and 4 cross-validation folds; variance over tasks
and subjects. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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(c) Map Correlation: PBAIC Best
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(f) Map Correlation: PBAIC
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(g) Non-Zero Overlap: Pain
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Pain
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(i) Map Correlation: Pain

Figure B.4: Uncorrected reliability scores are shown for smoothed maps. Non-zero overlap,
Weighted overlap, and Map Correlation reliability metrics for maps trained using voxels only, 1,
27, and 125 filters, smoothed and thresholded. Means are calculated over all 3 (PBAIC) or 14
(Pain) subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or 2 (Pain) tasks, and 4 cross-validation folds; variance over tasks and
subjects. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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(g) Non-Zero Overlap: Pain
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(h) Weighted Overlap: Pain
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(i) Map Correlation: Pain

Figure B.5: Smoothing filter-based maps does not significantly improve reliability compared to
smoothing voxel-only maps. Spatial z-scores for the non-zero overlap, weighted overlap, and map
correlation reliability metrics for maps learned using voxels only, 1, 27, and 125 filters, smoothed
and thresholded. Means are calculated over all 3 (PBAIC) or 14 (Pain) subjects, 3 (PBAIC) or
2 (Pain) tasks, and 4 cross-validation folds; variance over tasks and subjects. Bars reflect 95%
confidence.
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Figure B.6: PBAIC prediction performance tends to be the same regardless of whether
any filters are used. Cross-validated test correlation by PBAIC task, for λ2 = 0.1,
averaged over all 3 subjects and 2 runs. Bars reflect 95% confidence.

B.2 Filters: All PBAIC Tasks

Figures B.6-B.8 show how prediction performance, model size, and reliability proper-
ties compare across PBAIC tasks, by examining these properties for voxel-only, 1-filter
smoothed, and 27-filter-based models. Overall, the finding is similar to that of Chapter
3: the greatest differences are between tasks, rather than methods. Figure B.6 shows
very similar prediction scores across methods within tasks, and Figure B.7 shows that
differences in model sizes between methods tend not to be significant.

Figure B.8 shows that the observed trend for filter-based maps (whether uniformly or
selectively smoothed) to be at least as reliable as voxel-only maps holds for all PBAIC
tasks. In most cases, 1-filter and 27-filter reliability is similar; the exception is the 3
fruit-related tasks. These tasks were difficult to predict and, as shown in Figure B.7, the
resulting cross-validated models were very small (likely due to high noise). It is likely
that the 1-filter smoothing applied to these maps inflated the spatial structure of the maps
to such an extent that they were over-penalized. It is interesting, though, that all fruit task
maps exhibited the same relative properties.
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Figure B.7: PBAIC model size tends to be the same regardless of whether any filters are
used. Number of fields selected using cross-validation, by PBAIC task, for λ2 = 0.1,
averaged over all 3 subjects and 4 cross-validation folds; Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Figure B.8: PBAIC maps learned with smoothing, whether uniform or selective, tend to
be at least as reliable as maps trained without filters (with aberrant exceptions). Spatial
z-scored map correlation of cross-validated maps, by PBAIC task, for λ2 values of 0.0,
0.01, and 0.1, averaged over all 3 subjects and 3 λ2 values; Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Figure B.9: Average prediction performance by task (PBAIC) or subject (Pain) is shown.
Mean test correlation by (a) task (PBAIC) or (b) subject (Pain), calculated over the 2
filter sets (27 or 125 filters), λ2 values of 0.0, 0.01, and 0.1, and 2 runs. Bars reflect 95%
confidence.

B.3 Metrics for All Tasks or Subjects
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Figure B.10: Average reliability by task (PBAIC) or subject (Pain) is shown. Mean map
correlation spatial z-score by (a) task (PBAIC) or (b) subject (Pain). Means are calculated
over the 2 filter sets (27 or 125 filters) and λ2 values of 0.0, 0.01, and 0.1, and 4 cross-
validation folds; variance over filter sets and λ2 values. Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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Figure B.11: Average model size by task (PBAIC) or subject (Pain) is shown. Mean
number of selected fields by (a) task (PBAIC) or (b) subject (Pain), calculated over the 2
filter sets (27 or 125 filters), λ2 values of 0.0, 0.01, and 0.1, and 4 cross-validation folds.
Bars reflect 95% confidence.
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